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ABSTRACT

This dissertation investigates the ways in which various discourses of
education--including canonical texts within philosophy, science, and other
diSciplines; documents articulating university policy; and ordinary exchanges
among teachers, students, and colleagues--have constructed femaleness and
academic professionalism in mutually exclusive terms. I begin with the
assumption that the mentor embodies professional skills, values, and
behaviors, and thus acts as an agent of professional normalization within the
academy. I then demonstrate the ways in which mentors are complicit in
uncritically reproducing educational structures and discourses that can inhibit
the success of women in higher education. I conclude by arguing that
mentoring can function effectively within an increasingly diverse academic
community only if it redefines the values, standards, behaviors, and
discourses that define academic professionalism.
Because mentoring relationships represent complex intersections of
the personal and the professional, this project approaches the subject matter
from multiple perspectives--including history and historiography,
ethnography, personal essay, rhetorical analysis, and feminist theory. I
devote the first four chapters to a general discussion of my methodologies,
and historical analyses of three representative models of mentoring:
pederasty, apprenticeship, and advising. Appearing among these historical
chapters are case studies of six academic women who explore the legacy of
these mentoring models in their lives and careers. My purposes here are to
illustrate the ways in which mentoring relationships reproduce historically
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specific constructions of masculinity and femininity, and at the same time to
explore the ways in which these constructions manifest themselves in
modern academic settings. The dialogue that develops between the historical
analyses and the case studies suggests that, in general, current mentoring
policies and practices within the academy do not take seriously the
perspectives and experiences of women and other non-traditional university
populations, and may in fact discourage women from participating fully in
professional activities.
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Chapter One

What this Dissertation is "About": An Itinerary

When people ask me how I got interested in this project, I usually give
them the short answer: sour grapes. I began exploring the idea of mentoring
during the first semester of my doctoral program, at the encouragement of
friends, fellow students, and my graduate advisor. About a year into my
thinking about the project, I received a memo in my office mailbox; actually,
at a glance it was clear that everyone in the department had received the same
memo. It was from my graduate advisor--an early draft of a paper on
mentoring, soliciting comments or information. In addition to his, four
other names appeared on the by-line, including a graduate student who had
just entered the program that year. The names swam in front of my eyes--it
seemed at the time that everyone in the department was in on this project
except me, the person who was writing about mentoring. I was sick to my
stomach with a mix of anger, hurt, embarrassment, frustration, disbelief. I
talked about it for days, working myself into a fresh outrage each time. Isn't it
ironic, I said to my friend Zita, that the person I considered my mentor didn't
invite me to participate in a collaborative project on mentoring TAs? Isn't
that rich? Isn't that just too much?
I began talking to other TAs about what had happened--mostly women,
given my primary circle of friends--seeking reassurance that "the system" was
unfair, that professors always choose men to work with, that I was much
more qualified and they were the ones losing out. I expected a litany of
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"doesn't the system suck, it's so sexist"--and, to be sure, 1 got my share of that.
But once 1 let the anger subside (not entirely, mind you) and began to listen to
what my friends were saying, 1 realized that mentoring was bigger than my
own experience of it. And that was the birth of this project.
My dissertation was motivated by more than hurt feelings, however.
Corny as it sounds, 1 felt betrayed by "the system." The thing is, I've done
very little in my life besides go to school. I'm good at it. Consequently, I've
always been able to count on it as a space where I could be confident in my
abilities. When it didn't work that way for me, 1 still tried to find the reasons
(I figured there had to be reasons) why my exclusion from my advisor's
collaborative mentoring project was fair, right, justified. l 1 only recently
realized that 1 did this mainly because I didn't feel as if 1 had the education to
compete with my classmates. 1 went to a small state college with 1000hl
admissions policy for my undergraduate degree, and a small private
university for my Master's. 1 thought the private university thing was a big
deal--until 1 realized that hardly anybody had even heard of it. Many of my
classmates had attended prestigious universities like Columbia and Harvard,
or prestigious private colleges like Wesleyan and Sarah Lawrence. 1 told
myself that I could never really outrun my education, and 1 secretly blamed
my parents for not having the means to send me to a better school.
1 was also concerned that 1 was a woman, and although 1 never really
believed that my femaleness rendered me less intelligent or less capable, 1
looked to other things about me that are commonly attributed to women and
lTo set the record straight, my graduate advisor was very apologetic when he realized that he
had overlooked me, and immediately invited me to participate in the project. By then,
though, I had embarked on a different project and, feeling that there was a conflict of interest,
declined his invitation.
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are (consequently?) commonly disparaged: our disproportionate attention to
students and teaching, our home and family distractions, our inability to be
researchers because we secretly don't want to work anyway. I began to suspect
those things were true of me--I mean, hadn't I fantasized about staying home
and sewing curtains from time to time? I didn't think it showed, but maybe,
apparently, it did.
I'm amazed how much of that rage and shame and frustration I can
still conjure up--right now, as I write this. As I was describing these
experiences to my dissertation director early in my writing process, my voice
started to shake, and at the end of our meeting I went down to my own office
and sobbed (not while I was in his office, of course--that would've been

unprofessional). But not only was I feeling those same powerful emotions
evoked by "the memo," I was also feeling rage and shame and frustration for
having once felt the need to justify or legitimize unfair treatment--bad
mentoring, in this case--by magnifying the inadequacies of me and, even
more bizarre, my parents.
I've come a long way from that anger. I still feel it, but for different
reasons. And so sometimes, when people ask about my interest in
mentoring, I just roll my eyes and say, "It's a long story." Because the
mentoring story is a long one. It started long before I was a part of it, and
even after I had become a part of it, I wasn't aware that it had started.
You see, I've always regarded education as my ticket out of the classand gender-related labels that have attached themselves to me my whole life,
and so I began to "wield" the language of the academy (or my version of it,
anyway) as soon as I entered graduate school. This passage, for example, is the
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introductory paragraph from a seminar paper that eventually became the
second chapter of this disserta tion:
That the concept of eros was deeply entrenched in Hellenic
culture, and that Plato subtly and sometimes not-so-subtly
exploited eros both as a subject and as a mood for his dialogues,
are well-known and well-documented. What has not been fully
explored, however, is how Plato's rhetoric reflected,
demonstrated, and critiqued the erotic values and sensibilities of
his culture. This paper will discuss the role of eros in classical
Greece and its institutional manifestation in pederasty; examine
the significance of eros and pederasty to the rhetorical theories of
Plato; and offer readings of the Gorgias, Phaedrus, and
Symposium to illustrate Plato's development of an erotic
rhetoric.
In a writing workshop, another student singled out this same paragraph
when he described my writing style as "architectonic." I felt at once offended
and smug at this characterization, and for the same reason: "he just didn't get
it"--that is, he wasn't smart enough to read my writing. The fact was, I
enjoyed being an intellectual snob. It made me feel good to intimidate
people--classmates as well as friends and family--with my articulateness, my
vocabulary, my references to obscure theories and texts. I enjoyed
overhearing my professors say that I was "their best," that I "had what it
takes" to be successful. I enjoyed setting myself apart from (read: above)
those students who exposed themselves as not having what it takes by, for
instance, not "getting" my writing.
About four years into graduate school, though, I began to grow weary
and even scornful of this "I'm smarter than you" attitude. For one thing, all
my efforts to be worthy of academe were alienating me from my family. In
the course of one evening a few Christmases ago, my brother Andy accused
me of thinking I was "too good" for Arnold Schwartzenegger movies and
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asked me, "Why can't you talk like a normal person anymore?" My mom
joked that she was afraid to write me letters because she was afraid I'd mark
her grammar errors. My dad made passing reference to my "trivial
scholarship" and turned up the volume on a football game when I started
talking about what I was working on at school. Back in Tucson, by myself,
things weren't much better. My writing style had become so dry and tiresome
that I would regularly fall asleep over my own work. I couldn't even
understand what I was saying, or if I could, I wasn't interested.
Education hadn't always been this tiresome; language hadn't always
been a tool of intimidation and exclusion; I hadn't always been ashamed of
my own work. What happened? I began to wonder, with Helene Cixous and
Catherine Clement, "What remains of me at the university, within the
university?" (145).
In retelling this part of the story, I still have many questions: What
had I learned about school that made me first blame myself (and my parents)
for the frustrating mentoring experience? Why did I think I "deserved" to be
overlooked by my professors? Why was it so important to me to use
academic language, even when I knew that other people couldn't understand
it? Why did it matter that my family was uncomfortable with my use of
academic language? And how was academic language later at the heart of my
disillusionment with higher education generally? Because I think the
mentoring story is written from the perspective one learns to inhabit in
relation to education, and because this perspective incorporates personal and
social factors as well as institutional ones, I want to consider these and other
questions in multiple ways--an approach I discuss below.
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An Itinerary
In The Art of Wondering, William A. Covino observes that when we
read a particular text, we find ourselves wondering "what [it] is about, only to
realize, once we abandon the extraction of lessons and principles, that 'about'
may be reconsidered not as a preposition restricting an object, but as a verb, as
a synonym for doing or making as in 'out and about'" (21). What Covino
does not say, but what I think he would agree with, is that "about" also
implies an approximation; in other words, what something is "about" is only
an approximation of what something "is."2 That said, I'd like to offer a
version of, first, what this dissertation is about, and second, how I will go

about writing it. To begin with, then, this project is about mentoring,
specifically academic mentoring, more specifically academic mentoring for
women. Academe has only begun to discuss the possibility that women's
mentoring concerns--indeed, their experiences of higher education
altogether--may be quite different from men's, and those discussions are
usually prescriptive, as in policy recommendations. As I suggested above,
however, my questions have less to do with how mentoring should be
implemented, and more to do with how women experience and define
mentoring relationships; as such, they stem directly from my own personal
experiences in academe. The questions that I will address in this dissertation
include the following:

2Hayden White makes a similar point in "The Historical Text as Literary Artifact." He
writes: "Properly understood, histories ought never to be read as unambiguous signs of the
events they report, but rather as symbolic structures, extended metaphors, that 'liken' the
events reported in them to some form with which we have already become familiar in literary
cui ture" (52).
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*How is mentoring defined--institutionally, personally, and
theoreticall y?
*What forms does mentoring take within academe, and how have
these relationships developed historically?
*What values are inscribed by the discourses surrounding educational
mentoring?
*What effect do mentoring relationships have on the lives and careers
of women in academe?
*How do women's mentoring experiences fit into recent feminist
scholarship on knowledge, education, and professionalization?
*Based on historical, ethnographic, and theoretical findings, what
alternatives to traditional mentoring exist?
Because these questions represent overriding concerns rather than actual
chapters, investigating them won't be easy, nor will it be straightforward.
And I mean that literally: my investigation won't move straight, nor always
forward.
I take as a metaphor for my dissertation the journey of Sal Paradise, the
idealistic-young-writer and protagonist-narrator in Jack Kerouac's novel On

the Road. Early in the book, Sal makes preparations to set out on his first trip
to The West:
I'd been poring over maps of the United States in Paterson [New
Jersey] for months, even reading books about the pioneers and
savoring names like Platte and Cimarron and so on, and on the
roadmap was one long red line called Route 6 that led from the
tip of Cape Cod clear to Ely, Nevada, and there dipped down to
Los Angeles. I'll just stay on 6 all the way to Ely, I said to myself
and confidently started. (12)
To get to Route 6, Sal has to go up to Bear Mountain; to get to Bear Mountain,
he has to take a subway, a trolley, and another trolley, and then hitchhike
"five scattered rides." As soon as he reaches his starting point, it starts to rain.
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Wearing a light shirt on his back and "plantlike sieves" (Mexican huaraches)
on his feet, Sal's idealism begins to wane and he questions his plans:
Route 6 came over the river, wound around a traffic circle, and
disappeared into the wilderness. Not only was there no traffic
but the rain came down in buckets and I had no shelter. I had to
run under some pines to take cover; this did no good; I began
crying and swearing and socking myself on the head for being
such a damn fool. I was forty miles north of New York; all the
way up I'd been worried about the fact that on this, my big
opening day, I was only moving north instead of the so-longedfor west. Now I was stuck on my northernmost hangup ....
"What the hell am I doing up here?" I cursed, I cried for
Chicago. "Even now they're all having a big time, they're doing
this, I'm not there, when will I get there!"--and so on. (12-13)
Eventually Sal is able to hitchhike back to Newburgh and ride the bus back to
New York in order to begin his journey again. No traffic passed through 6, he
learns; he'll have to go across the Holland Tunnel in New York and head to
Pittsburgh.
Clearly Sal is feeling sorry for himself, and so one might expect him to
lay the blame for his frustrations on factors outside of him and beyond his
control--the lack of traffic, the misleading maps he studied so diligently. But
he doesn't. Instead, he concludes bitterly, "It was my dream that screwed up,
the stupid hearthside idea that it would be wonderful to follow one great red
line across America instead of trying various roads and routes. . .. I wanted to
go west and here I've been all day and into the night going up and down,
north and south, like something that can't get started" (13). Swearing he'd be
in Chicago the next day, Sal spends most of his money on a bus ticket, and
doesn't give a damn.
I understand Sal's frustration. It's the same frustration I feel when I try
to write the same kind of writing that I've written for years, only to find that,
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for whatever reasons, it simply doesn't work for the ideas I'm trying to
articulate through my writing. As late as my final undergraduate writing
class--something for English majors called "Advanced Composition, A
Rhetorical Approach"--I was writing and getting away with writing fiveparagraph themes. (The fact that many of my paragraphs were two pages long
or more didn't seem to bother me, nor did it cue me to the possibility that
maybe I should try a d.ifferent organizational strategy.) As late as last year, my
essays modified that same structure: multi-paragraph essays with roughly
three ideas and a thesis, albeit a more complex thesis than the ones I
developed in five paragraphs. Not much had changed, really: my paragraphs
were still about the same length and structured in about the same way. It
began to occur to me that my writing was driven more by structure and
"look" than by what I had to say.
As a writing teacher, I've been trying for years to discourage my
students from writing such essays, and yet trying to do the same thing with
my own writing somehow seemed like a different matter--more difficult, less
sensible, less theoretically sound. Certainly, there's something comfortable
and even comforting about safe, familiar structures. They've allowed me
clearly to imagine my dissertation since practically my first year of graduate
school: introduction/survey of scholarship/thesis; three chapters elaborating
on/illustrating thesis; conclusion/implications. Five chapters mimicking the
same structure I had mastered in high school. An extended five-paragraph
theme.
And yet, like Sal Paradise, I've grown frustrated with "the stupid
hearthside idea" that dissertations can actually assume a prefabricated
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structure without getting bogged down somewhere near. the top of Bear
Mountain. Working within that structure, I've found myself sloppily
cramming stuff into chapters because, short of altering the plans of my
dissertation "kit," I didn't know where else to put it. Or, just the opposite,
I've found myself ignoring details or whole lines of argument that didn't fit
easily into the structure. Or, perhaps even worse, I've found myself bored
with the whole project, knowing from the beginning where I was going to
end up in my conclusion. In short, I've found that doing things the safe,
"logical" way may be as fraught with frustrations and inconveniences as
trying something new. So now I'm wondering, if a dissertation that looks
like "one great red line across America" doesn't make sense to me anymore,
then what other ways are there to reach the West--my West, the end of my
dissertation? What would it look like to try "various roads and routes"?
And what does that even mean?
That's just another question I'm trying to explore in this dissertation:
what would it look like to break out of a familiar form (the great red line
theory of writing) and try something new? I picture it as a combination of
things, "an unruly conversation" (a wonderful term from Lorene Cary's
autobiography Black lee [6]). And so not only will my dissertation be
conventional (archival) history, but also historiography, and personal essay,
and ethnography, and story, and feminist theory, and educational critique.
But because any study of mentoring is also, inevitably, a study of the way we
inhabit and compose the histories of our profession--including the way we
write and authorize dissertations--my definition of this project must
necessarily define my own location within it, the way I inhabit it. Part of that
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process involves defining my own location within this project. Since I
probably wouldn't have thought much about academic mentoring had I
never been in academe, and since I may not have written about it had I not
been required by the university to produce a dissertation as evidence that I
deserve to stay here as a teacher, then clearly my subject and my subjectivity
are located within the academy. But here's the tricky part: as someone
interested in transforming academic conventions, I can, theoretically, write
any way I choose; however, as someone who aspires to a PhD, I need to take
seriously certain academic conventions that define dissertations (e.g., an
intro/project overview). In short, for this project, I need to locate myself both
within and outside of academe, and my dissertation represents that difficult
positioning. Recognizing this, I will try not to blithely "be" an academic
insider without trying self-consciously to address issues of methodology,
language, and professionalization as I write.
There's another answer to this question of what my dissertation is, one
that draws more explicitly on Covino's definition of "about" as an action, "a
synonym for doing or making." It stems from the fact that the different
directions I foresee for my dissertation all emerge from my personal concerns
and experiences. Thus it seems fair to say that, at its most specific and, well,

scary level, what this dissertation is "about" is me, and what it "is" is a story
of my academic life. My writing here starts from me; it is a record of my own
wanderings--my own "out-and-aboutings"--in academe.
This dissertation is about me. In saying so, I join Montaigne, who
writes in "Of Practice" (his own practice, that is):
It is many years now that I have had only myself as object of my

thoughts, that I have been examining and studying only myself;
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and if I study anything else, it is in order promptly to apply it to
myself, or rather within myself... , There is no description
equal in difficulty, or certainly in usefulness, to the description
of oneself. Even so one must spruce up, even so one must
present oneself in an orderly arrangement, if one would go out
in public. Now, I am constantly adorning myself, for I am
constantly describing myself. (273)
He's right: nothing is so difficult as studying and "writing" oneself,
something I'll discuss more fully in my two concluding chapters.
Meanwhile, though, readers may accuse me of self-indulgence or
exhibitionism in "going public" in this way. It's crucial, therefore, to
distinguish between what I'm not saying ("This story is about me and it's
important to me and therefore must be important to everyone") and what I
am saying, namely:

"Mentoring relationships involve learning to inhabit the

university !is an academic. Because our locations within academe affect the
way we learn to inhabit it, then it is fitting in a discussion of mentoring to
start from the personal." And furthermore: "Since academe has traditionally

not valued the writer's personal experience in its professional histories, and
since my purpose in this project is to recompose this traditional mentoring
story, then it is appropriate that I do so by drawing upon my own personal
experience." (This stance has roots in modern historiography and feminist
standpoint theory, too, which I discuss in Appendix A and below,
respectively.)
Michel Foucault's term "care of the self," central to his theory of ethics,
comes in handy here. In The Use of Pleasure, Foucault is concerned with the
means for articulating and enacting ethical behaviors: "the models proposed
for setting up and developing relationships with the self, for self-reflection,
self-knowledge, self-examination, for the decipherment of the self by oneself,
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for the transformations that one seeks to accomplish with oneself as object"
(29). Unlike "what you might call the California cult of the self" (245),
Foucault explains, care of the self "does not mean simply being interested in
oneself, nor does it mean having a certain tendency to self-attachment or selffascination" (243). Instead, as Jennifer M. Gore writes in The Struggle for

Pedagogies, Foucault's "'care of the self' suggests an ethic of selfdisentanglement and self-invention" (129). As I understand Foucault and
Gore, my writing this dissertation, and my efforts to self-consciously write it
through my own experience, represent on a local level ways of making sense
of an academic relationship--mentoring--and of fulfilling a requirement for a
doctoral degree at the University of Arizona. On a broader level, however,
it's a way of "caring for my self," a way of writing a new self within academe,
a way of doing, making, and remaking truths about mentoring and
professionalization. Traditionally, the dissertation process has functioned as
the ultimate test of a writer's mastery of academic values and conventions; by
demonstrating his or her mastery, the writer earns the right to embody
academe as a teacher and mentor--or even, some would say, pledges his or
her allegiance to those values and conventions. Academe would be a
different place, I think, and mentors would be different people, if dissertations
were instead conceived as experiments in self-invention, multiform and
reflective.
"Writing a new self"? Multiple truths? Multiple, sometimes unruly
routes to those truths? Just what am I trying to pull here? One idea that runs
throughout my dissertation is that there are many versions of the mentoring
story, and I don't have to commit to just one. Presenting many versions, in
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fact, is a way of enacting my ethical stance, which draws extensively upon
feminist standpoint theory, a method of inquiry that self-consciously
preserves the presence of female subjects as knowers and actors. In Whose

Science? Whose Knowledge? Sandra Harding describes standpoint theory as a
response to the "dominant conceptual schemes of the natural and social
sciences [which] fit the experience that Western men of the elite classes and
races have of themselves and the world around them" (48). Dorothy E. Smith
explains that traditional research methods (created and perpetuated by the
group Harding describes) often transform women into the objects of study or
eliminate their active presence entirely. Standpoint theory, on the other
hand, "creates the space for an absent subject, and an absent experience that is
to be filled with the presence and spoken experience of actual women
speaking of and in the actualities of their everyday worlds" (107). Finally,
Lorraine Code equates standpoint with the term "positionality," which she
links to issues of subjectivity and political responsibility:
Female subjectivity is a relational construct, but it is neither
immobilized nor stabilized, as it is in the impersonal structures
of androcentric discourse, where it is defined in relation to a
single, undisputed norm: masculinity. In fact, "positionality"
explicitly resists taking anyone position as referent. ... The
point is not to advocate quiescent liberal tolerance, however. It
is to analyze, assess, assume accountability for the positions one
occupies, while engaging in critical dialogue with, or resistance
against, occupants of other positions, in cognizance of their
political implications. (180).
Thus as a theoretical orientation, feminist standpoint theory offers insight
into how women conceptualize their own experience, as well as how their
worlds are organized by social relations that extend beyond them, and
acknowledges that these perspectives are not always compatible. As a political
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philosophy, moreover, it encourages a feminist activism that exposes the
partial and distorting epistemologies established by patriarchal social systems.
Standpoint theory provides an especially fruitful approach to my study
of women's academic mentoring for several reasons: it has already been
established by feminist scholars as an effective means of critiquing academic
disciplines; it questions traditional conceptions of femininity and women's
subjectivity in relation to a monolithic and "universal" masculinity; it rejects
positivist notions of objectivity, advocating instead the identification of
multiple perspectives; it expects accountability for one's position(s); and it
accepts the possibility of working within institutional settings to promote
change. My dissertation applies these same goals and strategies to women
and academic mentoring, which serves as the subject and the object of this
study.
In addition to my own, the standpoints of six other women are
represented in my dissertation in the form of case studies. Two appear after
Chapters Two, Three, and Four, forming a series of counterweights to the
historical, theoretical, and philosophical discussions.3 The case studies are
deliberately positioned to disrupt, confirm, or reinterpret--sometimes all of
31n its description of manuscript formatting rt:!quirements, the "Manual for Theses and
Dissertations" published by the University of Arizona Graduate College has no provisions for
this kind of arrangement--that is, for text that cannot be defined as a chapter or as an
appendix. (And as 1 learned through a phone call to the Graduate College office, this matter is
not open to petition.) Thus my "inter chapter" case studies will appear here in one of the two
ways permitted within the limited structures sanctioned by the University: as subsections at
the end of the chapters that they were designed to follow. (For example, the case studies of
Molly and Sarah will appear as the last two sections of Chapter Two, rather than as separate
inter chapters between Chapters Two and Three.) On the one hand, I regard this as an
unsatisfactory solution, for it significantly diminishes the visual and argumentative impact
that the case studies were intended to produce. On the other hand, the fact that there is no
satisfactory solution to this "problem" (at least none authorized by the University) illustrates
exactly what I have been decrying in this chapter--namely, the entrenchedness and the
inflexibility of conventional dissertation structures.
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these things simultaneously--the theoretical arguments I make elsewhere; for
as I see it, a problem with prescriptive and strictly theoretical approaches to
mentoring is that we don't always do what we're told, nor do we always lead
theoretically consistent lives. I agree with Gore, who says,
It seems to me that there is something about the educational

enterprise that leads to the local, partial, and multiple foci of
poststructural theories; there is something about the lives of
those in classrooms ... about activities that deal with people as
thinking, feeling individuals, that requires the
phenomenological, personal accounts of multiplicity and
contradiction that are beginning to emerge in the work of
feminist poststructuralists in education. (49)
Although I make very few explicit references to poststructuralism in this
dissertation, my use of feminist standpoint theory shares this attention to the
multiple, local, and contradictory. The women whose profiles appear in this
project illustrate the appropriateness of that approach in regards to a
relationship as personal and complex as academic mentoring appears to be:
they experience mentoring in profoundly different ways, and theorize the
relationship in diverse, sometimes conflicting terms. In short, they
demonstrate the difficulty of writing the story of one's academic life, of

embodying academe as women, when there are so few suitable models.
Ethnographic data for the case studies were provided by transcripts
from one in-depth, audio-taped interview (ranging from 60 to 90 minutes)
with each participant. The interview was designed to accomplish two
purposes: first, to elicit general opinions on mentoring and discussion of
specific mentoring relationships and experiences; and second, to allow
participants to tell their stories without feeling compelled to fit them into
existing models of mentoring. In order to ensure honest responses, detailed
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descriptions of specific experiences, and insightful reflection on the nature of
the mentoring relationship, I distributed a list of questions to participants in
advance of their interviews. I also encouraged them to revise, challenge, or
reinterpret the questions, and to explore other issues that interested them. I
informed all interviewees of my project goals, and gave each a copy of her
interview transcript and final case study so that they would be guaranteed the
opportunity to revise, omit, or clarify anything they had said.
Because of women's tenuous relationship to traditional conceptions of
knowledge and professionalism, which I will discuss in later chapters, I
decided to interview women in academic disciplines perceived as "feminine":
English/modern languages, education, nursing, and women's studies. I then
selected interviewees on the basis of several factors, including age,
race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, educational background, sexual
orientation, part-time or full-time student status, and mentor's gender. Since
my main goal in presenting these case studies is to show how women
perceive and interpret their mentoring experiences, my first task after
conducting the interviews was to generate concepts. After carefully reading
interview transcripts, I identified topics, metaphors, and concerns used by the
participants themselves; these include trust, collaboration, discrimination,
advocacy, boundaries, power, and gender. (Occasionally, I have inferred
concepts that were not explicitly identified by participants.) Such terms
organize my analysis, offering conceptual links according to the constant
comparative method outlined by Glaser and Strauss in The Discovery of

Grounded Theory.
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Other, more institutionalized standpoints are represented in my study
as well. Three chapters investigate the ways that mentoring relationships
represent historically-specific constructs of what it means to be masculine and
feminine, as well as educated or professional. These include the discourses of
"masculine filiation" within the ancient Greek rituals of pederasty and the
current men's movement in America; the development of the "masterapprentice" model of mentoring from its economic origins in slavery and
indentured servitude; and the inherently unequal relationships between
women and (male) "experts." In the latter of these chapters, I will analyze
several administrative documents from the University of Arizona ("paper
mentors"), induding a position paper issued by the Graduate Council,
entitled "Mentoring: The Faculty-Graduate Student Relationship." I will
regard this document, in particular, not as an unbiased source of information,
but as articulation of the "official" perspective on mentoring; I will analyze its
metaphors, therefore, in much the same way that I analyzed the transcripts of
interview participants. The purpose of this analysis is to show to what degree
interview participants' perspectives on mentoring correspond to the
institutional perspective on mentoring and other academic practices
articulated by the University of Arizona. By juxtaposing "micro" level
analyses of actual mentoring relationships against "macro" level analyses of
institutional discourses about mentoring, I hope to illustrate ways in which
academic mentoring operates as an agent of social regulation and
reproduction--specifically, the reproduction of knowledge within a
patriarchal, capitalist economy, with its inevitable questions about how and
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in whose interest that knowledge is produced in the first place. I will provide
a more detailed discussion of this idea in following chapters.
I realize that by some accounts what I have provided here isn't an
itinerary at all: it's inexact and evasive on such wheres and whens as
chapters and theses. But an itinerary is not a scientific document produced
under controlled circumstances; as defined by the OED, it is merely "a route,"
or better yet, "[a] sketch of a proposed route; a plan or scheme of travel."
Besides, in my experience, itineraries work about as well as five-paragraph
themes--that is, they try to impose order on disorderly things. Take my trip to
see my grandma a couple of summers ago. My husband and I scheduled two
days for driving there; two on the farm; one at my parents' house in another
town; and four days driving back, including one-day stops back at the farm, in
Taos, and in Santa Fe to see friends. That adds up to a total of nine days.
Well, what we didn't plan on was my not getting irritated with my parents
(which I usually do) and not getting bored on the farm (which I usually did as
a child), and wanting to stay longer. We also didn't foresee that downtown
Taos and downtown Santa Fe would be so much alike. And we didn't count
on getting lost on the Palo Verde exit off 1-10 in Tucson. The point is, these
things weren't on our itinerary, but they ended up affecting our trip anyway.
Our trip resisted our plans. This is not a unique phenomenon: the same
thing happened on our trip to the Grand Canyon in October, and again on our
trip to the shopping mall last weekend; I see no reason why it wouldn't
happen on my dissertation, too. In an informal conversation recently,
nonfiction writer William Zinsser said that every piece of writing is a
journey, and that the writer--in this case, me--is acting as a tour guide. Like
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vacations and other journeys, dissertations don't exist in hermetically sealed
environments, and neither are tour guides. Here, too, a flexible plan could
turn a disaster into an adventure. Just trust me to lead you in the right
direction.
Before I move on, I'd like briefly to address two issues related to the
readability of this and subsequent chapters. The first is my use of what some
have called "scare quotes," marks that indicate, as Elizabeth Kamarck
Minnich explains it in Transforming Knowledge, "that I am using a word
self-consciously, that I do want the reader to think a bit about the ways it is
commonly--perhaps insensitively, perhaps wrongly, perhaps amusingly-used." Because, like Minnich, I am examining the ways we write, and think,
and educate in the academy, I believe it is important (again borrowing her
words) "to ask the reader to join me in hearing language as it vibrates
between levels and across situations and realms of meaning" (xvi). However,
because, as a reader, I also know that the excessive use of scare quotes can be
tedious and distracting, I have tried to use them only when absolutely
necessary.
The second readability issue has to do with occasional shifts in voice, or
"register," that occur throughout this project. Some of these shifts may be
rather jolting--that, in fact, is their intended effect--and I want to alert readers
that they should expect them. Because one of my purposes in this
dissertation is to question the standards and conventions that define our
academic work, I chose not to smooth out many of the voice shifts or
eliminate them altogether. Rather, I employ them as a means of disrupting
and calling into question the "naturalness" of conventional academic
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discourses, and as a contrast to the more personal, intimate discourses that
feminist standpoint theory allows. By deliberately creating "seams" in the
discussions, I have tried to foreground the differences in perspectives,
conventions, and discourses that make mentoring such a compelling and
complicated topic. As with the "scare quotes," however, I have tried to utilize
these kinds of shifts only when it seemed necessary or productive to do so.

Mentoring, History, and Writing
I'd like to return now, briefly, to the frustrations of Sal Paradise in On

the Road, which interest me not just because I can relate to "screwed up"
travel plans. Sal's "stupid hearthside idea" of following "one great red line
across America" also strikes me as an apt metaphor for history-writing, and
while my dissertation is (and is about) a lot of things, it is mostly a history.
What isn't clear, however, is what I mean by history, and what history has to
do with mentoring. My response to the first part of that question--what I
mean by history--is so long as to derail my discussion of mentoring, but so
important as to require careful consideration, so it appears in Appendix A.
For now, though, suffice it to say that the "great red line" theory of history
won't work for this kind of dissertation (and, no doubt many other kinds),
because my purpose is not to trace the linear development of mentoring, but
to look at the interplay of local and global versions of mentoring. I'm still
writing a history, but this history consists of "various roads and routes," only
some of which intersect with that great red line.
The second part of that question--the relationship between mentoring
and history--is also slippery, because mentoring is not a relationship that has
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been consistently defined; my point here, in fact, is to avoid a consistent
definition. Tentatively, though, I can define mentoring as an interpersonal,
historically constructed relationship designed to initiate a young person or
novice into the civic or professional standards of a particular community. As
such, mentoring is a relationship by which institutions like academe
reproduce their own histories--in part, by retelling them, an idea I will discuss
further in my conclusion. My purpose here is to question and challenge these
histories, including mentoring as a history-making and history-telling
process, as a way of recomposing them. In the process, I will be composing
my identity as an authoritative history-teller within academe. I develop this
emphasis on history as a strategy of writing rather than a strategy of reading at
length in Appendix A.
Intellectual historians, especially, have argued that for this sort of
undertaking to succeed, we must view the study of history as in some sense
the study of language, and consider reading and writing as overlapping
elements of the historian's relationship with language. Even so, Dominick
La Capra cautions in Rethinking Intellectual History that the world cannot be
seen as "just" language, an attitude he calls "textual imperialism," and
language cannot be seen as "only" an unproblematic representation of the
world, which he calls "contextualism" (85-86). These perspectives, perhaps,
belong in the realm of rhetoric--where, indeed, they have many champions.
William Covino, for example, questions "the virtues of mainstream literacy-unity, coherence, perspicuity, closure, and correctness" (129), and urges
writers instead to "trade certainty for ambiguity, trade preservative writing for
investigative writing, trade conclusions for 'counterinduction.' . .. What
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writers must maintain is thoughtful uncertainty, the attitude that necessarily
informs full exploration and motivates wonder" (130). Susan C. Jarratt
agrees, and specifically recommends that we revive two ancient sophistic
techniques--antithesis and parataxis--as a way of creating multiple or opencause narratives, the indeterminacies of which are resolved through the selfconscious development of probable arguments. Antithesis lays out options,
and parataxis arranges these options in a narrative with social rather than
strictly-defined chronological purposes (21-27). Jarratt describes the sophistic
attitude toward history in this way: "Consciously refusing to tell history as a
continuous, complete narrative leading to a pre-understood end, the sophist
was able to throw into new light a range of facts and causes for the purpose of
a more general consideration" (17). The result is what she calls "rhetorical
histories"--provisional, culturally relevant fictions that deal with "any
literary artifact as it operates to shape knowledge and effect social action" (1213).4

Of course, questioning notions of order and coherence need not imply
discarding them "in a mindlessly antinomian celebration of chaos and
dismemberment" (La Capra 60). Rather, it begins with the assumption that
these concepts are constructed, hence recognizes them as sites of contention,
issues for investigation. Hayden White provides one example of how such a
"meta historical" investigation might proceed by taking into account
rhetorical issues like audience, ethos, and narrativity. In "The Historical Text
as Literary Artifact," he introduces a theory of "emplotment," or the ways that
historians arrange and project meaning onto historical texts. Pieces of
4Jarratt also discusses these issues in Rhetoric Review's Oetalog, "The Politics of
Historiography," and in two special issues of Pref[ext.
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evidence available as historic record do not in themselves constitute a story,
White says, but rather offer story elements. Historians, in turn, "emplot"
these elements (e.g., texts, events, data, geography, politics, genders) by
arranging them into the form of recognizable stories--and they do so in
audience-specific and even personal ways (see also Fisher's homo narrans).
According to White,
Our explanations of historical structures and processes are thus
determined more by what we leave out of our representations
than by what we put in. For it is in this brutal capacity to exclude
certain facts in the interest of constituting others that the
historian displays his tact as well as his understanding. The
"overall coherence" of any given "series" of historical facts is the
coherence of story, but this coherence is achieved only by a
tailoring of the "facts" to the requirement of the story form. (4445)
Thus White sees "coherence" and "facts" not as "bad" qualities of historywriting, but as contestable qualities whose definition depends on who is
writing and reading them. For as White explains, "what the historian brings
to his consideration of the historical record is a notion of the types of
configurations of events that can be recognized as stories by the audience for
which he is writing" (47).
As White sees it, history is not simply "out there" in the past but "in
us" as well. I agree. If we acknowledge this, then perhaps the primary focus
of historical investigation ought to center on understanding and negotiating
varying degrees of proximity and distance in our relation to the histories that
exist both outside and inside ourselves--that is, the stories we want to tell.
That's what I want to try to do in this dissertation, for while I have
experienced mentoring in intensely personal and local ways ("in here," in
me), I understand from investigating it in other contexts that it is a
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phenomenon that is constructed differently "out there," institutionally, as
well. Mentoring exerts direct and lasting influence on our attitudes toward,
among other things, knowledge, expertise, and professionalism. It affects the
way we learn to perceive ourselves as students, teachers, and knowers, and
influences the way we form human relationships in the academy--perhaps
most fundamentally at the teacher-student level. Unfortunately, the
dominant discourses of educational research frequently silence the diverse
voices of individuals for whom traditional systems do not work. In my
study, I hope to show that mentoring can function more effectively by
drawing upon these perspectives--even though doing so may mean watching
it unfold in complicated, inconsistent, and sometimes disturbing ways.
What I have provided in this chapter (and its appendix) should not be
taken as My Historical Method, or even as My Theory of Mentoring; those
phrases imply a standard of consistency that I'm not sure I can, or want to,
maintain. Instead, I see this chapter as an articulation of my modus operandi,
with all its connotations of style, method, manner, tone, and contingency.
These are connotations I like. I turn again to Jennifer Gore, who writes: "I
have tried to avoid a rhetoric of solutions and pronouncements, having
chosen instead to articulate local possibilities. . .. Hence, it is my intention
that there be congruence between what is argued for and the way it is argued"
(xv). In light of this, I will close this introduction to my dissertation by
drawing on two commentators of revisionary history. The first is Susan
Jarratt, who says that the whole point of writing revisionary histories, "of
resisting the impulse to fit historical materials into a neat, continuous line
from beginning to end,"
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is to achieve the kind of critical distance which allows for revision. Rather than attempting to trace a line of thought from A
to B, the rhetorical historian will seek to regroup and redefine.

The point is to expose an increasing complexity of evidence or
data, to resist the simplification which covers over subtleties, to
exploit complexity toward the goal of greater explanatory power.
The revisionary historian of rhetoric will not look for superficial
similarities which group themselves quickly into 'species' but
will persist in confounding categories by looking longer and
discovering finer and finer shades of difference--more and more
varieties. (19, my emphases)
The second voice is Lloyd S. Kramer, as he describes Bakhtin's dialogic
approach to literature:
[A]ttention to the dialogic process in great literature becomes
relevant to the historical analysis of other texts and contexts in
that it stresses the importance of contestatory voices. The texts
or social realities of past societies evolve through constant
dialogues that must be examined and entered from a variety of
perspectives and that cannot be simply reduced to a single,
monologic meaning. The dialogic approach to history would
therefore open up the discussion between opposing categories on
a number of different levels: the dialogue between opposing
ideas within specific texts, the dialogue between historians and
the past, or the dialogue between texts and contexts. (114)
Although writing from different positions and within different contexts, both
Jarratt and Kramer dearly express the point and the process of my
dissertation: to complicate the subject of mentoring by allowing different
voices to speak and write about it. I said earlier that the voices represented in
this project do not add up to a consistent or "global" theory of mentoring.
Instead, they represent a variety of knowledges and ways of knowing that give
us the opportunity to keep writing, keep reading, and keep expanding our
understanding of what it means to engage in and embody the activities of our
profession.
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Chapter Two

In the Image of Whose Community?
Discourses of Procreation in Male Mentoring

Dale Spender has said that "Patriarchy is the educational paradigm"
(157). This is the starting premise for this chapter, but it requires some
elaboration--not to mention some justification. I take my definition of
patriarchy from Elizabeth Grosz, who describes it as "a structural mode of
organization placing men and women in different positions in social,
economic, and interpersonal relations. It does not consist in empirical acts; it
is a latent structure which makes possible and organizes these individual acts
into systematic form, providing the context and the meaning(s) for sexist
inequalities." Grosz is quick to point out that although patriarchy is a11pervasive, it is neither static nor monolithic; rather, it is "historically
variable, operating in specific ways in sociogeographically specific cultures; yet
it always retains the primary commitment to upholding and maintaining

male supremacy" (149-50). Thus to say that "patriarchy is the educational
paradigm" is to say that within Western culture, education has been created
by men, for men, and thus, inevitably, in the interests of men--more
specifically, men of elite social and racial groups. Furthermore, Pierre
Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron suggest in Reproduction: In Education,

Society and Culture, pedagogical acts tend to contribute uncritically to the
reproduction of this social structure. If we accept this premise, it follows that
academic mentoring--which I have already defined as a relationship by which
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institutions like academe reproduce, or tell their own histories--has also
developed within a patriarchal paradigm, and has manifested itself in
historically specific ways.
In response to the question in the title, I will examine one model of
male mentoring--"masculine filiation," a term I borrow from Helene Cixous-within two distinct moments in Western educational history. The first is
ancient Greek pederasty, a relationship in which older male citizens acted as
"civic mentors" to adolescent boys, providing them with guidance and
support during their initiation into adult male society. The second is the
modern American men's movement, whose goal is to redefine masculinity
through surrogate father-son relationships designed to alleviate the "psychic
alienation" wrought in men since the Industrial Revolution. While both
these exclusively male mentoring relationships developed within distinct
historical circumstances, they share a patriarchal educational context and
manifest themselves in similar discourses of male fertility, pregnancy, and
birth.
In any event, a brief etymological detour will help to address the
question at hand, introducing some connections between education and
patriarchy that are at once obvious and complex. According to the Oxford

English Dictionary, the Greek words for education or child-rearing, paideia,
for teaching, paidagogic-us, and for pederasty, paiderastia, share the root pais
or paides, which means both child and boy. Among classical Greek languageusers, pedagogy and pederasty were more specifically applied to the teaching
and socialization of boys, even as education was abstracted to denote Greek
culture generally, and, as the OED reports, the even more abstract "sum of
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physical and intellectual achievement to which the human body and mind
can aspire."
This masculine-human sleight of hand is illustrated even more clearly
by Werner Jaeger in the first volume of Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture.
As Jaeger explains,
Education is the process by which a commun'ity preserves and
transmits its physical and intellectual character. For the
individual passes away, but the type remains .... [Man's]
peculiar nature, a combination of body and mind, creates special
conditions governing the maintenance and transmission of his
type, and imposes on him a special set of formative processes,
physical and mental, which we denote as a whole by the name of
education. Education, as practiced by man, is inspired by the
same creative and directive vital force which impels every
natural species to maintain and preserve its own type; but it is
raised to a far higher power by the deliberate effort of human
knowledge and will to attain a known end. (xiii)
The fact that Jaeger doesn't specify who exactly is located in this "community"
is precisely the point: we know that since he is writing about "the classical
Greeks" he doesn't mean women, slaves, or foreigners. "The community"
who practices education, and whose "physical and intellectual character" is
reproduced through education, is therefore the same community who was
empowered within the patriarchal structure of classical Greece, and who was
engendered by the neutral term paides--namely, aristocratic white men. But
then, Jaeger knew this. The "true Greek paideia," he continues,
starts from the ideal, not from the individual. Above man as a
member of the horde, and man as a supposedly independent
personality, stands man as an ideal; and that ideal was the
pattern towards which Greek educators as well as Greek poets,
artists, and philosophers always looked. But what is the ideal
man? It is the universally valid model of humanity which all
individuals are bound to imitate. We have pointed out that the
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essence of education is to make each individual in the image of
the community.... (xxiv)
"Man," then, is more than a member of the nonaristocratic horde, more,
even, than an individual, gender-specific person. He is a "universally valid"
ideal whom we mere members of the horde are "bound to imitate." (Never
mind that the horde is constituted of members of other communities.) And
making the rest of us in the image of "the community"--which, I have
already established, is aristocratic white men--is the purpose of education.
It is by looking carefully at Jaeger's language and his logic that we see

the slippery conflation of what is male with what is universal, of aristocratic
male interests with the set of "communal" values that is considered worthy
of reproduction through education. And, finally, it is where we see the image
of the decidedly male mentor. For, Jaeger says, "education in any human
community (be it a family, a social class, a profession, or some wider complex
such as a race or a state) is the direct expression of its active awareness of a

standard" (xxiv). Who better to embody this standard than an upstanding
member of the community, who, it goes without saying, is a male aristocrat?
It is through this invisibility, this lack of compulsion to "say," that patriarchy

has become entrenched as the paradigm for education.
After debunking the myth of historical linearity in my introduction
and its appendix, it may seem strange that I choose to "begin at the
beginning"--that is, start at the traditional origin of Western education,
classical Greece, especially as recorded by Plato. But I do so for several
reasons--not the least of which is an abundance of textual material. This is
both a blessing, in that it allows me to provide a detailed discussion, and a
curse, in that it seems to preclude any serious revision or critique. But I draw
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the strength to undertake such a project from the recent revisionary histories
of this period written by the likes of William A. Covino, Susan C. Jarratt, and
Jasper Nee!. Like them, I want to make clear at the outset that, despite
bookshelves of evidence to the contrary, "the classical period" is not a natural
or unproblematic term: rather, it is a historical construct that focuses
attention on the activities and subjectivities that were important in particular
ways for a particular group of people--in this case, aristocratic men--who were
later established as "the community" by scholars who resembled them. In
other words, "the classical period" has been constructed within the same
structures that "education" has.

Pederasty as Male Mentoring
During the classical period in Greece, homoerotic relationships
between men--even those involving sexual interaction--were intended to
serve the purposes of friendship, education, and moral and civic
development. Indeed, as a model of mentoring, pederasty can perhaps best be
described as a kind of "erotic friendship": an affectionate, though unequal,
relationship in which conventional male behavior was embodied and
reproduced. Thus it is difficult to discllss education in classical Greece
without first discussing physical and philosophical eros, and equally difficult
to interpret the role of eros in Greek intellectual life without tinting those
interpretations with cultural and historical biases. 1

1Because the ancient Greeks understood the word eros differently than we do today, and because
my analysis depends upon an understanding of this ancient usage, eros will appear in italics
throughout this chapter.
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According to Barbara E. Goff, eros "is frequently referred to in Greek
sources as a pain, disease or madness" (28), and there are ample references of
this sort in Plato alone. In his Symposium, for example, the prophetess
Diotima characterizes Eros as the bastard son of Poverty and Resource,
destined to remain
ever poor, and far from tender or beautiful as most suppose him.
. .. [T]rue to his mother's nature, he ever dwells with want. But
he takes after his father in scheming for all that is beautiful and
good; for he is brave, impetuous and high-strung, a famous
hunter, always weaving some stratagem; desirous and
competent of wisdom, throughout life ensuing the truth; a
master of jugglery, witchcraft, and artful speech. (Lamb 203b-e)

Eros, in short, was many things at once: wretched and dangerous, yet
intelligent, ambitious, and cunning. It is hardly surprising, then, that eros
was frequently associated (although not always favorably) with rhetoric, or
"artful speech." At best an amoral force, and at worst a volatile and
uncontrollable one, eros, like rhetoric, was often enlisted by classical
philosophers as a metaphor for the pursuit of knowledge. Indeed, erotic
metaphors have been used so often to describe Plato's theory of rhetoric
mainly because they emphasize the attitudes, intentions, and relationships
among the participants in his dialogues (see, for example, Brockriede; Ervin;
and Kelley). As Anne Carson explains in Eros tile Bittersweet, this
connection makes perfect sense within the context of oral poetics: "Wings
and breath transport Eros as wings and breath convey words .... The same
irresistible sensual charm, called peitho in Greek, is the mechanism of
seduction in love and of persuasion in words; the same goddess (Peitho)
attends upon seducer and poet" (49-50).
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Much of what we know about eros in ancient Greece comes from the
extant art and literature of the sixth and fifth centuries BCE Vases, for
example, reveal much about sexual practices and courtship rituals; similarly,
the characters who appear in such works as Plato's Lysis and Symposium
offer a variety of perspectives on popular morality and the nature of eros at
that time. From these and other sources, we can identify two basic
manifestations of eros in classical Greece: sensual, "fleshly unions,"
associated with the female goddess Aphrodite; and "passions of the soul,"
associated with the male god Eros. Given the "men's club" nature of Hellenic
social and politicallife--not to mention the limited and phallocentric
understanding of male and female sexuality (see, for example, Aristotle's
Generation of Animals)--the male, philosophical, soulful Eros held the more

privileged status of the two. Most scholars believe that, as Aphrodite's son,
Eros supported and participated in the physically erotic behaviors his mother
sanctioned. However, not surprisingly, Eros's association with these
behaviors and desires tended toward the homoerotic, and was considered an
ennobling influence on what Pausanias in the Symposium calls a "baser sort"
of desire. In any case, the inherent complexities of eros (e.g., poverty,
craftiness, intelligence), as well as the explicitly gendered definitions of erotic
behaviors in ancient Greece, inspired and eventually systematized elaborate
theories of erotic interaction for physical, spiritual, and educational purposes.
In its physical manifestation, eros cannot be separated from the Greeks'
ideal of "perfect mind, perfect body," which held that physically beautiful boys
were also endowed with gifts of wisdom and virtue. Consequently, the
practice of athletics was an integral element of a Greek boy's education (as
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opposed to an optional appendage to it), complementing studies in such areas
as philosophy, rhetoric, and music. Statues and shrines commemorating Eros
were frequently found at sites of physical activity--for example, the gymnasia
and areas outside the city walls, where men hunted and practiced military
drills--thus reinforcing the Hellenic focus on physical beauty and strength.
This glorification of youth and the body was further reflected in art and
literature, central to which was the naked ephebe (adolescent), who was
usually represented in the practice of sports or hunting. Alain Schnapp
explains the significance of these attitudes in "Eros the Hunter":
This time of life which makes living worthwhile must be
depicted and told, made at the same time the example and the
model of the desirable life .... The world of the young, the
ephebic world, creates a place for exercise of the body,
athleticism, but also for seduction, for advances, for a complex
and diversified eroticism. (71)
The Greek preoccupation with youth, in other words, was not limited to a
subculture of beautiful or athletic young men. Rather, it manifested itself in a
variety of cultural practices, ideals, and institutions--among them, education
and intellectual life. The ephemeral nature of male beauty--the appreciation
of which, according to the Greeks, enabled an appreciation of Beauty itself-represented the essence of the eroticism that surrounded Athenian youths.
For, since young men do not remain young forever, and since we can
reasonably assume that most aristocratic Greek male adolescents aspired to
civic activity within the polis, some sort of rite of passage had to take place in
order to initiate them into the male-dominated agora and forum. This
generally occurred under the guidance and tutelage of an older male citizen
in the practice of pederasty.
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In Greek, paiderasteia denotes both disinterested affection and
homoerotic physical relations between a man and a boy--archetypally, a
mature male citizen (around the age of 40), thought to be at the height of his
sexual and intellectual powers, and a young, erotically undeveloped boy just
before puberty (between the age of around 13 to 20, or before he began to grow
facial hair). After "falling in love," the adult male suitor (erastes, hence
pederasty, paides + erastes) acted as a sort of "civic mentor" to his adolescent
beloved (eromenos), providing him with valuable guidance, information,
and support during his initiation into adult male society. Recognizing the
significance of this process, any Athenian youth with social pretensions
would vie for a famous lover, and lovers would similarly compete for the
most beautiful and talented (Le., most virtuous) boys. A pattern of mutually
gratifying devotion and emulation was thus established between the
pederastic lover and his beloved: responsible for developing the morals,
values, and ideals of the boy, the lover was invested with significant powers
of cultural procreativity, and thus chose his beloved for the potential
"fertility" of his character.
As a "cultural mentor," the pederast assumed multiple roles in the life
of a young man. Besides offering moral guidance, for example, the lover was
often responsible for providing his beloved with clothing, hunting
equipment, or even a suit of armor, for pederastic lovers frequently fought
side by side in battle, so as to inspire each other to heroic deeds. Some
scholars have argued that lovers served mainly as teachers, filling the
"serious gap" left in the educational curriculum by sophists and pedagogues
(Flaceliere 88). Others have suggested that the lover filled a paternal void
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created by the sharp division between domestic and community life in
classical Greece. Eva KeuIs, for instance, points out that the Greek father
usually mentored another man's son in whom he was erotically interested,
thus serving as a surrogate father to the child, who probably had no other
adult male role model because his own father was another child's pederastic
lover (278). Thus while sexual attraction was no doubt an important element
in many pederastic relationships, the educational and parental functions of
pederasty may also have been significant.
But what made an Athenian youth a desirable prospect for a pederastic
relationship? Adult men sought out a constellation of prized physical and
moral endowments, including physical beauty, courage, wisdom, civic
interest, and athletic prowess--"the highest unity of all excellences" (Jaeger 2:
10). These qualities can best be expressed by the term kalos--what Jaeger calls

arete --which literally means "fair," but connotes the appeal of ripening
culturally valued features in a boy, and the lover's passionate approval of
such features. An attraction to "fair" qualities prompted the lover's active
participation in all aspects of his beloved's moral, intellectual, and erotic
development; in return, the adolescent beloved emulated these qualities in
his adult lover, thus reinforcing their cultural value. Robinson and Fluck
explain in A Study of the Greek Love-Names that the word kalos is in fact
pederastic in nature: "Columns, shields, wash-basins, foot-stools, altars,
chests, wine-skins and diskoi, as well as vases were made more precious by
the presence of a beloved's name" (10). The pervasiveness of the word kalos
at sites of erotic activity among Greek males indicates a corresponding
pervasiveness of pederastic practices in the culture generally.
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Hellenic literature and iconography reveal two models of male erotic
experience that clearly suggest the two basic impulses of pederastic
relationships: physical desire and intellectual desire. The cultural texts of the
sixth century BCE emphasized images of chase and capture. Erotic
competitions were played out in arenas where riding, hunting, and exercising
took place--that is, arenas where youth, physical beauty, and strength were
highly prized. By making use of tactics such as surprise, resistance, and
endurance, physical activities such as the organized hunt symbolically
maintained the tension between dominance and submission, a power
imbalance inherent to pederasty. According to Schnapp, "The world of the
hunt, like that of the erotic, is a space in which anything may happen and the
hunter becomes the game ... " (72). The implicit oppositions in the hunting
rituals (Le., hunter Ihunted) were brought into play at the crucial moment of
a youth's initiation: when the young man entered the "brush" (real or
symbolic), he revealed himself to be a member of a group of men, and he
learned to be self-sufficient and courageous in the sometimes hostile world
outside the city walls. In short, he symbolically performed his acceptance of
the shared values of his adult male community. The countryside hunt thus
represented the confrontation of this world and of the limits of the young
man's self, and his subsequent entrance into the company of men. According
to some accounts, this initiation into the adult world via the hunt was much
more stylized in Crete than in Athens--and, at least symbolically, much more
violent. Halperin describes the Cretan harpagmos:
When a boy comes of age in Crete ... an older male who desires
him informs his family and friends a few days in advance and
then carries him off, overcoming their perfunctory show of
resistance (if the lover is unworthy, however, the boy's relations
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intervene in earnest); pursued by them, the lover brings the boy
to his andreion (a men's clubhouse), gives him various gifts,
and then spends two months hunting and feasting with him in
the countryside. The episode concludes with a mutual exchange
of gifts and with the admission of the boy to the highest social
status. (56-57)
Thus we perhaps get a more vivid picture of just how important this
initiation procedure was--not merely to mark the rite of passage, but to ensure
social and political success within the culture that sanctions the initiation
process itself. I should point out that in fifth-century Athens, pederasty
aimed more at inculcating civic rather than military virtue; thus such violent
rituals were virtually abolished.
Around the fifth century BCE, the pederastic aesthetic shifted radically
from the lover's domination and "capture" of the beloved, to a new emphasis
on the spiritual interaction of the lovers. Confined spaces replaced "wild"
landscapes, captured and tamed animals replaced slaughtered game as
symbols of courtship, and the strigil (a scraper used to remove dirt and oils
after athletic events) replaced the spear as the symbolic instrument of erotic
physical activity. Similarly, images of clothed lovers engaged in reserved,
nonphysical activities such as reading or playing board games replaced nude
lovers in passionate embraces. Taming and domestication thus defined and
inscribed the scene, typically the gymnasium, of what Schnapp calls "urban
eroticism." More than just aesthetic, however, this shift represented the
establishment of a new social framework in ancient Greece, with new values
and behaviors. An eroticism of "approaches and dodges"--playful allusion to
desire rather than erotic aggression--replaced the violence of pursuit and
domination, highlighting choice, persuasion, and intellectual pursuits. The
domestication of eros from a hunt or chase to a game of seduction reflects the
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evolution of homoeroticism in ancient Greece from the realm of the
physical/sexual to the realm of the spiritual/philosophical, and its
consequent association with the "higher" principles of Truth-seeking that
Plato dramatized in his dialogues. Nevertheless, there remains an erotic
tension--embodied in the image of the hunter--between an aggressive chase
and a game of mutual seduction.
Coupled with the physical nature of social interaction among Greek
males, the "affectionate emulation" found in pederastic relationships no
doubt frequently manifested itself in mildly sexual behavior (Marrou 29).
Neither entirely intellectual nor entirely sexual, depictions of male pederasty
in classical Greek literature often involved mood swings and physical
symptoms (e.g., blushing, swooning) strikingly similar to those depicted as
heterosexual infatuations in medieval courtly romances. Rapturous
descriptions of these states are quite common in the writings of Plato and his
contemporaries. Consider this account in Plato's Lysis, in which Ctesippus
reveals to Socrates the identity of Hipplothales' lover, when the latter is too
embarrassed to say:
It's all very well, Hippothales, to blush and stammer over the
name. But Socrates will need no more than a few seconds of talk
with you before you deafen him with incessant repetitions of it.
As for us, Socrates, we are perfectly sick of hearing the name of
Lysis. Our ears are quite stunned with it. The moment
Hippothales has taken a few drinks, he starts singing it out at
such a rate that when we wake up next morning we think we
can still hear it. ... Worst of all, he sometimes takes it into his
head to recite his verse and prose compositions to us. He
thunders out his love-songs in such terrifying tones that we
can't get away from them. Yet now he blushes when you ask
him with whom he is in love! (204c-d)
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While this type of behavior might seem silly or "unmanly" to a latetwentieth-century reader, the erotic nature of the pederastic relationship--and
the force of the "perfect mind, perfect body" ideal--accounts for its occurrence.
Moreover, Morton M. Hunt explains that as pederasty became a "national
institution ... thoughtful Greek men sought to elevate it and justify it as the
expression of the highest type of human emotion. . .. [I]n Greece, it acquired a
veneer of philosophy and was dignified as a superior relationship. And
therein lies the reason, not merely the apology, for its prevalence in classic
times" (46).
We need to exercise caution in interpreting the practice of pederasty in
classical Greece. It is tempting, for example, to question the Greeks' sanction
of homoerotic behavior as a useful social institution, and to view erotic
relations between boys and men as exploitative or deviant. It is also tempting
to conclude that male homosexuality was more widespread in ancient Greece
than it actually was. An important distinction must thus be made between
homoeroticism as it manifests itself in homosexuality and homoeroticism as
it manifests itself in pederasty during this period.
One difference is that while in contemporary American culture
homosexual relationships tend to occur between men of comparable age,
social class, and educational level, the Greeks seemed to favor the more
homosocial pederastic one. Another important difference has to do with
male passivity, which was widely condemned by the Greeks even under the
most "honorable" circumstances because of what Leo Bersani describes as the
"legal and moral incompatibility between sexual passivity and civic
authority" (16). Still, within pederastic initiations, which regularly involved
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ordeals of toil, humiliation, and submission, forced male passivity was
considered appropriate for the purposes of maintaining and reproducing the
social order, for it was in subordinating his needs and desires to those of his
elders that a boy learned to take his place in the power hierarchy of organized
adult male society. Homosexual relations in ancient Greece, by contrast,
particularly anal sex, were considered an extreme breach of culturally
approved erotic interaction. Between pederastic lovers, such relations
violated the pedagogical intent of pederasty and often constituted illegal rape;
between males of the same age, they encouraged at least one partner's
inappropriate and "unnatural" voluntary submission to another. During
most of the classical period in Greece, rapes were considered intolerable
abuses of "civilized" cultural institutions (e.g., pederasty and marriage).
Within this context, the heinousness of rape lay in its violation of physical
and emotional boundaries between theoretically equal people, or of
"necessary" and hence theoretically inviolable power imbalances, as in the
pederastic relationship. (Crete's hnrpagmos, of course, was an exception, and
there is some evidence to suggest that even in Athens, where the rape of
young boys was illegal, it was often tolerated.)
These distinctions emphasize the extent to which erotic interactions
upheld the systems of power and morality established by Greek culture.
Certainly, as Halperin cautions, "[I]t is wrong for us virtually to imply that
Greek men made love to their boys with a copy of Plato's Phaedrus firmly
tucked under one arm for easy consultation" (59). In other words, there can
be little question that what we now call homosexual behavior was not
unknown to ancient Greek males, and that it sometimes occurred within the
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context of pederasty. And although available evidence suggests that measures
were taken to protect adolescent boys from rape and other sexual misconduct,
we cannot assume that pederastic relationships were purely or primarily
educational in nature any more than we can assume that they were primarily
sexual. On the other hand, imposing a modern understanding of
homosexuality on pederastic behaviors is tricky business. Reducing male
homoeroticism to customs and rites--or, conversely, reading eroticism into
situations where there is none--represents a heterosexual appropriation of
homoerotic experience: "normalizing" rituals and "ritualizing" the
abnormal.
Discourses of Masculine Filiation in Plato
Plato wrote to an audience imbued with convictions about the nature
of education and the nature of erotic experience. He shared many of these
convictions, but at the same time remained actively suspicious of them.
Thus he was able to use the inherent complexities of eros and his own
ambivalence toward erotic experience to propound a philosophy that he, in
the voice of Socrates, unwaveringly believed: the search for truth, the process
of coming to know, is found in a knowledge of ta erotika, "erotic things"

(Symposium 177d). These associations make sense, according to David
Halperin, because "To study erotics is not merely to explore the phenomenon
of sexual attraction but to inquire into the structure of reality; only a correct
understanding of the nature of being will unlock the secret of our immortal
longings" (126). Carson agrees: "Eros is always a story in which lover,
beloved and difference between them interact. The interaction ... carries an
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emotional charge both hateful and delicious and emits a light like
knowledge" (169).
Frequently Plato's exploration of eros overlaps with or appears in the
guise of an exploration of language or philosophy, and vice versa. In the

Gorgias, for example, a discussion of rhetoric leads to a discussion of the
nature of pleasure. Perhaps most infamously in the Phaedrus, Plato
demonstrates the uses of rhetoric within a discussion of lovers and
nonlovers. As William G. Kelley observes, "talk of communication [occurs]

within a metaphorical discussion of eroticism" (75). Indeed, the dialogue
opens at the legendary scene where Boreas allegedly raped Oreithyia, which is
described by Socrates in the most sensuous of terms:
Here is a lofty, spreading plane tree and the agnus cactus, high
clustering with delightful shade. Now that it is in full bloom,
the whole place will be wonderfully fragrant; and the stream that
flows beneath the plane is delightfully cool to the feet. To judge
from the figurines and images, this must be a spot sacred to
Achalous and the Nymphs. And please note how welcome and
sweet the fresh air is, resounding with the summer chirping of
the cicada chorus. But the finest thing of all is the grass, thick
enough on the gentle slope to rest one's head most comfortably.
It turns out, dear Phaedrus, that you're the best of guides for a
stranger. (Helmbold 230b-c)
If this appeal to the senses and to the sacredness of the spot isn't enough to

establish an erotic mood, Socrates begins his first speech with these words to
Phaedrus: "[L]isten to me in silence; for truly this place seems filled with a
divine presence, so do not be surprised if I often seem to be in a frenzy as my
discourse progresses" (Fowler 238d). Here Socrates alludes to the same
"divine madness" which he identifies at the end of the dialogue, and which
he attributes to "my master and yours, Phaedrus: Love, the guardian of
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beautiful boys" (Helmbold 265c). Thus within the explicit context of
pederasty, the "rationalist" Socrates acknowledges the irrational, but divine,
influence of eros, which, he believes, will lead him to truth.
Pederasty plays an even more important role in the Symposium.
Many scholars have interpreted Plato's discussion of classical eros in this
dialogue as a metaphor for his own continuous search for truth. In the
second volume of Paideia, for instance, Werner Jaeger points out that
"education in the philosophical schools was particularly closely linked to the
tradition and usages of the symposia; for the symposium became one of the
regular meeting-places for teacher and pupil" (177). For these same reasons,
however, I believe that the dialogue can also be read as an articulation of the
mentoring model represented by pederasty.
An all-male party of drinking and discussion, the symposium has
provided a setting for "male bonding" in many ancient dialogues. The scene
of Plato's Symposium is the house of the tragic poet Agathon, who is
celebrating his success in a recent dramatic competition (Hamilton 11); and
the implicit conditions of the symposium--namely, that women, and any
erotic experience related to women, be excluded--are established early on.
Halperin observes that "in keeping with the paederastic ethos of classical
Athens, to which Agathon and most of his guests subscribe, the evening's
discussion of eros is couched almost exclusively in male, homoerotic terms"
(113). To begin with, Eryximachus, one of Agathon's guests, proposes eros as
the topic for discussion, suggesting that the group send away the flute-girl
who has just come in so that they may entertain themselves with candid
conversation (177). Then, the first two speakers go to great lengths to
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disqualify both eros for women and women's eros from figuring among the
topics of conversation: Phaedrus devalues Alcestis's eros for her husband in
comparison to Achilles's philia for his comrade/lover Patroclus, and also
disparages Orpheus's eros for his wife (179b-180b); Pausanias restricts women
as objects of eros to the devotees of "vulgar Aphrodite" (Hamilton 181b2).
Their speeches are witty, occasionally lewd (it's a drinking party, after all), and
illustrative of male homoerotic practices in ancient Greece, but contain few
surprises regarding classical erotic mores. None, that is, until we get to
Socrates' speech.
As those familiar with the Gorgias and Phaedrus will attest, it is not
uncommon for Socrates to subtly change the rules of a dialogue to suit his
purposes. The Symposium is no exception, as Socrates violates the
conditions of the dialogue in severa] ways. Most obviously, he announces
that his account of eros will be based on what he has learned from a
prophetess named Diotima, whom he calls "my instructress in the art of
Love" (Hamilton 201d). Thus Socrates introduces a woman into the
symposium--a woman who, even more problematically, is purportedly an
expert on male eros. Diotima outlines a doctrine of "correct pederasty" (to

art/lOS paiderastein), designed to regulate and enhance erotic relations
between men and boys. Moreover, by espousing this doctrine at a traditional
scene of male philosophical discussion, she reinscribes the centrality both of
pederastic practice and of its ideological justification among the Greeks. But
who was Diotima? Classical philologists have tended to grant her a measure
of historical authenticity; her name, if not her exact identity, is securely
attested in the classical period. Some scholars, however, suspect Platonic
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wordplay in the name's etymology. As Halperin explains, "Diotima of
Mantineia means, literally, something like 'Zeus-honor from Prophetville,'
and Plato may have wished to underscore by means of such a pun the
religious sources of Diotima's well-nigh oracular authority" (120-21).
Whatever her intended identity, within the context of a male drinking
party where even the attendant flute-girl has been banished from the scene,
Diotima's gender loudly calls attention to itself--and to Socrates. Her presence
alone is intrusive, and contrasts sharply with the ritualized male
"clannishness" of the symposium. Her discourse, moreover, is characterized
by a gender-polarized vocabulary and conceptual apparatus-specifically,
images of male pregnancy and other procreative metaphors--which
emphatically underscore the "feminine" character of her discussion.2 In
Diotima's "conception" of erotic experience: men become pregnant (kyein),
suffer birth pangs (odis), bear (gennon) and bring forth (tiktein) offspring, and
nourish their young (trephein). Indeed, Diotima considers procreation "in
what is beautiful" (Le., male aristocratic values) to be the authentic purpose of
pederasty (206c), a position seconded by Jaeger.
Socrates emerges as the arch-mentor within this pederastic model. In
the Phaedrus, he is a truth-seeker equally susceptible to Phaedrus's charms
and divinely inspired erotic frenzies. In the Symposium, he is a philosopher
of mentoring, theorizing connections between education and male desire.
Because Socrates is viewed by other guests at the Symposium as the sage who
"delivers" the truth, Diotima's knowledge is by association endowed with

21 put this term in quotation marks so as to avoid any uncritically essentialist definition of
gender, and to remind readers that Diotima's "femininity" is constructed--by Plato specifically
in this case, but also by classical Greek culture generally.
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such powers as well. And because, as Halperin observes, Diotima "is not
personally implicated in the content of the erotic discipline she recommends
to the aspiring paederast," Plato "manages to clothe [his] doctrine in the guise
of pure disinterestedness" (116). Thus Diotima's metaphoric conflation of
sexual and intellectual eros must be understood not only to describe "correct
pederasty" in its institutionalized sense, but also the process of coming to
know, a similarly erotic experience in Platonic philosophy.
Two cautions are necessary at this point. For one, as Paul C. Plass has
objected, "the notion of pregnancy does seem in some respects rather
awkward in defense of pederasty" (48). However, the Greeks considered
"enculturating" boys with an understanding and appreciation of communal
values to be the primary function of mentoring and among the noblest of
civic duties. It seems appropriate, then, and perhaps even inevitable, that
discussions of pederasty are replete with procreative terminology. In
Hamilton's translation of the Symposium, for example, Eryximachus calls
Phaedrus "the begetter of the idea" of discussing male eros (177d); in Lamb's
translation of the same phrase, Phaedrus is called "the father of our debate."
The original Greek seems literally to engender more of the same kind of
language: in Love in Ancient Greece, Flaceliere writes that "It was a
widespread notion in ancient Greece that a tutor needed the stimulus of
beauty in his fertilising operations" (90). This discourse raises many
questions from a feminist perspective, some of which I will consider at the
end of this chapter.
The second necessary precaution concerns the fact that gender ideology
in classical Athens was subject mainly to masculine interest, and thus had
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room in it for all sorts of contradictions (see, for example, Bluestone). So
while we cannot unproblematically assign a single, consistent attitude toward
women in classical Greece, much less a unitary discourse of "the feminine" by
which to characterize Diotima, we can identify two stereotypical aspects of
female erotic experience, both of which are alluded to in the Symposium.
According to one, women are unable to resist sensual pleasures of all sorts;
they enjoy sex too much and may become insatiable (Symposium 181).
According to the other, women's desire is conditioned by a biologically
determined need to bear children, rather than by an admiration of Beauty,
Nobility, and other cultural virtues (Symposium 202a-212c). They are
defined--and, Plato suggests, they define themselves--according to their
relationships to and dependence on men.
The blatant phallocentrism of these assumptions further emphasizes
the Greeks' devaluation of female erotic experience. However, Plato,
"antiquity's most indefatigable theorist of desire" (Goff 29), reconciles the
contradictory dimensions of these female stereotypes--erotic responsiveness
and procreative aspiration--in a philosophy of pederastic mentoring that he
articulates in the Symposium. Halperin explains:
The explicit ideological basis for [pederastic] rituals is the notion
that men are not born but made, that boys will not become men
through a natural process of unassisted growth but must be
transformed into men by means of intricate machinations
(including sexual contact with grown men) designed to transfer
physical prowess and social identity from one generation of
males to the next. Thus, ritual paederasty represents the
procreation of males by males: after boys have been born,
physically, and reared by women, they must be born a second
time, culturally, and introduced into the symbolic order of
"masculinity" by men. (143)
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The processes by which men reproduced culture and culturally reproduced-by which they communicated their wisdom and social identity to one another
across generations--were firmly institutionalized in ancient Greek pederastic
rituals. As Jaeger explains in Volume 2 of Paideia, these rituals represented
"the impulse of [men's] bodies to be immortal" through contact with "a soul
which is beautiful, noble, and talented"; it was in association with such men
that "he begets the offspring he had had within himself for so long" (191).
Diotima's presence in the Symposium endows these pederastic rituals with
the metaphorical powers of female procreativity for the purposes of male
education and reproduction.
As discussed earlier, images of pederastic relationships depicting men
as "hunters" of boys and of pleasure, common in the sixth century BCE, were
gradually replaced in the fifth century BCE by images of man as a creator, a
producer, a generator of men and culture--in other words, an ideal pederastic
mentor within "the community" of aristocratic Greek men. Diotima
establishes a philosophy of erotic reciprocity that mirrors this shift. In her
discourse, desire does not manifest itself in a chase resulting in physical
domination, but rather in moral and intellectual exchanges whose "climax" is
an understanding of Truth. Within this philosophy, Halperin observes,
Plato all but erases the distinction between the "active" and the
"passive" partner--or, to put it better, the genius of Plato's
analysis is that it eliminates passivity altogether: according to
Socrates, both members of the relationship become active,
desiring lovers; neither remains a merely passive object of
desire. By granting the beloved access to a direct, if reflected,
erotic stimulus and thereby including him in the community of
lovers, Plato clears the erotic relation between men and boys
from the charge of exploitativeness and allows the beloved to
grow philosophically .... (132)
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Plato's educational emphasis in this type of procreation is clear: the power
imbalances inherent to pederastic relationships are maintained only long
enough to establish in the passive participant a desire to actively share the
benefits and responsibilities of an intellectual exchange. Within this cultural
context, the ideal pederastic mentor, exemplified by Socrates, experiences the
desire to know and arouses it in others. His companions are thus encouraged
to actively pursue knowledge--not through aggression or domination, but
through collaboration and reciprocity, by which process Truth is found and
knowledge is created.
The Socratic dialogues dramatize the erotic dynamics of this type of
mentoring through dialectic, what Oscar Brownstein has called "Plato's ideal
speech." In Plato's philosophical scheme, dialectic provides the most
effective system for truth-seeking: based on mutual desire, it enables the
open exchange of questions and answers--the soul of philosophical practice.
The success of the dialectical process depends on the relatively equal levels of
ability and engagement of the participants. In the Gorgias, Socrates fails to
engage his opponents in "authentic" dialectic; he instead chooses to ignite
their hostilities by preying on their contemptible passivity--that is, their lack
of intellectual engagement. In the Plwedrus, however, Socrates convinces
Phaedrus that dialectic is the methodological apparatus most conducive to
knowing the truth, more powerful when influenced by the "madness" of

eros. The power imbalances begin to shift when Phaedrus actually threatens
to rape Socrates unless he agrees "to speak voluntarily rather than under
compulsion" (236c8-dl). Their exchange becomes mutually generated and
mutually gratifying as Phaedrus ultimately takes active responsibility for
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participating in the dialectical process. Thus both he and Socrates reap the
benefits of the discourse, and pederasty succeeds: esteemed cultural values
(e.g., wisdom) are regenerated through the use of esteemed discourse practices
(e.g., dialectic). In his practical manifestation of these values, the adolescent
male is endowed with a male social identity. He is reborn, this time as an
adult--or more specifically, as the "son" of his pederastic mentor, and hence
the renewed image of Greek aristocratic cultural standards.

Discourses of Masculine Filiation in the American Men's Movement
Pederasty isn't considered a noble practice anymore. These days, in fact,
it's considered a criminal practice, akin to sodomy or pedophilia--that is,
"deviant" sexual relations between a man and a boy. But although Western
attitudes about gender and sexuality have changed a great deal in the 2500 or
so intervening years, these things remain unchanged: men continue to enjoy
both "ideal" and "generic" status within patriarchal structures ("the
educational paradigm"), and educational mentoring based on the notion of
masculine filiation continues to reproduce through discourse images of an
elite male "community." The American men's movement, whose goal is to
revive traditional notions of masculinity through surrogate father-son
relationships, illustrates the tenacity of the masculine filiation model of
mentoring.
The men's movement shares four main characteristics with pederasty.
To begin with, participants in the men's movement are disproportionately
white, affluent, professional, heterosexual men--that is, a "community"
similar to that whose interests were served by pederasty, and whose interests
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are served by patriarchy in general. Second, the central relationship within
this community is that of surrogate fathers and sons (i.e., older and younger
men)--a fact reminiscent of Eva Keuls' observation that pederastic lovers
often acted as fathers to boys whose own fathers were absent from the home.
Third, the same classical conceptions of male eros that defined pederasty also
provide an important contextual feature of the men's movement. As
Thomas Moore writes in "Eros and the Male Spirit," "For the Greeks, Eros is
one of the male spirits. Masculinity is erotic by nature. It is male to be erotic,
erotic to be male. The rush of desire for another soul is the male spirit doing
his job ... " (32). And finally, the sites of pederastic interaction--ranging from
the gymnasia to the symposia to the hunt--are mirrored in interactions
common to the men's movement: some men's groups sponsor ritualized
camping or hunting retreats, and the "urban eroticism" of board games and
domesticated animals might be compared to academe or the corporate world.
Despite these similarities, however, the men's movement differs from
pederasty in that it developed not as a "natural" and undisputed expression of
patriarchy, but as a reaction against two specific challenges to patriarchy. The
first and most threatening of these is feminism. Like many progenitors of the
men's movement--and, indeed, many feminist women--Robert Bly believes
that "there is something wrong" with men's involvement with feminism:
"The male in the past twenty years has become more thoughtful, more gentle .
. .. He's a nice boy who pleases not only his mother but also the young
woman he is living with" (2). Bly calls the feminist man a "soft male," and
blames the "hard woman" (i.e., feminist) for the large and generally unhappy
population of soft men in the United States. Soft males are problematic
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figures because they "lack energy," because "[t]hey are life-preserving but not
exactly life-giving" (3). However, by reconnecting with the ancient,
mythologized male psyche--what Bly variously calls "the deep male," "the
deep masculine," "the Wild Man," "the Hairy Man," and "Iron John"--men
can overcome this softness. What the men's movement seeks unabashedly
to do, then, is to revive the collective identity, as well as the "it goes without
saying" social privileges, of the aristocratic male community celebrated as
"classical," and reproduced through the Greeks' notion of paideia. 3
The second cultural phenomenon to influence the development of the
men's movement is industrialization, which, Peter N. Stearns laments,
destroyed the certainty of gender roles by forcing men to leave their homes in
order to work, thus reducing contacts between boys and adult males. As
Stearns explains in Be a Man!, the effect was that "[b]oys had to learn new
ways to develop a masculine identity, just as fathers had to produce new
claims to family authority and masculine maturity" (49). While the
introduction of new technologies, sites of interaction, and organizational
hierarchies did not undermine patriarchy per se in Western cultures, it did
constitute a massive shift in economic structures, which was followed by
similar shifts in definitions of masculinity as well as male socialization
processes. The "psychic alienation" wrought by this disruption culminated in

31 need to draw a distinction between the men's movement, which is my focus here, and the
burgeoning area of scholarship known as "men's studies" or "gender studies." As Jeff Hearns,
Victor Seidler, and others have shown, men's studies has adopted many feminist goals,
theories, and political commitments to refigure masculinity outside of patriarchal institutions.
The men's movement, by contrast, largely rejects feminism and wishes to reinscribe traditional
male relationships by emphasizing "(white) male intrapsychic self-affirmation in a way that
avoids entirely any social awareness of sexism, heterosexism, and class as social injustice"
(Ruether 15-16),
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the post-industrial climate of the 1980s, during which the contemporary
men's movement was born in the United States.
As Stearns, Bly, and others have argued, the principal purpose of the
men's movement is to restore to masculinity the traditional male rituals that
were lost when fathers "were absented" from the home and family during
industrialization, and that left adolescent males with no one to initiate them
into manhood. Thus much of the writing that has emerged from the
movement is prefaced by a discussion of the effects of the father's absence. In

Tending the Fire, for example, Wayne Liebman writes, "Although I was a
physician with a successful career I felt strangely lacking. It was as if growing
up without a father had denied me many experiences that other boys had had,
disqualifying me from ever knowing what a real man was" (5). And in Iron
Jolm, probably the most influential document of the men's movement, Bly

suggests that some men "will have father-hunger all their lives. I think
calling the longing 'hunger' is accura te ... hungry sons hang around older
men like the homeless do around a soup kitchen" (94). As Samuel Osherson
explains in Finding Our Fathers, industrialization and dominant women
have created a culture in which there are few positive male images;
consequently, boys grow up "with a wounded father within, a conflicted inner
sense of masculinity rooted in men's experience of their fathers as rejecting,
incompetent, or absent" (4, his emphasis). It is clear that, in addition to
restoring traditional male initiation rituals, the men's movement seeks to
restore traditional images of masculinity, which the father has historically
typified.
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The absence of such images manifests itself in two related male
psychological desires, commonly referred to within the men's movement as
"father hunger" and "womb envy"--that is, the desire to have a masculine
role model, and the desire to be a masculine role model. These desires
provide the men's movement with its central theme: the notion of male
procreative power, what Liebman calls "generative maleness" and Moore
calls the "spermatic" male spirit. Because, ideally, procreative masculinity
would satisfy "father hunger" and "womb envy" through associations with
other men, thus tapping the "generative potential" of those men, the men's
movement encourages participants to channel male energy into constructive
expression--for example, through intimate male friendships, such as those
that occur between father and sons (or their surrogates). But as Moore and
Bly point out, male procreative power is more than simply friendship--more,
even, than parenting: it's a way of giving birth to men, a way of reproducing
an image of the male community. We see explicit echoes of Plato's pederastic
discourses in Bly's Iron Jolm: "only men can initiate men.... Women can
change the embryo to a boy, but only men can change the boy to a man.
Initiators say that boys need a second birth, this time a birth from men" (16).
As with the pederastic relationship, male mentors assume a procreative role
by "giving birth" to men. By returning to traditional models of male
initiation--of which pederasty is one--men relearn from other men what it
actually means to be a man, and in the process help each other to heal the
psychic wounds caused by the absent father.
Within men's movement writings, male initiation relationships are
frequently characterized as mentoring relationships. Bly, for example, claims
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that the most important (and the most elusive) phase of a boy's initiation
into adult manhood involves
the arrival of the male mother, or the mentor, who helps a man
rebuild the bridge to his own greatness or essence. King Arthur
is an example of such a male mother .... Iron John represents
the adult mentor who reconnects the boy to his greatness ....
Iron John as Wild Man is also himself the divine energy from
whose waters the boy is allowed to drink. (182)
The male mother/mentor helps the boy to "become himself," this time as a
man; because part of that self is "wild," according to Bly, only men can help
him achieve it. This suggests an explanation for why, unlike Diotima in
Plato's Symposium, women play no part in male initiation relationships as
Bl y envisions them: "When women, even women with the best intentions,
bring up a boy ... he may in some way have no male face, or he may have no
face at aU" (17). The image, or "face," of a woman is like no face at all because
it has no value in the patriarchal structures Bly embraces; besides, the male
mentor can harness the procreative powers of the "Queen," the "Great
Mother," or the "feminine spirit" without interacting with actual women.
For, Bly says, these terms "do not imply human beings--let alone persons of
gender" (106).
Osherson discusses male mentoring with a similar term, "surrogate
fathering," which he defines as "a more senior, usually older, person in the

world of work who serves a transitional function for the young person,
helping him to become established in tile adult world of work yet also
nurturing his own special values and beliefs .... Given the nature of the
workplace, the mentor is usually a male, particularly for men" (44-45, my
emphases). This definition shows once again that the male mentor of today
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assumes a role similar to that of the pederast in ancient Greece: he initiates
the young man into the culturally valued community of adult males--in this
case, work outside the home. And just as pederastic relationships were
considered necessary for the social and political success of Athenian
adolescents, so are mentoring relationships considered necessary for the
professional success of American males, particularly those in their 20s and
30s. George Vaillant found, for example, that mentors facilitate "the
acquisition of solid career identification" in men (219). By helping men to
identify with the professional and social skills that are expected of them in
American culture (e.g., acquisitiveness, submission to hierarchical power
structures), mentors in effect help to remake men into the image of their
professional communities. Thus male mentors function as surrogate fathers,
socializing men to assume the identity of patriarchal institutions, and filling
the void of the absent father in the meantime.
According to Osherson, this relationship can benefit both the mentor
and the mentee:
By nurturing the younger person, the mentor keeps alive his
own values and hopes, which helps him deal with his mortality
and allows him to develop more "generative" parts of himself.
Indeed, many men find that the mentoring relationship at work
allows them to heal some of the wounds of parenting; feeling
frustrated with their own children, some men turn to their
younger colleagues as "surrogate sons." (45)
Men can overcome their fears of dying by leaving a legacy in their own image.
By initiating younger men into manhood, older men are in essence "giving
birth" to surrogate sons by transmitting what they have absorbed from the
culture: "In the process [of mentoring]," Osherson says, "the old find a way of
seeing their ideals and values survive, while the young find sturdy,
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trustworthy elders to give them a confident view of the future" (65).
Likewise, the surrogate sons may "give birth" to fathers by allowing their
mentors to relate to them as they might not have done with their own
biological sons. As with pederasty, the reciprocal interest and admiration
between male mentors/fathers and mentees/sons reinforce the cultural value
of the mentor's "values and hopes," and also reproduces them.
The male mentoring relationships that developed within pederasty
and the men's movement were clearly motivated by similar concerns: the
reproduction of a specific "community" image. But what Bly and other
men's movement proponents call "reviving lost initiation rituals," a lot of
women call the "old boy network." Lorraine Dusky writes in "The New Old
Boy" (published in Glamour magazine, of all places) that in the business
world, women's professional progress is repeatedly thwarted by "rampant
sexism and male bonding more lasting than Krazy Glue" (198). Sometimes
this bonding takes place "over brandy and cigars"; other times "it's pumping
iron and bottled water." Either way, it rewards and encourages behaviors
considered "male," and punishes, or fails to notice, those considered
"female." At the same time, Dusky observes, these male mentors would be
the first to tell you that they're not sexist; they're just maintaining standards.
This is not just true in the corporate world, nor in what Bly calls the
"mythopoetic world" of the men's movement. It is true in academe as well.
In "A Mindless, Man-Driven Theory Machine," for example, James Sosnoski
suggests that the academic study of literature was shaped by men to conform
to a particular social construction of masculinity: a "pattern of organized
professional activity, with upward movement through recognized
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preparatory stages, and advancement based on merit becoming honor" (46).
The history of literary study, Sosnoski says, can be understood as the
collective biography of exemplary male figures--whose work was widely
imitated and represented an idealized career profile, "a composite of
masculine traits derived from the superimposition of the portrayals of
exemplary male scholars. Women working in the academy, in order to
succeed in their careers, had to acquire these traits" (48). He calls this
idealized male figure the "Magister Implicatus," the sum total of
performances now demanded for accreditation as a professional critic.
He is the image we see when we look in the distorted mirror of
our resumes ... , At present, he stands for the
professionalization of the male scholar from the very first
examination through various forms of discipline to the final
authorization of his work. He is the unified personification of
the ways professional critics are taught to portray themselves in
official documents--'l1itae, grant applications, course descriptions,
and so on.
In his traditional and modern persona, the Magister's
power enables or disables any member of the institution who
introjects him. . .. In his traditional guise, he is the
personification of the patriarchal institution, the site for
training, disciplining, schooling men. He professionalizes the
amateur. He governs through our introjection of what the
desired outcome of any performance must be if it is to be
rewarded. It is his male interests that are served when critics
serve their institutions by believing those beliefs that hold it
together. An emotional bond to him is a bond to the patriarchal
institution. In serving him, one serves it. . .. (48)
It should come as no surprise, Sosnoski concludes, that "our" collective

professional image has a long patriarchal history, that it has been reproduced
in the guise of standards and merit, and that it cuts a masculine figure.
Beware the image of professional "standards."
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A Feminist Critique of "Masculine Filiation"

I know, I know: I could barely stifle a "hrrumph" or two in that last
section, even though I managed to discuss pederasty at great length without
so much as rolling my eyes. If my tone sounds a bit sneering as I write about
the men's movement, it's because I have been a witness to its growing
popularity, and because I agree with Rosemary Radford Ruether, who points
out that "Patriarchy is itself the original men's movement." If men are
sincerely interested in questioning patriarchy, Ruether says, then they "must
begin by acknowledging their public reality as males in patriarchal society, and
not retreat to a privatized self that avoids accountability for that public world"
(17). Neither pederasty nor the men's movement, which seek to reproduce
the image of a male version of "the community" that patriarchal structures
reinforce, seems willing to do this. So from a feminist perspective, the
discourses I have discussed here are highly problematic.
At the heart of feminist objections to discourses of masculine
procreation is that they symbolically appropriate the unique procreative
abilities of women. For Marxist feminists, patriarchy itself is the
manifestation of men's desire to transcend their alienation from the means
of production of the species. As Mary O'Brien argues in The Politics of

Reproduction, the whole principle of generational continuity restores the
primacy of paternity in a way that obscures the real labor of childbirth and the
historical devaluation of child-rearing and women's work generally. Some
feminist writers attribute to male procreative anxiety everything from
organized religion and war to money. Phyllis Chesler, for example, argues
that money is "men's way of reproducing and expanding themselves, of
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extending their own lifetimes" (56), and points out that the scarab beetle,
which can self-reproduce, provided the image for the first Western currency.
The anonymous artist who painted The Creation of Eve, she continues,
"gives us the clearest image of the unconscious Creation Myth in most JudeoChristian minds: that of a white male God who is miraculously creating the
first man in a long line of son-begetting fathers ... " (36). According to Chesler,
this "haunting, consuming womb-envy" is a dangerous emotion,
manifesting itself in human planetary destruction through war and various
"male scientific excesses" as genetic and nuclear engineering.
Anthropologists tend to think about this issue in relation to kinship.
Sherry B. Ortner writes that "Woman creates naturally from within her own
being, whereas man is free to, or forced to, create artificially, that is, through
cultural means, and in such a way as to sustain culture" (77). It is their ability
to "naturally" (Le., biologically) procreate, she suggests, that confines women
to the domestic sphere and the "mere reproduction of life"; conversely, it is
men's inability to procreate biologically that frees (or forces) them to
reproduce "artificially," through the means of technology, symbols, and "the
superimposed network of alliances and relationships" that define the public
sphere (75-78). Ortner's analysis has undergone considerable critique in the
two decades since it was published--primarily because it takes for granted
what is known as "sexual asymmetry," an ahistorical, universal dichotomy
between nature and culture, and, by extension, between female and male.
This dichotomy assumes that the domestic world always consists of women
and is always and necessarily subsumed by the social world of men, thus
establishing "culture" as the superior realm of human activity and creativity.
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Nevertheless, it isn't hard to see how this definition of a public sphere
parallels Jaeger's definition of the ancient Greek "community" that I
described at the beginning of this chapter, and that remains alive and well in
academe and elsewhere. This is important, because in spite of its weaknesses,
Ortner's essay does take seriously the idea that reproduction can be gendered
in multiple ways: instead of reducing reproduction to a function of women's
biology, as do many traditional studies of kinship, she considers it outside of
the "genealogical grid" that defines procreation in terms of heterosexual
intercourse, pregnancy and childbirth. Clearly, she says--and as pederasty and
the men's movement demonstrate--there are other ways to reproduce.
Helene Cixous knows this, too. Like O'Brien, she believes that "the
machine" of patriarchy--replete with such hierarchized oppositions as
male/female, active/passive, reason/passion, superior/inferior--can be read
as an effort to conceptualize all subjects in relation to the male subject, or
"father." In "Sorties," Cixous calls this phenomenon the "dream of
masculine filiation," the sole subject of history since history has been written:
A will: desire, authority, you examine that, and you are led right
back--to the father. You can even fail to notice that there's no
place at all for women in the operation! In the extreme the
world of "being" can function to the exclusion of the mother.
No need for mother--provided that there is something of the
maternal: and it is the father then who acts as--is--the mother.
Either the woman is passive; or she doesn't exist. What is left is
unthinkable, unthought of. She does not enter into the
oppositions, she is not coupled with the father (who is coupled
with the son). (91-92)
As Cixous suggests here, the reproduction of the father-son relationship has
become so central to definitions of Western kinship structures, in mentoring
as well as in families, that we hardly even notice the mother's disappearance
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from the process. Mothers are made obsolete in a patriarchal system that
needs but "something of the maternal"--namely, women's ability to
procreate. Just as the male-gendered "culture" subsumes the female-gendered
"nature" in Ortner's analysis, Cixous's father simply becomes the mother,
thus creating a new procreative relationship with the son.
But unlike Ortner, Cixous sees this disappearing act neither as natural
nor as inevitable. Therefore, by making visible the peculiar way in which
pederastic relationships have been gendered male by appropriating discourses
of biological procreation, she reclaims the power of women to create a
feminine filiation, a community in their/our own image, "an abundant,
maternal, pederastic femininity" (98). "Then," she says, "all the stories would
have to be told differently, the future would be incalculable, the historical
forces would, will, change hands, bodies ... " (93).
Although the notion of "pederastic femininity" is a little disconcerting,
Cixous uses it in the service of two specific objectives. The first is to create
female genealogies outside of/in addition to the "genealogical grid" view of
biological reproduction. The second is to rethink our definition of
"community"--specifically, in the context of this discussion, "the academic
community"--as something diverse and multiple and fluid. While I like
these ideas, I hesitate to embrace either of them in an investigation of women
and mentoring. The first, I think, encourages something I call
"womentoring" and will discuss further in Chapter Five. The second, for my
own purposes, is too timid. Instead of redefining community as some
ambiguous, androgynous blob, I propose that we first reject Jaeger's claim that
"the essence of education is to make each individual in the image of the
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community" (xxiv), and then, in the name of feminist mentoring in the
academy, redefine education as the process of making the academic
community in the image of the individuals who occupy it.
Good work, we're often told in academe, knows no race, sex, or class;
the only thing that is reproduced is good work that "meets the standards."
But as Elizabeth Minnich points out, what gets recognized as "standard" is in
fact exclusivity, and challenges to exclusivity as a dominant form of higher
education are often cited as "evidence of rampant irrationality,
irresponsibility, and moral turpitude--expressions of a severe lack of respect
for excellence in the academy" (97). Minnich suggests that the problem with
this attitude is that it has been smoothly worn into sentimental platitudes
about education, to the point where "a loyal adherence to [excellence] as a goal
for higher education necessarily means, in practice, a loyal adherence to the
measures as well as exemplars of excellence with which we were all trained to
be familiar" (98). But the standards and the exemplars with whom many of
us are familiar may not look like us so much as they look like the Magister
Implicatus disguised as us. And the Magister Implicatus in disguise is still the
Magister Implicatus, the male mother, reproducing through discourses of
masculine filiation the educational paradigm of patriarchy. Educational
standards and expectations haven't kept pace with the changes in the image
of the exemplars, also known as mentors, who occupy higher education.

Molly: Revealment

"What is so ridiculous, I think, is that the people who are successful and
respected in our programs are not t/l(, ones who did what you're supposed to.

......
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When is someone going to put that together?

We didn't do what you told us

to do! So why don't you just shut up?!"
Background. Molly McGuire is a 39-year-old Anglo woman. She has a
BA in English and philosophy from an eastern university, and two MA's
from the University of Arizona. She is currently a teaching assistant

~t

the

University of Arizona, and with interests ranging from sociolinguistics to
African-American women's literature, is pursuing a PhD in rhetoric and
composition. Before returning to school for her Doctorate, Molly worked as a
business manager for a medical research center, where she supervised
employees and did some technical writing. Molly is divorced and lives alone,
but her life is filled with much more than purely academic pursuits: she
paints and quilts, and meets regularly with friends. Outspoken and very
confident about her intellectual abilities, Molly enjoys being challenged by her
professors and by other students: "I'm a good student and I've always been a
good student and I'm among the top people that are in my classes, and it's
great to go to someone that I know is smarter than me, and have them be
bouncing ideas around with me 'cause it keeps me challenged."
As she currently envisions the roles, Molly thinks that teaching and
mentoring are completely different things: "when I'm a formal teacher for a
formal class, I see myself as having a job of information I'm supposed to
present ... whether or not [students] ask for it." Mentoring is different in that
the mentee should be the one to set the agenda for the relationship by
identifying specific issues of concern and asking questions. Thus Molly
differentiates between a bad mentor, "who shoves things on you that you
don't want, and that you don't need, and that you didn't ask for," and a good
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mentor, who "removes the wall [and] lays bare to you a lot of the 'woman
behind the curtain' stuff of what goes on that makes her professional."
Likewise, collaboration reveals "what goes on behind the scenes" and thus,
according to Molly, can be a kind of informal mentoring relationship.
Molly uses a flexible definition of mentor to reflect her different needs
and experiences. In its broadest sense, she believes that "a mentor is like an
actor, or enactor, or performer, someone [who] facilitates my being able to
observe them in professional situations." Mentoring, then, is primarily
concerned with "disciplinary practice stuff." She explains, "Since a third or
less of what an academician really does is teaching, that means there's about
two-thirds of what our professors do as professionals that we don't ever see
because we're not in the arena where we would see it." At the same time,
learning how to balance her interests inside and outside academe--in
particular, learning to be a female academic--are central to Molly's concerns
about mentoring. She doesn't believe that personal and profeSSional issues
are or should be separate things, but she welcomes a personal relationship
with her academic mentors only insofar as they help her to negotiate the
"academic lifestyle"--for example, how to maintain (or even have) a personal
life.
Stories. Although Molly has had both male and female mentors, she
believes that gender can affect the success and comfort-level of those
relationships--sometimes in unpredictable ways. For example, Molly
describes a collaborative project she undertook with Brad, another graduate
student at the University of Arizona. Although ultimately successful, their
relationship did not fit into the pattern described by the authors of Women's
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Ways of Knowing (Mary Field Belenky, Blythe McVicker Clinchy, Nancy Rule
Goldberger, and

Jill Mattuck Tarule), who spoke at a conference Molly

recently attended. Molly summarizes their presentation in this way: "Oh,
collaborating is so wonderful and isn't it great the way women cooperate and
if only men could figure out how to do this and work mutually." There's a
lot of truth to that, Molly acknowledges, but adds that sometimes the idea that
women make better collaborators "makes me want to puke ... because I'm
not like that." Working with Brad, Molly often found herself growing
impatient with his organizational style and "trying to be the boss." Until
then, Molly had always worked independently; she found collaborating with
Brad to be both very difficult, and very different than she expected. "I was the
one who kept trying to take the power, make it be linear, get it organized," she
explains. "He was the one who was much more willing to be free-form and
floating." Molly and Brad eventually worked through their conflicts, and
what eventually turned their collaboration into a mentoring relationship was
the leveling of certain power differentials and control issues that, Molly says,
she had never had to worry about when she worked alone.
Another mentoring relationship with a man, however, did not work
out as a mentoring relationship at all, in spite of Molly's efforts. Molly
describes her interest in Professor Steele, a man in her field whose work she
admired: "I read and read and read work of his with so much intensity
during the course of one semester that I really felt personal with this writer,
because he's in my living room, just about." When she had the chance to
meet Professor Steele at a conference, Molly was immediately impressed with
his humor and articulateness, and hoped to establish a mentoring
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relationship with him. Although Professor Steele was very friendly at that
first meeting, he has never spoken to or corresponded with Molly since then-in part, Molly thinks, because he was overwhelmed and maybe even a little
turned off by her admiration. She explains:
I know that something I have a tendency to do is idolize the
people I really admire. And for the kind of person that I like to
idolize, it's uncomfortable to be idolized. And so I can see ways
of how having someone young, not necessarily in years but
young in the field, and energetic and enthusiastic and who
wants to glom onto you, would be really threatening. Especially
if that person is the opposite gender from you, assuming that
you're hetero, and you're attracted to them as well, like--woo!
That's a lot of stuff to be juggling all at once. And so that could
make it really difficult [to be a mentor].
Molly admits that she isn't sure exactly why Professor Steele never showed
interest in being her mentor: "Maybe he sees me as just obnoxious (laughs)."
She also admits that she would probably be uncomfortable if a male student
showed the same kind of admiration toward her. Still, she feels disappointed
and sad that she couldn't have the kind of relationship with Professor Steele
that she wanted. As Molly reflects on why their relationship didn't work out,
she says, "I'm sure that it's about gender," and expresses frustration that
friendly, professional relationships between men and women are so easily
misconstrued. If she were to spend as much time with a male mentor as she
does with female mentors--"and with the same spirit"--Molly believes, people
would question their motives.
Molly's mentoring relationships with women stand in stark contrast to
those with Brad and Professor Steele. Molly says that "in general, I kind of
naively trust women until they show me that I shouldn't." Although her
ingenuousness "almost always gets squashed by everybody," two women--her
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painting teacher, Sharon, and one of her professors, Della--have never
squashed it. According to Molly, Della and Sharon both function as her
"creative life" mentors, because both encourage her "to be who I am--in my
art, in my writing, in the classroom. They've given me support to trust my
own instincts." This may sound simple, Molly says, but it's a difficult thing to
accomplish, and it's what she needs and appreciates most from a mentor:
Because of this trust thing that we've developed, I can go to
[Sharon and Della] and say, "I don't know what to do. What do
you think?" But instead of telling me what they think, they
figure out a way for me to say to them what I think. But I didn't
know what I think until I sat there and in whatever is the way
they're doing it, they facilitate my discovering what I think. So
even when I'm asking them for advice they don't give it to me
in the sense of saying, "You should do this." They figure out--or
help me to figure out--what it is that I want to do, and then they
encourage me to do that. That's what's great about how they act.
And that's why I trust them.
This ability to foreground the mentee's needs is something that distinguishes
Sharon and Della as good mentors, Molly says. Bad mentors, on the other
hand, will seize the opportunity to "flatten you and tell you what you think."
Molly characterizes this behavior as "good-spirited pushiness, [which] is one
notch better than bad-spirited pushiness," but still annoying. In fact, she tells
me that she usually responds defensively toward this type of mentor, which
she finds invasive: "I tend to get rigid and not fluid and not open to more
creative ideas because I'm rigidly holding on, protecting my territory when
I'm around them."
Molly's current mentoring relationship with Della "just happened."
Initially, it involved reading one another's writing and sharing professional
interests in conversations. Later, though, "books would show up in my
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mailbox and it just ... developed." Molly recalls one instance when she went
into Della's office, distressed because a conference abstract was due in two days
and she couldn't focus on writing it. Instead of simply assuring Molly that
she could do it, Della "sat down, turned on a computer and looked at me and
said, 'So what is the purpose of your paper?'" Within half an hour, Molly
says, her abstract was written, even though "I would've agonized over at
home for days, I'm sure." While it wasn't a formal collaboration, Della
helped Molly to write her abstract. Perhaps more importantly, though, Molly
got to see how Della responded to a specific professional situation. Thus this
experience reiterates Molly's belief that "there's really no way to ever know
[how to be a professional academic], except for to watch somebody be doing it."
One of the reasons that Molly values Della and Sharon as mentors is
because they are so atypical of her other mentoring relationships. Ordinarily,
Molly tells me, she goes through a "worship" stage as a mentee, an "Oh, wow,
you're the greatest" stage. When she realizes that "this is just a regular
person," she eventually moves into what she jokingly calls the "Oh, well,
now I know everything you have to say and you're not worthwhile to me
anymore, check you later" stage. Molly realizes that this process might seem
uncollegial, even mercenary, and that it can be very painful--especially for
mentors. But she believes that outgrowing one's mentor is inevitable in
most mentoring relationships, and that neither the mentor nor the mentee
should take it personally. She explains: "I'm always looking for somebody
who, in whatever way, I think has something better than me, or I wouldn't be
drawn to them. And that's why [my mentors] change a lot. Because a lot of
times I hang out with them and I get what they have, and then I don't need it
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anymore." Della and Sharon have been important long-term mentors to
Molly because they don't fit this pattern. Instead, they are growing and
changing at the same pace that Molly is. Sharon, for example, "just keeps

moving. So it's not happening between me and her that after a year or so I
have what she has because she just went forward a year, too."
Perspective. Molly feels tremendously lucky to have two mentors who
help her to make sense of what's going on in her life. She says with a laugh,
"The two most important people in my life right now, one has a PhD and the
other never went to college. She just graduated from high school. It's
funny--I get two perspectives. One that says academe is really important and
one that says it's bullshit."
As Molly sees it, the most valuable part of her relationships with
Sharon and Della has involved learning to need other women without
feeling clingy and ashamed. Her own mother left when she was eight years
old, she explains, and her step-mother "wasn't exactly a mom, either." It was
only when she met Della that Molly began to realize that "this hole [where a
mother's influence would be] is really deep."
The thing I like about Della is that she isn't "masculine." She's
feminine, but not stupid or dopey or [mockingly] "let's be a girl"
overcompensation. She helped put me in touch with a part of
my womanself that I'd been poo-pooing all this time. I respected
Della for this and I could respect it in myself, too. It's funny
when I tell people about what a good mentor she's been for me
and they automatically assume that "Oh, did she teach you to be
assertive or competitive, or how to succeed in a so-called man's
world or any of that?" And I say, "No, I had male mentors who
taught me all that and I'm really good at it. What Della taught
me was to be fluid and instinctual and to trust that. And most
especially to value above everything my creative self. Above
everyt/ling. Above whether I get a job or not. Above
everything."
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In previous mentoring relationships with men, Molly learned skills that she
assumed would prepare her for academic success--namely, competitiveness
and professional ambition. And while she hasn't rejected those qualities, she
now has female mentors who encourage her to develop her instinctiveness
and creativity, which Molly now views as sources of strength and personal
accomplishment. Expressing her appreciation for the guidance Sharon and
Della have given her, Molly says, "To have an older woman who lights the
way for me. Yes, that's a really valuable thing. I can't tell you how much I
treasure having that."

Sarah: Distance

"{Untenured faculty] tend to take out all their stress and anxiety and terror
about the tenure on their students, which is just, since we're not going
through what t/letj're going through, it's really crazy."
Background. Sarah Bergman is a 31-year-old Anglo-American, and has
attended the University of Arizona for the past six years. Sarah has earned a
BS in psychology and an MA in English, and she is currently a doctoral
candidate and teaching assistant in English, studying, among other things,
slave narratives. Her work in this area has significantly informed her
perspective on her mentoring experiences. Sarah tells me that "I've known
from the

b(\.~inning

that I'm just doing this [graduate school] for me. I'm not

just drifting aimlessly--'what should I do?' I really have a goal with this." In
spite of this commitment, however, two negative mentoring relationships in
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her graduate school experience (one with a man, one with a woman) have
forced her to re-evaluate why she is in school. 4
Sarah describes herself as "not really a lesbian, but not straight either."
This ambiguity, in her opinion, may have contributed to some of the "bizarre
power-gender issues" she has had to confront in her relationships with two of
her mentors and several of her professors. Several of her mentoring
relationships, she claims, have had a strong sexual subtext. Part of this has
had to do with the fact that as a bisexual, she is defined as sexual, which, in
her opinion, has affected the way her mentors treat her: "I know a lot about
two or three professors' sex lives. A lot. But I doubt if they helped me with
anything that I needed to learn. And I'm not going to write a dissertation on
their sex lives (laughs)." Furthermore, Sarah says, this has affected the way
her mentoring relationships are perceived by other graduate students:
Two women told me later that everyone thought that I was
sleeping with [a former mentor] because of how he acted towards
me in class. I mean, he was so excited about what I was doing,
and really encouraging. And then he wouldn't even talk to me
in his office .... [One time], he made me sit by his desk while he
opened mail. He opened all of his letters ... one by one ...
without saying a word.
While Sarah's mentoring relationships as a master's student have
understandably left her wary, she recently left me a note saying, "I just found
a sane mentor!"
Before I continue with Sarah's story, I think it is important to clarify
what she means when she uses the word mentor. In general, Sarah uses the
word to refer to an advisor--specifically, her master's program advisor from

4Sarah fears that her former mentor will retaliate if the information in her transcript becomes
public. Therefore, I have slightly altered many of the specific details of her story.
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two years ago. When she says that she found a "sane mentor," however,
Sarah suggests that she understands the word mentor as a neutral term,
denoting someone more experienced who can offer professional guidance or
insight, but who can also be sane or menacing. In any case, what concerns
Sarah most about mentoring were the conflicts between personal and
professional relationships; the lack of institutional support in her
professional development; and interrelated issues of sex/gender, power, and
language.
Stories. For two years, Sarah's mentor was Paula Zimmer, an
untenured Assistant Professor, and the only member of the English
Department faculty who shared another of Sarah's scholarly interests,
children's literature. Their relationship, therefore--both personal and
professional--seemed a natural one, and at first, Sarah welcomed it:
She would say, "Oh, be my friend, be my friend, be my friend."
And I, of course, thought she was a really neat person; I didn't
know her. And she does have a lot of [neat qualities]. She is
really smart and she's interesting. She's like wildly crazy and
wildly sensitive and nice and kind to people.
After several months, however, Sarah began to see her personal relationship
with Paula as the source of their many professional problems. Within the
context of their professional relationship, Paula would publicly humiliate
Sarah (e.g., yell at her in the airport on the way to a conference they attended
together, force Sarah to stand next to her [silently] as Paula lectured in class);
withhold professional assistance (e.g., refuse to sign Sarah's reading list for
her MA exam until Sarah agreed to tell Paula "why she didn't like her
anymore"); and coerce Sarah into doing personal favors for her (e.g., type
papers, run errands, and tell Paula plots from readings she assigned for her
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classes). In other words, as Paula grew increasingly dependent on Sarah
personally, she forced Sarah to become more dependent on her
professionall y.
Compounding the problems she was having with Paula were Sarah's
frustrations when other graduate students and faculty did not believe her
complaints. "A lot of grad students used to come up to me and say, 'You get
so much support, your advisor does everything for you, look at all the stuff
[she does],' and then I was in this private hell. ... We were having
horrendous fights, and she wouldn't even look at my reading list." After
several months, Sarah approached her program chair, Leonard Small, with
her problems. Professor Small gave her some useful suggestions, Sarah
reports, but at first he said, "It couldn't be that bad, because [Paula] tells
everyone how much she does for you." Professor Small's reaction made
Sarah feel trapped in a professional "insider's network" that did not have her
best interests at heart. She replied, "Well, I really think she does support me
and she has done a lot for me, but that doesn't negate all the things that have
happened." Sarah couldn't understand why her program chair couldn't
believe that she was having such a difficult time: "They seem to feel very
threatened," she tells me, "even though you aren't saying, 'It's you.'''
About seven months after Sarah's problems with Paula began, and she
had unsuccessfully gone through the channels she was advised to take, Sarah
sought out a counselor for help. The counselor urged Sarah to tell at least
one other person in her department, adding, "Who knows what'll happen,
but don't take the chance of this whole horrible thing being a secret between
you and her. And it'll be her word against yours if anything goes wrong, and
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of course the department will believe her, right?" Taking the counselor's
advice, Sarah went again to Leonard Small, who said, "It's so easy when this
sort of thing happens with a male professor and a female grad student. You
can just say, you know, this is wrong." Sarah couldn't understand the
difference: "If this is a male professor and a male grad student, or a female
professor and a female grad student, what is the difference? It's a power
relation. It's. a complete abuse of power. It doesn't matter what their genitals
are."
Sarah's response to Professor Small's assumptions raise some
important issues of gender and power--issues which were highly problematic
in Sarah's relationship with Paula. For instance, Sarah says that before their
problems escalated, she would frequently meet Paula outside of class to
exchange materials, discuss classroom activities, or even play racquetball.
More than once in the locker room, while both women were completely
nude, Paula made inappropriate sexual remarks and initiated physical
contact. "It wasn't like a sexual adult woman, which you would handle in a
different way, probably," Sarah recalls. "It was like a 5-year-old being playful
but it was also very sexual in some insidious way." Sarah suspects that Paula
was interested in bisexual experimentation, but does not know for sure. In
any case, when Sarah expressed discomfort with this kind of interaction,
Paula continued to manipulate her professionally and emotionally.
Eventually, Sarah agreed to meet Paula for coffee in order to talk about
her reading list and clear the air about their relationship. Sarah's counselor
had coached her for the meeting, and afterward Sarah felt proud that she had
stuck to her original agenda for the discussion: "This [was] my strategy:
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'These are the things I need from you, and they are all in line with what you
should be doing as my [MA committee] chair.'" Paula, however, had a
different agenda, which, in Sarah's eyes, was to "analyze me, my personality,
my family history .... (Laughing) I felt like I earned my PhD to just say,
'What does that have to do with my reading list? What does that have to do
with our relationship? What does that have to do with this meeting?'"
Sarah left the meeting feeling that Paula's attempt to be her "therapist" was
inappropriate, and that she was not comfortable acting as Paula's therapist,
either. She also left with her reading list signed, thus putting an end to her
relationship with Paula Zimmer.
It is perhaps ironic that during the time that Sarah was working with

Paula on her Master's degree, what she remembers most clearly is how
disempowered she felt: "I know what it's like to be a slave .... [Paula's] big
argument always was, 'I have no power over you, I have no power over you.'
But yet, in so many situations I was supposed to just be there (laughs).
Bowing."
Perspective. Sarah acknowledges that hers is only one side of this story,
and that Paula, Professor Small, and others have very different, equally valid
perspectives. Her work with slave narratives provides her with some
disturbing metaphors with which to explain this:
Even if they're trying to write about the same event, the same

one event, [the white and black perspectives] are two, totally
different worlds . ... It makes me think that the professors have
such a different perspective on their own actions towards us, and
on what their roles should be, that even though we're using the
same words, we aren't even using the same language when we
talk about it. Not at all.
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Because of this insight, Sarah claims that she is now very aware when she
finds herself in situations that mirror her experiences with Paula; that is, she
has become much more sensitive to power imbalances between her and her
students. "[This experience] has made me realize how difficult all this is to
navigate." What will she do differently? When I asked Sarah early in our
interview to talk about what happens when a personal relationship develops
between a mentor and mentee, she spoke directly into the tape recorder:
"Don't do it. DON'T DO IT (laughs)! Don't ever do it! I learned the hard
way. Now," she says emphatically, "I feel so burnt about my experience that
I'm just staying really distant [from my professors]." While Sarah admits that
there are disadvantages to this distance, she nonetheless insists that it is more
important for her to maintain it than to risk similarly "nightmarish"
entanglements with her mentors.
In spite of all the "craziness" that resulted from her relationship with
Paula, Sarah points out three positive results of her experience. First, it forced
her to re-evaluate her reasons for being in graduate school, and to recommit
herself to her goal of getting a PhD. Second, referring to her relationships
with her own students, she explains, "it made such a strong impression on
me that I don't think I will ever be able to forget it when I'm in this position."
And finally, Sarah says that she takes no small comfort in knowing that her
experience has affected the mentoring practices of others. She tells me about a
friend who had been privy to her rocky relationship with Paula, and who is
now a professor at another university. The friend recently told Sarah that as a
result of Sarah's experiences, she, too, has become more cautious in her
mentoring relationships: "I just have this policy, from day one, of distance.
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Like a lot of support and help, but distance. . .. And I don't even feel like
explaining why, and that's okay, too." Accepting a less personally engaged
role in mentoring--though at times awkward or unrewarding--seems to Sarah
and this other female professor to be a step toward becoming more effective
mentors in a professional context.
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Chapter Three

Mastery, Apprenticeship, and the Construction of Academic Authority

In Chapter Two, I argued that the discourses of ancient Greek pederasty
and the modern American men's movement have appropriated women's
reproductive powers in order to represent education as a process through
which men reproduce images of a male community, images which are in
turn represented as "culture" or "community" generally. I suggested,
furthermore, that the version of community depicted by these male
mentoring relationships is replicated by traditional definitions of knowledge
that conflate the masculine and the universal. This notion of academe as a
male-gendered place, and of traditional mentoring as a masculine
relationship, is something I will continue to explore in this chapter by
examining apprenticeship as a form of academic mentoring. Apprenticeship,
I suggest, is a primarily economic relationship, designed to reproduce
relations of ruling through the production and exchange of capital. Within
higher education, I will argue, "capital" takes the form of disciplinary
knowledge and practices, and is embodied by the male mentor. After
exploring the historical and economic context of apprenticeship, I will shift
my discussion of mentoring to a more conventional setting--specifically, the
academic sciences.
When I think of apprenticeship, the first thing that comes to mind is
the well-known story of "The Sorcerer's Apprentice." So well-known is the
story, however, that in my memory, the specific details had worn smooth and
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all that remained was the famous broom scene in Disney's Fantasia where the
apprentice's troubles begin. Curious as to what the apprentice's relationship
with the sorcerer (and with sorcery) looked like before that scene, I started
looking at different versions of the story, and discovered considerable
variation in the portrayal of the relationship. Because these variations are
directly relevant to our discussion of mentoring, they merit some detailed
discussion.
Typically described as a "cautionary fable" about a powerful sorcerer
and the servant who misuses his master's powers, "The Sorcerer's
Apprentice" can be traced to Lucian's second-century dialogue, The Lover of

Lies, or The DoulJter, a conversation about magic and the supernatural. In
Lucian's version of the story, an adult Eucrates describes to his friends an
adventure he had while traveling to Egypt as a youth to complete his
education. Midway through his journey, he says, he met Pancrates, a holy
man who promised to share "all his secret knowledge" with Eucrates if he
would leave his servants and come to live with him. Eucrates agreed, and
tells his friends in the dialogue that "whenever we came to a stopping-place,
the man would take either the bar of the door or the broom or even the
pestle, put clothes upon it, say a certain spell over it, and make it walk,
appearing to everyone else to be a man" (373). In this guise, the magical
creation would draw water, buy provisions, serve meals, and so forth, until
Pancrates no longer needed its services and would change it back into its
original form.
Although eager to learn how to work this magic himself, Eucrates
explains that Pancrates was jealous and evasive about such matters, and
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because the holy man was so obliging about everything else, Eucrates did not
complain. But one day, unable to control his curiosity, Eucrates hid in a
corner and overheard the three-syllable spell that enabled Pancrates to
transform his objects into men. Later, while his host was away from home
on a business transaction, Eucrates tried the spell himself: he dressed up the
pestle, uttered the magic spell, and, after the pestle had changed into a man,
ordered it to bring in a jar of water. When it had done so, Eucrates told it to
"Stop! don't carry any more water: be a pestle again!" (375), but found that it
would not obey him. Fearing that Pancrates would return home and see
what he had done, Eucrates took an axe and cut the pestle in two, which left
him with two water-carrying pestles instead of one. Arriving back home,
Pancrates uttered the words that turned the creatures back into ordinary
pestles, and then, Eucrates says, "for his own part left me to my own devices
without warning, taking himself off out of sight somewhere" (375).
This story was popularized when Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
adapted it at the end of the eighteenth century in a poem called "The
Magician's Apprentice," which was adapted, in turn, by Jakob and Wilhelm
Grimm in "The Sorcerer's Apprentice." The Grimm brothers' version goes
something like this: A man, finding himself in need of a helper for his
workshop, begins to inquire about, until one day he notices a boy walking
along the outskirts of town with a bundle slung over his shoulder. The boy
tells the man that he has just left home to find himself a trade, and the man
is about to offer him a position when he remembers to ask the boy if he
knows how to read and write. When the boy answers yes, the man says, "Too
bad! ... You won't do after all. I have no use for anyone who can read and
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write" (197). Pretending to be a fool, the boy recants, and is hired by the man
on the spot. Wondering why the man would prefer "an unschooled helper,"
the boy decides to keep his eyes and ears open. •
The apprentice soon figures out that his new master practices sorcery, a
trade in which the boy is himself keenly interested: "A mouthful of good
chants and charms would never come amiss to a poor fellow like me, and
with them I might even be able to do some good in the world," he thinks to
himself (199). He vows to learn all he can by watching and listening, taking
care not to neglect his usual chores--grinding herbs, tending the fire, sweeping
the workshop--and remembering to show no interest in his master's books of
spells, as he was not supposed to know how to read or write. After several
months, however, the boy had grown so curious that "he made up his mind
to see what was in them, no matter what the risk" (200). He waits until the
sorcerer is sound asleep, takes a light into the corner of the workshop, and
begins paging through the heavy volumes--reading in secret for an hour or
two every night and when the sorcerer is away, until he learns some magic
himself.
It isn't long before the apprentice figures out what kind of charms his

master was working, and alas, "they were aU wicked ones!" (202). Even
though he knows he is working for a cruel, dangerous man, the apprentice
went on with his nightly studies until his head was swarming
with magic recipes and incantations. He even had time to work
at them in the daytime, for the sorcerer sometimes left the
workshop for hours--working harm and havoc on mortals, no
doubt. At such times the boy would tryout a few bits of his
newly-learned wisdom. (202-3)
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Because he was not always successful in working his magic, the boy tells
himself that he isn't yet ready to surprise the sorcerer with his own magic,
and needs more study and practice. One day, however, the sorcerer returns
home unexpectedly to find the boy with a conjuring book open on his knees.
"The boy, thinking fast, pointed smilingly at one of the pictures, after which
he quietly closed the book and went on with his work as though nothing
were amiss." But the sorcerer is not deceived, and says to himself, "If the
wretch can read ... he may learn how to outwit me" (203).
The angry sorcerer rushes at the boy, who turns himself into a bird and
flies out the window to escape. Changing himself into a bigger bird, the
sorcerer takes off after the apprentice. The boy changes himself into a fish, the
sorcerer into a bigger fish, and so on until the sorcerer changes himself into a
kernel of grain where the boy can't reach him. But the quick-witted
apprentice turns himself into a rooster and "Peck! Peck! Peck!--with his
sharp beak he snapped at the kernel of grain and ate it up" (204). That was the
end of the wicked sorcerer. The ownership of the sorcerer's magic workshop
turns over to the boy, who used for good those same "powers and ingredients
which had been used for evil by the sorcerer" (205).
These versions of the story--the precocious apprentice who is punished
for overstepping the boundaries of power, and the evil sorcerer who is
destroyed by the good apprentice--are no doubt more familiar to most readers
than the last version I will look at, Charles Johnson's "The Sorcerer's
Apprentice." In this story, a young boy, Allan Jackson, becomes the
apprentice of Rubin Bailey, a blacksmith and wizard who still remembers the
white slave magic brought from Africa. With his father's blessing, Allan
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moves into the sorcerer's home and vows to serve his teacher faithfully. At
first, though, Rubin seems to teach him nothing at all, instead asking the boy
to scrape barnacles off the boat, hammer out horseshoes, and wash dishes--in
short, to perform menial tasks. Allan patiently carries out these duties "in
perfect submission to the sorcerer, for it seemed rude to express displeasure to
a man he wished to emulate, but his heart knocked for the higher knowledge,
the techniques that would, he hoped, work miracles" (150).
After a few months, the sorcerer finally begins to teach Allan his spells
and incantations, and Allan realizes that while the magic came from Rubin's
power, "the spells had been in circulation for centuries. They were a web of
history and culture, like the king-sized quilts you saw as curiosities at country
fairs, sewn by every woman in [town] ... so no man, strictly speaking, could
own a mystic spell" (154). Allan seems to have a natural gift for healing and
conjuring, and although he at first imitates Rubin's mannerisms and tone of
voice, he gains confidence and eventually develops a style that is all his own.
But he also has many doubts, especially, oddly enough, when Rubin praises
him, which makes Allen "feel unessential, anonymous, like a tool in which
the spell sang itself, briefly borrowing his throat, then tossed him, Allan, aside
when the miracle ended" (156). Allan sees himself as a mouthpiece for the
powers of sorcerers who had come before him--a vicariously thrilling but
ultimately disappointing role. He wonders if he has achieved anything new
or on his own, and suspects that he's merely an imitator--maybe even an
impostor. He begins to regret the lonely, disciplined life he has chosen: "So
many sacrifices. So many hours spent hunched over yellow, wormholed
scrolls" (156-57). But he knew no other trade, had no other skills, and his
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five-year stay with Rubin was over, for he had learned all there was to learn
from the sorcerer.
On his way back to his father's home, Allan mutters a spell for fair
weather; minutes later, it begins to rain. Demoralized, he goes off to a tavern
and gets drunk, lamenting that, as he sees it, he has nothing to show for his
apprenticeship but "a vast and painfully acquired yet hollow repertoire of
tricks" (159), and predicting a career path marked by humiliation, impotency,
failure, and, finally, death. When, later that day, Allen is unable to cure a sick
child, he leaves home again, vowing to cast one final, dark spell.
For now he was sure that white magic did not reside in
ratiocination, education, or will. Skill was of no service.... He
could imitate but never truly heal; impress but never conjure
beauty; ape the good but never again give rise to a genuine spell.
For that God or Creation, or the universe--it had several names-had to seize you, use you, as the Sorcerer said, because it needed
a womb, shake you down, speak through you until the pain
pearled into a beautiful spell that snapped the world back
together. It had abandoned Allan, this possession. It had taken
him, in a way, like a lover, planted one pitiful seed, and said,
"'Bye now." (164-65)
Discouraged and disillusioned, Allan conjures up a series of demons,
"horrors that broke a man in half, ate his soul, then dragged him below the
ground, where, Allan decided, those who could not do well the work of a
magician belonged" (161).
It is unclear by the end of this story why Allen engages in such self-

destructive behavior--whether because he wants to punish himself for ever
believing in the power of magic, for ever believing in his own power (which
he no longer thinks he has), or as a way of breaking out of the authorization
system in which such doubts seemed to develop. The story seems to suggest
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that Allen didn't deserve to have power because he questioned the nature of
that power: he wasn't satisfied with being the mouthpiece or "womb" for
some unowned, freely circulating power, nor with simply imitating spells
without believing that they even worked. At the same time, though, he
thought that anyone who couldn't accept his status as a womb or mouthpiece
didn't deserve any power at all--deserved, rather, to be punished for
insubordina tion.
The more familiar versions of the story raise questions as well. In
Lucian's tale, for example, recall that the holy man Pancrates was unwilling
to share his power with Eucrates. When Eucrates' boredom and curiosity
cause him to try to learn the sorcerer's magic on his own, he loses control of
the workshop, and the angry Pancrates abandons him as punishment.
Because Eucrates' purposes in telling this story are to prove to his friends that
magic exints and to warn them against using it without the proper training,
he takes for granted the following assumptions: that power is a commodity to
be jealously guarded; that power is dangerous in the hands of novices; and
that the power relationship between masters and apprentices is, appropriately,
hierarchical. Of course, the Grimms' version of "The Sorcerer's Apprentice"
depicts power as a neutral entity, endowed with evil or goodness according to
the character of its master. The master of their story, who values absolute
control and expects absolute ignorance in his apprentice, is violently
destroyed by his trusted apprentice, but this destruction seems excusable, even
necessary, in order to wrest power away from someone who doesn't deserve
to have it. Thus in the Grimm version, transgression is acceptable under
certain circumstances. What these tvvo stories seem to share is a conception
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of power--the ability to work magic for one's own purposes--as capital: it can
be shared and withheld, owned and conferred, used for good or evil--all in
exchange for companionship, prestige, or professional authority.
Now, some will object that these are "only" fairy tales, unrelated to the
academic matters I'm considering here. I disagree. For one thing, they
illustrate just how constructed this mentoring relationship is. Although they
have similar plot lines, none of these stories characterizes the master or the
apprentice in quite the same way: we see two deceptive apprentices and one
honest apprentice, but only one of them makes a successful transition to
professional sorcery; the sorcerers are rendered in equally complex terms.
Despite these variations in character, one thing is consistent in each version
of the story: in the face of crisis, the relationship breaks down. What this
suggests, I think, is that problems in the master-apprentice relationship don't
lie with the master or the apprentice, but may simply be inherent to the

relationship. This possibility introduces a number of important issues as we
consider apprenticeship as a kind of mentoring. Within the masterapprentice relationship as it is conceived in these stories, submission to one's
master (voluntary or otherwise), the desire to seize and hoard power, and
questions about one's own authenticity are often considered normal and
"natural." But if these issues manifest themselves in other contexts of
learning--say, the modern academy--then I find it difficult to see how
apprenticeship can be considered an appropriate mentoring relationship.
And yet higher education seems to prefer apprenticeships over many
other available models of mentoring; its ambassadors--teachers,
administrators, successful students--seem to promote apprenticeships at every
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opportunity, particularly at the graduate level. For example, a position paper
circulated by the University of Arizona Graduate College, entitled
"Mentoring: The Teacher-Graduate Student Relationship," begins with the
assumption that mentoring provides "[a]n essential part of graduate
education," and then defines a mentor rather problematically as, among other
things, "a master, someone to whom one is apprenticed" (1). Stephen F.
Hamilton adapts this premise to undergraduate and public education
generally in Apprenticeship fot Adulthood:
Apprenticeship is an educational institution that can
complement school as a different and often more effective
learning environment. It can also contribute to school
effectiveness by demonstrating to young people why they need
to learn what schools have to offer. Rather than an alternative
to school, apprenticeship is a means of improving schools by
linking them more directly with the real world of work. (89)
These references to educational apprenticeship are representative in at least
two respects. For one thing, they are all located in schools--as opposed to, say,
workshops. More importantly, though, they are very candid about the fact
that the purpose of apprenticeship is educational only to the degree that it
fosters a connection between school and "the real world of work"--that is,
ensures a higher likelihood of job success. As a mentoring policy articulated
by the University of Arizona's Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering puts it, "The purpose of mentoring is rather straightforward--we,
the faculty, want to insure and enhance the success of our students during
their graduate student years and into their future years as practicing,
professional engineers and scientists. . .. When they enter the work force,
they must be equipped with multi-faceted skills" (2-3).
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Advocates of apprenticeships have never denied the fact that such
relationships emphasize more than "mere" subject matter, that they are
designed instead to teach professional behaviors (i.e., job-related skills and
knowledge) and cultivate a sense of maturity. As such, they are practical and
experiential as well as intellectual. But as a kind of mentoring, this
combination of education and economics may not be as innocuous or even as
progressive as some educators would like to believe. We see hints of an
"underside" to apprenticeship, for example in Sharon V. Salinger's
acknowledgments for "To serve well and faitlifully": Labor and Indentured

Servants in Pennsylvania, 1682-18()():
Indentured servitude has always seemed to me an absolutely
perfect topic. Who else studying early American history could
claim to share experiences with people who lived almost three
hundred years ago? My status, first as a graduate student and
then junior faculty member, has given me a personal window
into their world and has enabled me to understand firsthand the
operations of the institution of indentured labor. (ix)
Granted, Salinger is writing about indentured servitude here, not
apprenticeship. But as I will show in the next section, apprenticeship and
indentured servitude share similar histories and similar structures: both, for
example, thrived during the labor shortages of early capitalism, and both are
defined in hierarchical relation to a master. Although Salinger is vague
about what she means by "shared experiences," it seems clear that she uses
the term indentured servitude to refer to mentoring or academic initiation-both as a graduate student in "the world of school" and as a junior faculty
member in "the world of work." Read against the definitions of
apprenticeship that I provided earlier, two features of this description stand
out: the fact that the "settings" of her indentured servitude--school and
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work--mirror those of apprenticeship; and the fact that the tone she uses to
describe her experience is negative. Whether it is "in fact" valid to compare
mentoring-as-apprenticeship to indentured servitude remains to be seen. For
now, I would like simply to suggest that we can gain some insight into
academic mentoring by looking historically into the economic and
educational partnerships that apprenticeships purport to embrace.

Apprenticeship, Servitude, and Slavery: The Economics of Paternalism

Historical discussions of apprenticeship frequently allude to its
intangible qualities: its role in providing professional opportunities, fostering
close personal relationships, and transforming adolescents into adults. In his
introduction to The Craftsman in Early America, for instance, Ian M. G.
Quimby defines apprenticeship as a process of learning "the art and mystery"
of a craft. In this phrase, he explains,

art is used in its now obsolete sense of practicing technical skills
with the aid of magic. Mystery connotes more than something
unknown or a puzzle to be solved; it suggests the spiritual
element, the essential knowledge without which the artisan
would be a mere automaton. Mystery also smacks of secret rites,
and, indeed, the process of apprenticeship is one long rite of
passage that earned the apprentice special privileges in society.
(5)

According to Quimby, virtually every craft or trade in the United States held
this view of apprenticeship until the 1800s. It was by making its art available
to only a few interested learners, in fact, that limited access to a trade and thus
helped to maintain its aura of the mysterious, sacred, and, of course, elite.
But while artistry, mystery, and "secret rites" may seem entirely
appropriate to the experience of an apprentice craftsperson or sorcerer, they
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somehow don't sound "serious" or high-minded enough for what we now
think of as apprenticeship in academe. In part, it was the Western world's
shift toward industrialization--with its chronic labor shortages and obsession
with production--that contributed to the disintegration of such "charming"
preindustrial associations of skills with magical powers and the definition of
apprenticeship as an alliance of earning and learning. Even within this shift,
however, learning, education, and socialization--not work per se--seemed
clearly to inform definitions of apprenticeship at this time, and in these
definitions. As Paul H. Douglas suggests, "In its essence [apprenticeship] is a
contractual relationship between boy and master, involving an exchange of

'Work for education" (11-12, my emphasis). The "boy and master" part of this
definition will become significant later in my discussion. Right now, though,
what I'd like to emphasize is that in traditional apprenticeships, work
provided a site for educational activity, not vice versa.
In the twentieth-century United States, apprenticeship is understood
almost exclusively as a way to train young men in skilled trades such as
carpentry. Even when we consider academic apprenticeship, the focus seems
to be on professional preparation, as the Electrical and Computer Engineering
mentoring document illustrates. Quimby suggests, however, that, like
pederasty, the primary purpose of apprenticeship in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries "was educational in the broadest sense and involved the
intergenerational transfer of culture itself" (5). This
reproductive/educational purpose becomes more apparent when we consider
two cognate terms, the French apprentissage and the German lelzrzeit, which
come from the stems apprendre and leilren, to learn and to teach.
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Apprenticeship has been an especially vital educational relationship during
those historical moments when sons of manual laborers received little or no
schooling--colonial America, for example. As Douglas points out in

American Apprenticeship and Industrial Education, "The statutes of many of
the colonies provided that the apprentice should be taught to read and write,
should be given biblical instruction ... and that the master should be a moral
man. Should the master violate any of these provisions, the apprentice was
to be freed from his contract" (20). What this statement suggests is that the
educational mission of apprenticeship, has traditionally been informed by
what many labor scholars call a "moral economy," characterized by mutual
obligation, protection, and affection, and designed to develop character and
good citizenship as well as labor skills. Gary B. Nash alludes to this moral
economy when he explains that masters and journeymen in eighteenthcentury America were bound "in service to themselves, each other, and the
community." Workers did not work just to earn a living; they internalized a
collective "trade identity and commitment to the community in which they
labored" (69).
But the whole notion of a moral economy was hardly a neutral one; on
the contrary, it has been explicitly gendered male since before classical times.
The Babylonian Code of Hammurabi, for example, recognizes that apprentices
generally left their fathers' homes to live with a master, who in turn became
a permanent surrogate father. Furthermore, the Code says, "If an artisan take
a son for adoption and teach his handicraft, one may not bring claim against
him. If he do not teach his handicraft, that adopted son may return to his
father's house" (qtd. in Douglas 13). The relationship between artisans and
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apprentices as regulated by the Code of Hammurabi predates institutionalized
pederasty by nearly two centuries, but the similarities between the two are
unmistakable: most obviously, both were modeled after, and, indeed,
sometimes replaced, familial relationships, specifically those between fathers
and sons. Some scholars have speculated that this paternal relationship was
perpetuated even after the Western shift to industrialization because the
demand for skilled labor was increasing faster than fathers could pass on labor
skills to their own sons. Thus when "real" sons didn't provide a large
enough work force, apprentices were incorporated into the family structure as
"honorary" sons. Certainly, part of this shift must be attributed to a growing
need not just for more skilled laborers, but for laborers with different skills
than fathers possessed--a need shaped by industrialization as well as
capitalism.
As Charles Quill (pseudonym for James Alexander) clearly shows in an
1839 tract called TIle Working-Man, the paternalism that defined the moral
economy manifested itself in surrogate father-son relationships between
masters and apprentices--thus endowing apprenticeship with an exclusively
male ethos. Quill compares the roles occupied by father and son to other
relationships in which one person has authority over another, and suggests
that, more than simply profitable, this kind of relationship was honorable:
The lad was willing to allow that he had a master, for a certain
time and a certain purpose, and in expectation of one day being a
master himself. He thought this was no more disgraceful than
the subordination of the scholar to his teacher, or the soldier to
his captain. And in return, the employer felt a responsibility
proportioned to his authority. Good men were accustomed to
treat their apprentices as their sons. (114, his emphasis)
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Thus conceived, paternalism within the context of apprenticeship became an
important social institution: not only did it foster a sense of commitment
and responsibility within communities, but it also helped to ensure a
thriving, self-regulating work force. As Salinger observes, paternalistic
attitudes also enabled apprenticeship to serve as a kind of public welfare
system, "reliev[ing] the community of the burden of supporting orphaned or
other poor or dependent children" (7). Craftsmen, for instance, often adopted
apprentices in order to help the sons of poorer relatives or family friends to
establish themselves in a business or trade.
In spite of these benefits, however, the moral economy of
apprenticeship had some limitations. It assumed, for example, that
apprentices would naturally aspire to become masters themselves, and that
they would reproduce the traditional features of the relationship as they
"graduated" to master status. In this respect, paternalism toward apprentices
wasn't entirely benign; indeed, its more immediate agenda seems to have
been social control--namely, maintaining a system of unfree or contracted
labor in which one group was subordinate to another. Eugene Genovese has
argued that the hierarchical nature of apprenticeship, as well as its function as
an initiation into adult society, render it fundamentally a class relationship,
rather than fundamentally a familial one (3). By training men in the skills
that would virtually guarantee them skilled work but confine them to a
particular social class, he says, apprenticeship solidified class boundaries and
effectively hindered upward mobiIity--and in the process did little to disrupt
the structure of society. Salinger exemplifies this when she points out that
"Masters within the most desirable trades would command a payment to take
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on an apprentice. Thus the children of humble parents were unlikely to
apprentice in trades that would have moved them up the status ladder. Sons
were confined by the limits of their fathers' economic positions" (8).
When we start paying attention to the economic aspects of
apprenticeship, then its educational purposes seem a little less benevolent--a
little less primary--and a little more pragmatic. Structured by paternalism,
apprenticeship became a symbolic father-son relationship, complete with the
challenges and constraints common among biological fathers and sons. For
example, although it allowed for the expression of mutual concern and
affection, the master-apprenticeship relationship was an unequal one. While
masters and apprentices typically worked together on the same kinds of tasks,
it was accepted that masters, like fathers, could control virtually every aspect
of their apprentices' lives--including their religious practices, social activities,
and career paths. Therefore, even if apprenticeship traditionally served the
purposes of education and social welfare, it must also be recognized as a
complex labor market institution, designed to maintain an increasingly rigid
class structure by controlling populations of skilled workers and inscribing a
hierarchical labor relationship based on a paternalistic notion of authority. In
this light, the whole idea of a moral economy takes on a new significance.
Relationships like apprenticeship, which embodied the principles of
paternalism--a male ethos and hierarchical power structure, for example-regulated, reproduced, and provided access to what Dorothy E. Smith calls the
"relations of ruling," "a complex of organized practices, including
government, law, business and financial management, professional
organization, and educational institutions ... that interpenetrate the multiple
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sites of power" (3). Paternalism--a value system based on surrogate father-son
relationships--effectively controlled the relations of ruling, and was
consequently -endowed with considerable cultural currency.
This brings us to a discussion of indentured servitude, which, recall,
Salinger likened to her experience as a graduate student and assistant
professor. According to Galenson,
The indenture system provided a link between English labor
supply and colonial demand. This link was effected through the
indenture, which was a credit mechanism by which the servant,
unable to borrow elsewhere the money necessary for the passage
fare, borrowed against the future returns from his labor. The
indenture was thus a promise to repay the loan, and the security
on the loan was the servant himself. (8)
In a rather limited way, indentured servitude also espoused the principles of
a paternalistic moral economy. Successful American colonists, for example,
routinely paid transportation costs for European immigrants--often their own
relatives and friends--in exchange for a contracted period of labor. And as
Peter Kolchin observes, indentured servitude often served a more general
kind of social welfare function, allowing "those on the margins of society
voluntarily [to go] into slavery in hard times in exchange for subsistence" (3).
But apprenticeship and indentured servitude are different in two important
respects. For one, apprentices generally contracted their relationships within
their own communities (or by extension, their friends' or relatives'
communities), while indentured servants regularly offered their labor
services to unknown persons in wholly unfamiliar territory (e.g., the West
Indies and the American colonies), where severe labor shortages created a
high demand for workers, and where, at least theoretically, unskilled
members of the lower class could achieve prosperity and elevate their social
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status. Hilary McD. Beckles suggests that this willingness to enter into a
servile relationship with strangers shows that indentured servants were
"motivated not by any collective patriotic or nationalist cause, but by
unmitigated self-interest--the dominant ideological force in capitalist
socioeconomic culture" (1). But it also shows something about the
"strangers"--that is, those who offered the indentures--who were themselves
so motivated by economic self-interest that they preferred to "import"
unskilled laborers from abroad rather than develop a skilled workforce in
their own communities.
The second difference relates directly to the first, and involves a radical
shift in attitudes about contracted labor that accompanied the emergence of
capitalism. Salinger tells us that most apprentices "contracted to a family that
they or their parents knew, and were incorporated into the family pattern,"
eating, traveling, and socializing with the family to whom they were
contracted (7). But relationships between indentured servants and their
masters were quite depersonalized, and in general did not adopt traditional
assumptions about the master's in loco parentis role. As Beckles explains, the
masters of indentured servants did not "conceive of their servants socially
and emotionally as integral parts of the family or household, but instead
viewed them as an alienated commodity which could be recruited and
exploited best within the legal framework of traditional servitude" (5). The
effect was that indentured servants were considered chattel, "things" whose
bodies and liberties could be controlled by their masters--much like livestock.
The paternalism that characterized indentured servitude was clearly
not the same paternalism that characterized apprenticeship. Most obviously,
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the father-son dynamic was almost nonexistent, which meant that no one
assumed responsibility for workers' moral and social development.
Indentured servitude made no pretense to function in the interests of
education, professional or otherwise: it was a purely economic relationship,
and, indeed, shared at least as much with slavery as it did with
apprenticeship. This is exemplified most vividly in the shift from defining
masters as experts, whose status was justified by a level of skill and
community responsibility, to defining masters as owners, whose status was
justified by property rights. The central premise of the 1661 Barbados Masters
and Servants Act, for example, was that a master should not be deprived of
his property--in this case the labor of his servants--without due and adequate
compensation (e.g., drastic extension of servant's term of indenture, or, in the
case of runaway slaves, financial redress from the local government).
In theory, of course, indenture alone did not make the servant a slave:
it was the servant's laiJOr, rather than his or her person, that was temporarily

owned by the master, and at the end of the time stated in the contract the
servant's labor became his or her own. The problem, though, was that this
theory worked against masters' interests in securing a cheap and efficient
workforce. Therefore, because those who owned property (including
servants' indentures) also made and enforced laws, masters were able to
contrive all sorts of punishments designed to postpone drastically, sometimes
indefinitely, the freedom of indentured servants. Sometimes, as mentioned
above, servants' indentures were unreasonably extended for such offenses as
stealing food or engaging in independent, income-generating work.
According to Beckles, the 1652 Barbados Masters and Servants Law sentenced
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runaway slaves to one extra month service for every two hours of absence
(104). Other crimes and punishments in Western colonies were spelled out
by the more comprehensive Masters and Servants Act of 1661, mentioned
earlier. In the West Indies, for example, owners believed that stable,
monogamous relationships among servants threatened their ability to
maintain an efficient, docile work force; consequently, marriage and family
structures were strictly regulated.
Clause 8 [of the Act] provided that if a man servant should
presume to marry without the consent of his master, he was to
be penalized by the extension of his servitude by four years. Any
freeman convicted of marrying a female servant was forced to
pay the servant's owner twice her market value if he wanted her
freed .... If the servant became pregnant and ... the reputed
father was a servant, he was to serve the woman's owner for a
period of three years after the completion of his original contract.
(83)

In the context of indentured servitude, paternalistic relationships that were

encouraged under apprenticeship--marriage, parenting, and extended family
ties--became criminalized. Master/owners had enough power to manipulate
legal codes and thus enforce the unreasonable and often violent social
domination of their servants in a way that was both confining and
threatening.
The effect of this control was to drastically reduce the likelihood of
servants' being anything but servants, for although indentured servitude

seemed to offer the possibility of social mobility, it in fact offered little more
than poverty and dependence. Even those persons who eventually
completed their indentures often remained trapped in subservient positions.
Unlike apprentices, indentured servants received no education or moral
guidance, and were discouraged from creating close ties with other members
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of their communities. Employed mostly as manual laborers during their
indentures, they learned few marketable skills; unable to accumulate enough
capital to buy land or establish their own businesses after the completion of
their indentures, many continued to work for their former masters for low
pay. Some indentured servants were promised "freedom dues" at the end of
their indentures--50 acres of land and a few head of livestock, for example-but for a variety of reasons (including laws that required anyone establishing
a business to have a specified amount of "start-up" capital), few former
servants actually collected (see, for example, Beckles 140-67). Thus indentured
servants were driven into commodity production not by any sense of moral
or community obligation, nor even by any guarantee of future professional
employment (although this might have attracted them initially), but by the
external stimulus of poverty and physical violence. Even after they
completed their indentures, they commonly found themselves powerless,
with little in the way of legal rights, social status, or professional opportunity.
The transformation of indentured servitude into what can essentially
be described as slavery was determined largely by market forces. Specifically,
stagnating economic opportunities and widespread crime--particularly in
Western Europe--compelled unskilled workers to seek work in colonized
areas, where there was great demand for such workers from the seventeenth
through the nineteenth centuries (see Beckles; Salinger). This "buyer's
market" had the effect of relieving masters of any responsibility for educating
their servants or guaranteeing their future professional success. Even within
this hostile economic climate, however, there remained a theoretical
distinction between indentured servitude and slavery: in the former, the
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servants' time (Le., contracted labor power) was always owned and/or
marketed by the master for a limited and specified period of time, while in
the latter, masters owned their slaves as persons for an unlimited and
unspecified period of time. But from a marxist perspective, theoretical
differences between a person's labor as capital and a person as capital are
insignificant compared to the experiential differences between ruling and

doing the work that creates the conditions of ruling. Hegel's famous analysis
of the master-slave dynamic in The Phenomeno!ogtj of Spirit can help to
clarify this point. Hegel describes how the object of the master's desire is
available to him in a simple and direct manner: food "appears" on his plate,
the lawn "is mowed," work "gets done," and so forth. The fact that it is the
servant's labor that produces the object of desire, however, is invisible to the
master. As Smith explains it, "Within the consciousness of the master there
is himself and the object and a servant who is merely a means. For the
servant there is the master, the servant's labor producing the object, and there
is the simplicity of the relation between the master and the object. The
totality of the set of relations is visible" (79). Of course, the servant was also
least in the position to change the dynamics of the relationship, a point to
which I will return in the conclusion of this chapter. What this means in the
context of our present discussion is that servants (and, to a certain degree,
apprentices) did more than simply provide for the material subsistence of the
ruling class (i.e., by producing food and other income-generating goods);
through their productive labor and their restricted class position, servants
also made it possible for the master class to control the social relations of
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ruling--namely, the hierarchical relationship between the master and the
slave.
Despite their structural similarity from a marxist perspective, however,
indentured servitude and slavery were not identical. For example, Kolchin
argues in Unfree Labor that slavery was a "fundamentally noncapitalist"
productive system because it "lacked capitalism's basic ingredient: a market
for labor-power (that is, labor hire)" (360). Instead, he continues, the
dominant feature of institutionalized slavery was paternalism--manifesting
itself, again, in parent-child relationships, and in marked contrast to the
general absence of anything resembling a moral economy within the practice
of indentured servitude. As Kolchin explains, "The essence of this
paternalism was to treat the slaves as permanent children, who on the one
hand needed constant protection but on the other needed constant direction
and correction. . .. Because blacks were like children, they were--and must be
kept--totally dependent on their masters" (134). If slaves were children, then
masters were parents. The fact that these "children" were never expected or
allowed to achieve any measure of autonomy established a rigid and
permanent power hierarchy that remains visible even today--in calling
African-American men "boys," for example. No doubt masters perceived
their role as educational in the same sense that pederasts did--as a form of
child-rearing. But several things distinguish the master-slave relationship
from the more educational master-apprentice relationship. For one, the slave
never became an independent, skilled member of the paid work force. For
another, the master was conceived not as a master-expert, but as a
master / owner, whose primary role was to embody "community standards"--
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including patriotism, morality, and good hygiene--and to be a strict
disciplinarian as well as a compassionate guardian. This was considered a
full-time job by many slave-owners, and a master's ability to perform it
depended upon his freedom from the need to earn a living; in other words, it
rested upon the labor of their slaves. Finally, the institutional ethos of
slavery was not as rigorously male as it was with apprenticeship. Women
were slaves, too, and occasionally masters.
Kolchin tells us that this version of paternalism as a parent-child
relationship flourished in the American South--particularly during the 30
years preceding emancipation, when pro-slavery propaganda was produced
with remarkable force, sophistication, and volume. It functioned on two
levels: justifying slavery as a legitimate labor economy, and redefining it as a
benevolent institution. Toward these ends, supporters of slavery often put
forth the argument that slavery is a universal tendency. Therefore, as a letter
published in an 1843 issue of Southern Literary Messenger contended, the
question wasn't whether or not slavery should exist, but
what form this slavery shall assume? Shall he be the slave of a
master, whose interest will nurture him in infancy, and whose
humanity will provide for him in old age; or shall he be the
slave of the community, which ... bequeaths to him, in the
decline of his days, as a remuneration for a life of ...
unremitting toil, ... the happy alternative of starvation, or
parish [Le., public charity]? Which entails the least suffering
upon its victim? (qtd. in Cunliffe 7)
The idea here, later developed by Marx, was that "free" labor systems such as
capitalism are not free at all; mechanistic and exploitative, they might be
more accurately called "wage slavery." Pro-slavery writers reasoned the
emergence of capitalism was leading inexorably to the degradation of the
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worker, and that free laborers suffered at the hands of their employers more,
even, than did slaves. Orestes Brownson defended this position in his
famous 1840 pamphlet The Laboring Classes: "We are no advocates of
slavery, we are as heartily opposed to it as any modern abolitionist can be; but
we say frankly that, if there must always be a laboring population distinct
from proprietors and employers, we regard the slave system as decidedly
preferable to the system of wages" (10). Given the inevitable "fact" of slavery,
Brownson suggests, emancipation would just make things worse for black
workers (who would no longer have lodging, regular meals, or medical care)

and white laborers (who would be forced to compete with former slaves for
already-too-Iow wages). Slavery, in short, is good for everyone. With his
implication that, unfortunate as it is, there must always be an oppressed
laboring class, Brownson also hints at the degree to which a united working
class was perceived as a threat to the "natural" economic order.
It was through this kind of logic that American slavery was established

as a humane enterprise, one that protected black workers from poverty and
white workers from unfair competition. More than "just" humane, though,
the logic went, slavery represented the best way to organize society within a
brutal free market system. Thus it seems clear that the notion of slavery-asnecessity revived a paternalistic moral economy primarily in order to suit the
new demands of capitalist ideology. In the context of American slavery, then,
forced labor was not an economic necessity, but a moral one, in that it
provided masters with the free time to fulfill their paternalistic obligations.
One might legitimately conclude from this overview that slavery was a
hideous mutation of the "benign and benevolent" institution of
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apprenticeship--or, even, that apprenticeship was little more than a "glossy"
version of slavery. I suggested earlier, for example, that apprenticeship,
indentured servitude, and slavery might be viewed on a kind of continuum
that marks the transition from a precapitalist to a capitalist labor system, and
highlights differences in the relationships between laborers and their owners
or masters. While the treatment of apprentices, servants, and slaves might
vary from very good to brutal on such a continuum, the very notion of
treatment implies a power relationship--namely, masters' authority over
apprentices or servants--and thus signals a structural similarity. My point,
however, is not to suggest that apprenticeship, indentured servitude, and
slavery are essentially the same relationship, and therefore that mentoring is
a kind of slavery. Rather, I want to emphasize how deeply the principles of
capitalist labor economy are embedded in educational mentoring. The
violent physical realities of slavery and bondage--and perhaps of manual
labor generally--may seem far removed from the "intellectual work" that goes
on in academe, and a master/owner may seem to share nothing with a
master / expert/mentor except an infelicitous label. But the term master is not
innocent, and intellectual domination is no more an abstraction than
physical domination is. As Smith explains in The Everyday World as

Prol71ematic, "the class that rules the society by virtue of its domination of the
means of production orders, organizes, and sanctions the social relations that
sustain its domination" (54). In a capitalist economic system, whoever
controls the cultural capital (Le., labor, money, resources) controls the shape
of society; in master-apprentice and master-slave relationships, this person
was the master. It is not difficult to apply these dynamics to an academic
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setting. Smith reminds us that within a framework of commodity
production, control over the relations of ruling manifests itself as "control
over the means of producing and disseminating ideas and images--that is,
control over the educational process, over the media, and so on" (57).
Perhaps it was this kind of control that Salinger was alluding to when she
compared her experience as a graduate student and junior professor to
indentured servitude.
A number of feminist scholars (e.g., Gore, O'Brien) share Smith's
position, remarking that the marxist concern with capitalism is analogous to
the feminist concern with patriarchy: to drastically oversimplify, both are
concerned with "what counts" in these cultural value systems--that is, what is
considered esteemed, authoritative, reasonable, true, and hence worthy of
being reproduced. Other scholars (e.g., Aisenberg and Harrington, Harding,
Hartman and Messer-Davidow, Minnich) have argued that higher education
represents an intersection of capitalism and patriarchy, pointing especially to
its preoccupation with power hierarchies and tradition, its androcentrism,
and its insistence on "excellence" and "standards" (something Minnich
convincingly debunks in

Tran~form;ng

Knowledge, as I mentioned in

Chapter Two). As I consider the role of mentoring within higher education,
it is important to keep these arguments in mind. In the next section, then, I
will consider how the male ethos, the dynamics of hierarchy, and the role of
reproduction shape the mentoring relationship as it manifests itself in
apprenticeship in the academic sciences. My analysis will focus on the
construction of the mentor, because it is the mentor, I suggest, who functions
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in a role analogous to the master within the "earning and learning"
framework I have been discussing.

Discourses of Mastery in the Academic Sciences: A Feminist Critique

Science is a god-term in American culture. In the eyes of many devout
worshippers, it is considered sacred. For many people both inside and outside
the academy, the authority of science is absolute and carries with it a moral
imperative that is also absolute--a faith in progress that depends on the
domination of nature and the accumulation of empirical knowledge.
Questioning these absolutes, as Sandra Harding points out in The Science

Question in Feminism, can elicit
raised eyebrows, knowing smiles (not directed toward the
speaker), or overtly hostile glares. . .. Alternatively, listeners
may indicate that they are hearing simply expressions of
personal hurt: "You must hate scientists," they reply--as if only
disastrous personal experience or a warped mind could make
such hypotheses worth pursuing. (38-39)
Harding's image illustrates the degree to which our faith in science manifests
itself in a reverence for scientists themselves. But she warns that, taken to
extremes, such faith can turn scientific authority into dogma and "remove
scientists from the realm of the completely human--at least in their own view
and the view of science enthusiasts. It sets limits on human rationality for
what are best thought of as religiOUS or mystical reasons" (38). Within this
"sacred science" ideology, challenges to science or to scientific knowledge may
be perceived as "blasphemous" challenges to reason itself. As Michael
Polanyi puts it, "such heterodoxies must remain fragmentary if science is to
survive as a coherent system of supc7'ior knowledge, upheld by people
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mutually recognizing each other as scientists, and acknowledged by modern
society as its guide" (375, his emphasis). Clearly, much is at stake in the
continued association of scientific knowledge with all knowledge--or at least
all "superior knowledge."
To be sure, "science" is not a static thing; indeed, as Thomas Kuhn has
shown, science is quite varied and constantly changing. At the same time,
though, the academic sciences, in all their diversity, share what is
ambiguously referred to as "the scientific method." Mainstream science
defines scientific method much like the American Heritage Dictionary does:
as "[t]he totality of principles and processes regarded as characteristic of or
necessary for scientific investigation, including the rules for concept
formation, conduct or observations and experiments, and validation of
hypotheses by observations or experiments." The aim of scientific method is
value neutrality or objectivity; that is, it seeks to detect and eliminate any
social values so that only "pure facts"--data, information--are left as the
objects or results of research, and to eliminate the personal voices and biases
of individual scientists so that experiments can be replicated. "Value
neutrality" or "objectivity" thus translate into the following kinds of
assumptions: that objects of study are (can be, should be) separate from
subjects or knowers and remain separate and unchanged throughout the
investigative process; that universal or general laws or relationships of
"causal symmetry" can be formulated on the basis of empirical observation;
and that personal, emotional, and social influences corrupt or contaminate
(and hence invalidate) scientific inquiry. Harding observes that as science
became institutionalized into a kind of orthodoxy during the nineteenth
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century, scientific method began to be understood as more than just the rules
and procedures by which one conducted research, but also as "norms of
inquiry" that provided standards and were "policed by juries of peers" in
order to judge the quality of a scientist's work (Science Question 228).
Once again, though, a qualifier is necessary here, for few practicing
scientists would accept such a facile description of science's regulating ideals,
nor acknowledge that it is even possible to achieve, say, "true" objectivity.
Nevertheless, as Lorraine Code tells us, objectivity is still tacitly upheld
within the scientific community as the intellectual standard that
"distinguishes knowledge from belief, opinion, and fantasy" (32). As messy
and as engaged as science may be in actual practice, mainstream
epistemologists still commonly maintain that any knowledge worth its salt
must be modeled on scientific criteria--more specifically, a rarefied conception
of physics, which is considered the "purest of all sciences" even though it is in
many ways atypical of scientific practice. These implicit (and for the most part
unquestioned) assumptions have helped to establish science as the paradigm
of all knowledge, and the expert scientist as the embodiment of science's
epistemic authority.
If we accept science as the paradigm of knowledge in general--

particularly academic knowledge--then, I propose, we can consider the
master-apprentice discourses that emerge from the sciences as representative
of education in general. Exploring the ways in which disciplinary authority is
constructed within the academy's arch-discipline will, I think, demonstrate
the problematic nature of master-apprenticeship relationships in higher
education. To that end, I will discuss these issues by looking at the writings of
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three "master scientists"--Michael A. Overington, Thomas Kuhn, and
Michael Polanyi--and providing a feminist critique of their discourses.
In "The Scientific Community as Audience," Michael A. Overington
suggests that the guiding professional assumption among academic natural
scientists is consensus. That is to say, what counts as scientific knowledge
must be determined by collective agreement among practicing scientists. This
assumption--for my purposes, anyway--begs the question of how (Le., by what
criteria or processes) scientists become authorized to practice science and
judge its status as knowledge. Michael Polanyi and Thomas Kuhn believe
that this process depends largely on the formation of scientific community.
Kuhn's principal contributions to this discussion are his notions of "normal"
and "revolutionary" science, presented most influentially in The Structure of

Scientific Revolutions. Normal science is produced by scientists who share a
"constellation of group commitments" (181), who "have undergone similar
education and professional initiations ... [and] in the process have absorbed
the same technical literature and drawn many of the same lessons from it"
(177). Revolutionary science, on the other hand, occurs when problems
develop that cannot be accounted for by normal science; this disrupts
consensus among scientists until the revolutionary scientific practice becomes
normal or is communally rejected. Thus according to Kuhn, the notion of
scientific community develops around what is considered "normal," or
authoritative, disciplinary practice. In Polanyi's view, scientific community
develops primarily through graduate education, which inculcates an
understanding of scientific conduct through the skillful use of scientific
method. Polanyi sees the scientific community as a traditional collectivity
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organized to control the practice and products of scientific activity. As he
explains in Personal Knowledge, membership in this collectivity "is made
possible only by a previous act of affiliation [e.g., to a graduate program or
mentor], by which the novice accepts apprenticeship to a community which
cultivates this lore, appreciates its values and strives to act by its standards"
(207, his emphasis).
These two definitions of scientific community represent two distinct
phases which scientists must undergo in order to be authorized to produce
and judge scientific knowledge: the one Polanyi describes, which occurs
between graduate students who are not yet authorized members of the
community and professional scientists who are; and the one Kuhn describes,
which occurs among already-authorized practitioners of science as they define
and redefine authoritative disciplinary practice (i.e., normal science).
Polanyi's model interests me more here because its three central premises-that educational relationships are strictly hierarchical, that power flows
unilaterally, and that men control relations of ruling--reinforce features of
apprenticeship that I described earlier in this chapter.
According to Polanyi, a complex activity like science "can be passed on
only by example from master to apprentice"--that is, within the context of
personal relationships wherein one participant submits, or "surrenders
uncritically" to the authority of another (53). Knowledge, he writes, "can be
received only when one person places an exceptional degree of confidence in
another, the apprentice in the master, the student in the teacher, and popular
audiences in distinguished speakers or famous writers" (207). It is possible, of
course, for intellectual exchanges to take place between "equals," but what
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makes them equal is their shared relationship to "the whole galaxy of their
common superiors." What is not possible, Polanyi says, is for us to
"appreciate the achievements of beings lower than ourselves"--except as those
achievements can be understood as extensions of ourselves: after all, "even
the most passionate animal lover receives no instruction from his pet" (378).
As a justification for this imbalance of power, Polanyi explains that our
adherence to a common set of beliefs and standards binds us as a culture or
community, and manifests itself in an emulation of those "fountains of
authority" who have already mastered these beliefs, "'the famous men and
fathers who begat us' in whose heritage we enter" (376).
Polanyi manipulates the idea of reproduction in both overt and subtle
ways, including ways reminiscent of the discourses of "male filiation" that I
discussed in Chapter Two, and yet it still isn't clear what exactly is being
reproduced, or by whom. As with other kinds of apprenticeships, the identity
and intentions of the "master"--in this case a master / expert--are central to
this question. Overington describes mentoring in the academic sciences as a
"process of acquiring a grammar of scientific practice," which "requires an
engagement in research on the model of some skillful practitioner in whose

person there is incarnated both the general culture of science and particular
traditions within that culture" (145, my emphasis). The master scientist,
then, is assumed by the scientific community literally to embody science both
in practice and in philosophy or rationale, and thus to provide a suitable role
model for apprentice scientists to imitate as they become practicing scientists
themselves. And according to Polanyi, it is the apprentice's blind confidence
("uncritical surrender") in the authority of the scientist-as-embodiment-of-
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science that allows "him" (and it is invariably a him in the texts I'm
considering) to be transformed from a novice into an expert: "The learner,
like the discoverer, must believe before he can know" (208).
But an apprentice can't become an expert simply by "believing." As a
form of quality (and, no doubt, quantity) control, scientific institutions restrict
the practice of science to a limited group of "licensed speakers"--those persons
who have learned how to balance a skeptical research attitude with a "docile
acceptance" of community standards. Overington calls this process, typified
by apprenticeship, learning to "speak scientifically":
[Apprentices] learn what kind of experiences are valued by other
scientists, and what experiences, therefore, they should seek out
for themselves. They learn where to look for things to talk
about, how they can look, and for what in particular they should
search. They learn how to talk about these experiences in
plausible terms and what part of their searches are to be
discussed and what ignored. Finally, they acquire an
understanding of the nature of the audience that will "enjoy"
their reports. (155)
Apprentices become authorized to produce and judge scientific discourse by
imitating members of the scientific community who are already considered
authoritative, who already embody normal science. Doing so, Overing ton
says, allows them to reproduce in their thinking and practice "the norms,
traditions, and beliefs of those masters to whom the individual is
apprenticed. In that relationship the neophyte learns how to think with the
traditions that the master incarnates and ostentates" (147). Eventually, as they
become more experienced, scientists internalize these external demands and
develop a form of self-criticism that is sensitive to collective scientific
attitudes; that's what makes them master scientists, or experts. In the
meantime, though, apprentices remain instruments by which scientists
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reproduce their science and, by extension, their own image. As with Charles
Johnson's version of the sorcerer's apprentice, then, the apprentice becomes a
conduit for the reproduction of science as embodied by the scientist and
transmitted by the scientist's methods, or "spells."
I should mention at this point that although Michael Polanyi spent
most of his career as a practicing chemist, he was a philosopher of science
when he wrote Personal Knowledge, and therefore represents a double
whammy as far as academic authority is concerned. Knowing this, what I
find most interesting--and rather surprising--is that he considers himself as a
"dissenter" within the academic tradition he describes. He writes, for
example,
I accept the existing scientific opinion as a competent authority,
but not as a supreme authority, for identifying the subject matter
called "science." ... To acknowledge a person as a scientist--and
even as a very great scientist--is merely to acknowledge him as
competent in science, which admits the possibility that he was,
or is, in many ways mistaken. (164)
This skepticism differs markedly from the idea of "science as religion" or
"science as superior knowledge" with which I started this section--an idea, I
might add, to which Polanyi contributed. And yet Polanyi's discussion of the
master-apprentice relationship in Personal Knowledge can hardly be
considered "radical"; it probably wouldn't even have warranted comment
when the book was first published in 1958--nor, if we can judge from
Overington, in 1977. Indeed, the most remarkable thing about Polanyi's
discussion of apprenticeship may be that he bothered to reflect on it at all.
Given that likelihood, then Polanyi's discourse serves to illustrate the
entrenchedness of a master-apprentice relationship in which the male body
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represents authority, the most valuable cultural capital in the academy: if a
"dissenter"--even a 1950s variety of dissenter--can reinscribe this relationship
uncritically, then we can assume that it is not considered problematic within
mainstream science.
From my own feminist perspective, however, the whole scientific
licensing process is very problematic, and these problems begin with the
assertion that science is the paradigm of all knowledge. Although I will draw
primarily from Sandra Harding and Lorraine Code for my discussion here,
volumes have been written showing that claims thought to "prove" this
assertion--for instance, that all scientific beliefs are subject to refutation--are in
fact largely unsupported by the history, practices, or leading metatheories of
science. As Harding writes in Whose Science?

Whose Knowledge? "The

history of science shows that scientists and science communities again and
again make unjustified assumptions and that they are loath to examine
critically the hypotheses in whose plausibility they have invested
considerable time, energy, and reputation" (86). She provides several
examples of these unexamined hypotheses, including the belief that all
physical events and processes have causes even if we can't always know what
they are, and that knowing more about nature is a good thing. Feminist
critiques of science have called such assumptions into question, only to meet
with the kinds of amused or hostile responses I described earlier.
Still, once we pull at the science-as-knowledge thread, it doesn't take
long before all sorts of convictions about the whole scientific enterprise begin
to unravel. Harding has argued elsewhere, for example, that physics is an
especially inadequate epistemological model because it engages in "context-
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stripping" rather than context-seeking: conceptualized as self-contained and
deterministic, physics simplifies or eliminates any theoretical or practical
irregularities that enter into its investigations, and therefore lacks the
explanatory power necessary to understand complex social systems (Science

Question 44-47; see also Whose Science? 77-102). If we challenge physics as a
model of knowledge, then we also, implicitly, challenge scientific method as
an appropriate means by which to produce scientific knowledge. When we
are told that scientific methods are designed to eliminate all social values
from inquiry, Harding explains, this just means that "they are actually
operationalized to eliminate only those values that differ within whatever
gets to count as the community of scientists" (Whose Science? 41). This
criticism, in turn, raises questions about the value--indeed, the very viability-of objectivity as a scientific ideal. Some feminist scholars have completely
rejected objectivity as a valid concept on the grounds that it promotes a faulty
theory of representation (Le., positivism), an elitist construction of the ideal
agent of knowledge (Le., white, male, economically privileged), and
regressive political policies. Objectivity "is so hopelessly tainted by its
historical complicity in justifying the service of science to the dominant
groups," these scholars argue, that it is unable to "function effectively and
progressively in alternative agendas" (Harding, Whose Science? 157).
In some ways, of course, all these criticisms are rather disconcerting:
the myth of science-as-knowledge is deeply entrenched in American culture,
after all; Harding goes so far as to call it an "origins story" upon which
everything from textbooks to government grant proposals to popular lore
seems to depend. But in light of the fact that the majority of practicing
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scientists and philosophers have historically been male, white (Le., of the
dominant racial or ethnic groups), and upper-class, feminist critiques of
science are as commonsensical as they are threatening. It makes sense that
whoever occupies the institution of science also gets to define what counts as
a science; that's what Kuhn and Polanyi were getting at when they described
the ways in which scientific communities are formed, and what Werner
Jaeger unconsciously illustrated in his discussion of paideia (see my Chapter
Two). Therefore it also makes sense that what gets defined as objective
criteria for scientific observation is essentially the collective subjectivity of
that group of practitioners (see Hollway); what gets produced as normal
science is a partial and engaged understanding of the natural world and social
relations within it (what some critics call "malestream" science); and what
gets eliminated from definitions of science are critical perspectives that seek
to account for the experiences, concerns, and subjectivities of groups outside
that community. Feminist scholars from a variety of disciplines have
pointed out our cultural tendency to conflate "reasonable" scientific values
with Western definitions of masculinity (itself a particular historical
construct) that emphasize social autonomy; transcendence of the socially
concrete and particular; and epistemic and moral decision-making on the
basis of impartial methods, rules, and laws. The institutional effect, as Code
puts it, is that "Knowledge produced in seemingly objective ways carries an
authority that mirrors, reinforces, and probably also derives from masculine
authority" (35).
Certainly, the idea of "masculine authority" is an abstraction--what
Harding calls "the association of competence with mastery and power, of
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mastery and power with masculinity, and of this constellation with science"

(Science Question 121). But its implications for women in the sciences are all
too concrete, as two recent articles in my local newspaper illustrate. The first,
"UA unit helps women find science role," profiles a women's studies course,
Gender and Science, offered this semester at the University of Arizona. The
professor of the course, Judy Temple, describes herself as a "thwarted
scientist": she began college with dreams of being a researcher, but was told by
a college counselor, "We can't keep you from enrolling, but women have
been a big disappointment to us." Temple signed up anyway, but eventually
became so discouraged that she dropped out of college altogether. Now she
hopes to present her students with a more inclusive vision of the scientific
profession than the one she had in school (Wabnik 1B-2B). The second
article, "New Frontiers: Selling women on science careers," profiles a
program called New Frontiers, whose goal is to encourage young women to
explore nontraditional careers, particularly in math and the sciences. (In 1991,
the article reports, women nationally comprised only 13 percent of graduate
students in engineering, 30.9 percent in mathematics, and 22.9 percent in
computer science. In 1992, only 33 women were teaching in the University of
Arizona's Faculty of Science, compared with 267 men.) During a workshop
conducted at Northern Arizona University, Heather Alberts, the founder of
New Frontiers, asked a group of 25 female professors to "draw a scientist."
Only one drew a woman; the rest drew white men. According to Alberts, the
perception that science is a "white male" career is pervasive, and can
discourage women and minorities from pursuing it: '''If there is no picture
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that looks like you, it's hard to imagine that there is a possibility' that you can
succeed in these areas" (qtd. in Mitchell 3B).
Recall at this point Overington's argument that the scientific
apprentice "requires an engagement in research on the model of some skillful
practitioner in whose person there is incarnated both the general culture of

science and particular traditions within that culture" (145, my emphasis). It
isn't hard to spot the potential problems for women in a mentoring system
where apprentices are expected to become part of "the community" by
identifying with and emulating a disciplinary "culture" that values abstract
masculinity and is embodied by "masters" who are primarily men. According
to Rosi Braidotti, the woman who has swallowed the androcentrism of such a
system "reproduces it unconsciously in her attempt to be better than she is,
better than a woman--that is to say--a man!" (46). Julia Kristeva calls this
process "virilization," explaining that women essentially "become men"
when they lack real alternatives (e.g., female mentors who embody different
scientific values and different subjectivities--and, more concretely, different
bodies), and that "false identification" with masculine values ultimately
manifests itself in women's self-negation. "[J]n a culture where the speaking
subjects are conceived of as masters of their speech," Kristeva asserts,
"[women] have what is called a 'phallic' position" (165). Of course, every
academic discipline produces a discourse by which licensed speakers can be
recognized. But science provides a particularly striking example of how
apprentices earn their disciplinary authority by learning to "speak
scientifically"--that is, like a competent member of the scientific community-and as such, learning to "speak like a man."
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It is here that we begin to see the implications of the master-apprentice

model of mentoring for women in the academic sciences, and thus for
academe in general. Susan Bordo has argued, for example, that the seemingly
seamless connections between scientific method, epistemological authority,
and the person of the scientist reveal what I called in Chapter Two the
"dream of masculine filiation." She writes: "the re-creation of a world
[which values] absolute separateness (both epistemological and ontological)
from body and nature ... can be seen as a 'father of oneself' fantasy on a
highly abstract plane. . .. A new world is constructed, one in which all
generativity and creativity fall to God the spiritual father rather than to the
female flesh of the world" (452). The scientific, authoritative "body" that
emerges from this discussion is a distinctly masculine one, and one that has
been abstracted in such a way that not only science, but intellectual work in

general, is perceived as a supermasculine activity (see also Addelson). As I
suggested earlier, a religious "body" emerges as well, especially when we
return to a discussion of apprentices but substitute the word disciple--which
immediately conjures up images of Jesus Christ, and alludes to the god-like
status scientists enjoy in modern Western cultures.
What all this suggests is that the master-apprentice model of
mentoring, as represented by the academic sciences, is as permeated with the
discourses of gender identity as science itself. This has both concrete and
abstract consequences for women in the sciences and in academe generally.
Most feminist philosophers of science agree that the presence of women in
the role of mentors/expert scientists would encourage more women to
explore careers in the sciences. Code is quick to point out, however, that
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It is not enough for women simply to enter medicine, science,

and other masculine preserves governed by gender stereotypes.
The admission of a few women to carefully controlled places, so
that they can serve as "role models"--those cardboard and
ephemeral constructs--offers minimal revolutionary promise.
The problem exists at a deeper level, not in a role that can be put
on and taken off at whim. It is about subjectivity and cognitive
agency, about displacing entrenched thought structures. (263)
In other words, while embodying science differently--namely, within female
and nonwhite bodies--is superficially important, what is more crucial, and
also more difficult, is emlJodyinx a

d~{ferent

science. Ruth Bleir suggests that

from a feminist perspective, this science "would not be elite and
authoritarian and, therefore, it would have to be accessible--physically and
intellectually--to anyone interested." To achieve this, she continues,
scientists would have to
reconceptualize science, its methods, theories, and goals, without
the language and metaphors of control and domination. And
for this to happen to a significant degree, profound changes must
occur in a system that is based on power, control, and
domination and that recognizes and rewards those who support
and reinforce its ideologies and aims. (15-16)
Bleir, then, believes that the entire scientific licensing process--not just
scientific practice, but also the disciplinary identity of science and the way this
identity is reproduced--must be revised. An effort of this kind would require
a discourse that does not reinscribe the hierarchical, androcentric paradigm of
mastery--that is, the notion of power, control, and domination as expertise.
Or power, control, and domination as the privilege of expertise. I'm
reminded at this point not just of Salinger's vague comparisons of academic
work to indentured servitude, but also of rumors that a kind of slave labor
exists behind the closed doors of science labs. Such rumors, simultaneously
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rare and notorious within most university communities, typically present
images that look something like this: the apprentice "slavishly" works to
create knowledge, only to have his or her master take the credit--after all, the
master could have done the work himself or herself, but instead provided the
apprentice with the opportunity to do it, and in the process to develop muchneeded (Le., marketable) skills and experience. The veracity of these rumors
is almost immaterial here (although I tend to believe them when I hear
them), for their currency alone suggests that they serve some purpose as
academic lore--perhaps as yet another articulation of the repressive labor
economy embedded within the master-apprentice relationship. The fact that
such rumors are so familiar makes them no less shocking, and yet what is
likely to go unnoticed is the equally-well-established maleness of this
relationship.
Scholars have shown that in most Western cultures, women
experience work and education much differently than men, that sexual
inequality is a systematically organized product of the labor and educational
process, and that this inequality is based at least in part upon physical
differences (Le., different bodies). Smith suggests that
Men are invested with authority as individuals, not because they
have as individuals special competencies or expertise, but
because as men they appear as representative of the power and
authority of the institutionalized structures that govern the
society. Their authOrity as individuals in actual situations of
action is generated by a social organization. They do not appear
as themselves alone. . .. A man's body gives credibility to his
utterance, whereas a woman's body takes it away from hers. (30)
The scientific licensing process seems to bear this out, for, as I have argued, it
is primarily by virtue of his maleness that the male master/mentor embodies
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power-as-knowledge, and primarily through her ability to deny her
femaleness that the female master /mentor does so. If, as marxist theorists
suggest, the physical manifestations of labor make possible the conceptual
apparatus of ruling, and if, as feminist theorists like Smith suggest, the male
body has been constructed as more authoritative within this conceptual
apparatus, then we must seriously question the value to women of academic
mentoring relationships conceived within the tradition of apprenticeship.

Is Feminist Apprenticeship Possib1e?

Within an educational licensing process that in many ways precludes
women's academic authority, the question I pose in the heading is worth
exploring. For despite recent efforts to expose and alleviate gender biases,
apprenticeship remains a largely male enterprise--occupied by men and
defined by male concerns. Two examples will serve to illustrate. The first
comes from Stephen Hamilton, who, in an otherwise favorable analysis,
acknowledges that apprenticeship programs in Germany perpetuate gender
inequality. In Germany even more than in the United States, Hamilton says,
professions and vocations are subject to rigid gender stereotyping: "Young
women or young men must be exceptionally strong to violate these
stereotypes. . .. A young woman training to be an auto mechanic must be
prepared to explain such a bizarre plan to her parents, friends, and anyone
else who might ask. She must also cope with being socially out of place on a
day-to-day basis" (144). I agree that gender stereotypes exist and that they can
severely delimit the career options of women and men (recall the newspaper
articles about women and science that I discussed earlier). However, I am
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uncomfortable with Hamilton's acceptance of the "men's work" / "women's
work" distinctions that are perpetuated by such stereotypes. While Hamilton
dutifully registers his disapproval of gender inequality in apprenticeship, he
rather too-quickly moves on to other issues, reasoning that sexism is limited
to low-status occupations, and that, besides, in both Germany and the United
States, "higher education and the professions have attracted more women
than manual trades. Young women can more realistically aspire to be
physicians and lawyers than machinists and carpenters" (145). This may be
true, but once again, I am bothered by Hamilton's facile dismissal of sexism in
the "manual trades" and his naiVe celebration of women's success in higher
education.
The second example of the way apprenticeship deals with gender issues
comes from Paul Douglas, and is more typical in that it treats the subject
seriously and at some length (an entire chapter as opposed to Hamilton's
three paragraphs) but bases its conclusions and recommendations entirely on
stereotypical assumptions about women. Douglas begins his chapter by
declaring that "the problem of vocational education for women differs
sufficiently from the problem for men to justify a separate treatment" (132).
This is true, he continues, because
The prospect of marriage looms before them all [Le., all women],
and each sub-consciously feels that she is destined for the home,
not for the factory. Thus women enter industry regarding it as a
place where they can kill time and assist their families until
Thomas, Richard, or Henry "turns up." Naturally therefore,
they flock into the unskilled positions in every industry they
enter. They are essentially youthful, unskilled, low-paid and
transient workers. (135)
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This image of women passively occupying themselves with meaningless
labor until a husband "turned up" was patronizing and stereotypical even in
1968, when Douglas's book was published. And yet Douglas offers no
historical context for his assertions, nor any critique of the social conditions
that made (and continue to make) housewifery an inescapable career option
for many women. Instead, he adopts this stereotype--what he calls "women's
desire"--as his premise for discussing the "real" problems of women's
apprenticeship: on the one hand, he suggests, are "those women who have
not found a husband," but who have also "neglected to prepare" for a career;
on the other are those women who do marry but who, by venturing into the
"modern situation" of paid labor outside the home, have not learned the
proper homemaking skills. He writes:
The period of woman's life which she now devotes to industry
was formerly devoted to learning how to manage a home.
Through the instructions of her mother she learned how to
become a fairly competent housewife. Much of the training was
of course given by the rule-of-thumb method, but the period
from 16-25 was distinctly one of preparation for her future work
of housekeeping. Nowadays, the woman in industry has little
opportunity to get this education. Her days are spent elsewhere,
and her work leaves her so tired that she does not want to study
at night but quite naturally she instead craves amusement. (136)
According to Douglas, the problem with women's venturing out into the
workplace is not that the work itself is tedious and low-paying, but that
unmarried (or, perhaps more accurately in Douglas's view, "pre-married")
women who work outside their homes have less time to learn to be "fairly
competent housewives," and therefore do not attract potential husbands. In
response to this alarming cycle, Douglas concludes, "Vocational education for
women must then train women both for industry and for the home" (137).
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Here, too, though, Douglas bases his conclusions upon questionable
assumptions about women: that they will inevitably choose to marry and
become housewives; that they must devote all their time over several years
to learning how to do housework; and that they are too frivolous and easily
distracted to work outside the home and learn other skills.
Perhaps unwittingly, Douglas's analysis exemplifies American
consumer culture's efforts to "professionalize" housework--something Betty
Friedan vividly recounts in The Feminine Mystique. In a chapter called "The
Sexual Sell," Friedan cites several marketing studies whose sole purpose was
to outline advertising strategies convincing housewives that their work
would be more fulfilling, efficient, and technologically advanced if they
bought certain products. One such report advised the manufacturer of a
cleaning device to construct an image of the housewife as "a professional, an
expert in determining which cleaning tools to use for specific jobs. . .. The
role of expert serves a two-fold emotional function: (1) it helps the housewife
achieve status, and (2) she moves beyond the orbit of her home, into the
world of modern science in her search for new and better ways of doing
things." Although the report acknowledges that housekeeping is menial and
never-ending, and can be performed by "[a]nyone with a strong enough back
(and a small enough brain)," it also suggests that advertising can create the
illusion that consumer goods satisfy housewives' need for achievement.
Introducing new products into the market is an especially effective way to
accomplish this function because it appeals to those housewives who want
not only to "decrease their daily work load, but actually engage their
emotional and intellectual interest in the world of scientific development
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outside the home" (qtd. in Friedan 205-6). As Friedan demonstrates, the
success of American consumer culture depends in large part upon
advertisers' ability to persuade housewives that their work requires
knowledge and skill, not just effort and brawn. Douglas wants us to believe
that housework is so intellectually demanding that it requires several years of
study.
But my purpose here is not to hold up Douglas as proof that feminism
and apprenticeship are incompatible simply because he promotes housework
as an occupation for women. Instead, I want to show how the uncritical
application of traditional apprenticeship discourses--specifically, the "earning
and learning" paradigm and the male ethos of paternalism--can have the
effect of reinscribing repressive gender roles. Douglas characterizes
apprenticeship for young women as the process of learning from their
mothers how to do housework, thus infusing the relationship with a moral
economy similar to the one that defined apprenticeship, but simply
exchanging maternalism for paternalism. What he fails to acknowledge,
however, is that because father and mother are not parallel terms in our
culture, then neither are paternalism and maternalism. Learning to do
housework from one's mother thus does not have the same consequences as
learning a craft from a master / s urroga te fa ther, namely: preparing the
apprentice to earn a living, endowing him with professional authority and
autonomy, and helping him to develop networks with other members of her
community. On the contrary, it confines the woman to her home, prepares
her to do non-income-generating and unesteemed work, and leaves her
dependent on parents or a husband. Douglas also manipulates the traditional
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discourse of apprenticeship when he recommends that "a girl study carefully
how to become a competent mother and wife" (136), as if housework--like,
say, science or carpentry or even sorcery--were a craft or trade for which one
must be educated. While housework can indeed be labor-intensive, and
while it certainly requires knowledge and ability (a point I will discuss in
more detail below), it is not a technology and requires no education--a point
recognized even by the marketing reports Friedan cites in The Feminine

Mystique. To suggest otherwise is to degrade the capacity of women to do real
intellectually challenging work, as well as to deprive them of the opportunity
to earn a living outside the home.
I want to return now to the distinction between "men's work" and
"women's work" that I identified in Hamilton's attention to gender issues in
apprenticeship. In "Power, Sexuality, and Intimacy," Muriel Dimen defines
women's work as nurturing and unremunerative labor that occurs within
the domestic domain (Le., the home) or creates a surrogate domestic domain
outside the home (40). Men's work, by contrast, occurs outside the home,
generates income, and involves the manipulation not only of physical objects
but of abstract concepts as well. Dorothy Smith has shown that within
discussions of labor economy, these gendered distinctions are problematic for
a number of reasons. For one, they are based on a conceptual framework
which measures work in opposition to leisure, and therefore attends only to
employment conducted outside the home for wages--that is, men's work.
Smith explains, "If we started with housework as a basis, the categories of
'work' and 'leisure' would never emerge .... The social organization of the
roles of housewife, mother, and wife, does not conform to the divisions
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between being at work and not being at work" (68). Another problem is that
the routines and schedules that have traditionally characterized women's
work (Le., mothering and housework) do not conform to models of economic
labor that emphasize agency. As Smith argues, since women's working lives
have not traditionally been structured in terms of their own projects, women
themselves have had few opportunities to exercise mastery and control:
Women are generally means to the enterprises of others, or
means to the enterprise built into an organizational process ....
The consciousness required in this type of relation is organized
quite differently from the agentic model. ... A housewife,
holding in place the simultaneous and divergent schedules and
activities of a family, depends upon a diffuse and open
organization of consciousness available to the various strands,
which are coordinated only in her head and by her work and do
not coordinate otherwise in the world. (66)
According to Smith, then, women's work may be important to maintaining a
household, but it simply doesn't show up in accepted sociological categories
of labor and therefore "doesn't count" in the relations of ruling as they are
currently defined. What this means in terms of women's apprenticeship is
that (particularly in Douglas's view) the "educational" component is designed
to prepare women for nonpaid labor in the home, not knowledge- or craftproducing labor in the paid workplace. This is quite different from the
educational mentoring opportunities traditionally available to men. Within
the context of pederasty, for example, education prepared boys to assume
active roles in public affairs, and within the context of apprenticeship it
continues to prepare young men to assume active roles in the skilled labor
force of their communities. Thus as it is traditionally conceived, the
educational component of apprenticeship perpetuates a division of men's
and women's work that restricts women to low-status positions.
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In many cases, this division of labor follows women out of the home
into the paying workforce: their unofficial and unrewarded role as
"housekeepers" is visible even in higher education. The University of
Arizona's 1991 "Report on the Status of Women," for example, reported that
full-time women faculty spend a higher proportion of

the~r

time on teaching,

student advising, and committee work--activities which are not as highly
valued in the academic community as research and administration; the
devaluation of their labor places women at a significant disadvantage when
they are evaluated for promotion and tenure (2). Sandra Harding
(paraphrasing Margaret Rossiter) points out, furthermore, that until very
recently women were not allowed to occupy the sciences as equal
contributors, but rather "were contained" within roles that paralleled the
domestic duties characteristic of stereotypical women's work:
On the one hand, women could hold auxiliary and subservient
positions in the scientific fields where men predominated: they
could be scientific educators in high-schools or, at the low-paid
and revolving-door levels of instructor and assistant professor,
in colleges; they could be assistants or technicians in industrial
or private laboratories; they could work as scientific editors. On
the other hand, they could practice science in such new
"women's" fields as home economics or "cosmetic chemistry."
(Science Question 62)
In other words, women's success as scientists was inhibited by their assumed
roles as housekeepers--relegating them to nonacademic teaching, entry-level
academic positions, secretarial work, and pseudo-scientific fields like home
economics. The "Report on the Status of Women" suggests that this is still
the case, and places some blame for this on "the coincidence of the child
bearing years and the tenure track program. Substantial family
responsibilities often make it difficult [for women] to earn tenure without
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making an enormous personal sacrifice" (2). Family responsibilities like
housework and child care continue to fall disproportionately into the laps of
women, while "relations of ruling," like tenure, continue to be unresponsive
to these responsibilities. As I mentioned earlier in my discussion of
indentured servitude, problems in the relations of ruling (Le., power
structures) tend to be invisible to those who occupy them. This accounts for
the seductive logic of standards that Minnich describes in Transforming

Knowledge: if women can't do their work and take care of their family
responsibilities, then maybe they don't belong in the university. After all, we

do have standards to uphold.
Clearly, applying to women the rhetoric of traditional apprenticeship
does not result in feminist apprenticeship--nor does "allowing" women to
embody apprentice positions traditionally reserved for men; this is what Code
was getting at when she cautioned against cardboard women "role models."
If Hamilton and Douglas are representative--and my reading suggests that

they are--most efforts to address sexism within the institution of
apprenticeship simply perpetuate divisions between "women's work" and
"men's work" that restrict rather than expand career opportunities and
community ties. Enacting a specifically feminist apprenticeship would
require more than contorting women to fit into traditional forms. Rather, it
would require a significant commitment on the part of those occupying the
relations of ruling to regard women's bodies as sites of knowing and sources
of authority rather than as obstacles to knowing and preclusions to authority;
to revise the economic features of apprenticeship in order to prepare women
to do more than housework (within or outside the home), but also to account
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for the fact that women continue to be disproportionately responsible for
housework and child care; and to develop alternative paradigms of authority
that embody women's experience and hence women's standpoint. This is no
small challenge, for, as Smith points out, "Professional training in particular
teaches people how to recycle the actualities of their experience into the forms
in which it is recognizable within institutional discourse" (161-62). To step
outside of these forms, or to create new ones, is to be doing something other
than what is recognized as "the profession."
In light of this, I agree with Smith that women's central task in
developing a feminist apprenticeship is to distinguish our experience in the
world from the academic categories and terminologies that have historically
been used to describe them (e.g., work and leisure):
It is this essential return to the experience we ourselves have

directly in our everyday worlds that has been the distinctive
mode of working in the women's movement--the repudiation
of the professional, the expert, the already authoritative tones of
the discipline; the science, the formal tradition, and the return to
the seriously engaged and very difficult enterprise of discovering
how to begin from ourselves. (58)
Smith is not suggesting that women reject all academic knowledge; nor does
she assume that all women have experienced the world in exactly the same
way. But she does insist that women's agency within the material conditions
of their lives be acknowledged in a way that transforms the conceptual
"silence ... absence ... nonpresence" (20) of women--that treats women's
experiences, desires, and subjectivities as normal rather than deviant or
exceptional. Doing so, Smith argues, would infuse academe--and, I suggest,
infuse academic apprenticeship--with a female ethos, a female knowing body,
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and a female agency that could effectively redefine authority as something
other than domination.

Maria: Advocacy

"As you start going up higher is when you start encountering all the Anglo
people, or white people, and it's where the pressure starts.
coming up! Let's see

'Uh-oh, this is

if we can press it down and keep it down there.

It

slzouldn't go up. '"
Background. Maria Greenleaf teaches full-time at a public bilingual
middle school. Maria has earned two degrees from the University of
Arizona: a BA in education and an MA in reading. She is now finishing her
Educational Specialist coursework in bilingual learning disabilities, an area
which interests her because, as she explains it, "I have always had a curiosity
about why some students learn so quickly and some just don't get it." Maria
has gone to school both part-time and full-time over the years--often at her
own expense rather than the school district's--and laughs as she tells me that
she has continued to take classes because "I'm one of those crazy people that
likes to go back there [to the university]. I find it challenging to take a class
per semester." Maria turns serious, however, when she describes her
frustration with the fact that, in her experience, professors don't take parttime students seriously, and that they treat her with condescension and
impatience because of her age (she is 53).
Perhaps even more problematic is the "blunt, really blunt
discrimination" Maria has suffered as a nonwhite, female student. Maria was
completely unprepared for such treatment because, as she tells me, "My father
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was a physician, and all my brothers are. And so we had a socioeconomic
class [in Mexico] where I wasn't used to anyone looking down on me." Maria
moved to the United States 28 years ago to attend the University of Arizona,
and learned English as an adult: "I know that I have a thicker accent than
other people do," she acknowledges. Maria's ex-husband is American, and
they have three teenaged children. This is significant, Maria believes, because
her children have "American" (i.e., Anglo) surnames, they "look American,"
and their first language is English; consequently, they have not met with the
same kinds of discrimination in their educational careers that Maria has.

Maria's encounters with various kinds of discrimination frame her
conviction that minority and women students need mentors who are willing
to act as advocates for them within the university. Thus Maria uses the word

mentor in two ways: first, negatively, as an officiapy-assigned academic
advisor who doesn't effectively advise; and second, more positively, as a
teacher and advocate.
Stories. Maria does not recall her graduate school mentoring
relationships fondly. She describes in detail several occasions in which
professors, including her academic advisor, prejudged her abilities because of,
among other things, her ethnic background--specifically, Maria believes,
because of her accent. One incident occurred several years ago during Maria's
first graduate school course, which was taught by her academic advisor,
Denise Johnson. When Maria handed in the first paper for Professor
Johnson's class, she knew that she was following a different format than what
was expected, and carefully explained on the first page why she was doing so.
After receiving a C on her paper, Maria asked why. Professor Johnson
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explained that she had arranged the papers into an A pile, a B pile, and a C
pile, according to what grade she "suspected" they had earned. When Maria
asked why her paper was placed in the C pile, Professor Johnson told her that
she had not followed the "correct" format.
"Yes, but did you ... really ... read it?" Maria recalls asking.
"Yes, I read it."
"Well, did you read the first page?"
"No."
Though baffled at how Professor Johnson could read her essay without
reading the first page, Maria asked her to do so, after which Professor Johnson
said, "Oh, this is an A paper." This changed Maria's course grade to an A, but
left her uneasy about her relationship with her advisor. She says, "I had to go
and investigate on my own--and she was my advisor at that time, or my

mentor in this skill that I want to go [into]. She wasn't the mentor for
everyone in the class that she was for me." Maria says that if she had been in
Professor Johnson's place, she would have said, "'Okay, let me go through the
whole thing and see what she's lacking. And let me help where she needs
help.' And then go from there, instead of just automatically throwing papers
in piles." Maria was frustrated because her expectations for a mentor were
not being met: not only did she want Professor Johnson to help her to
become a better student, but she also wanted to be more than "just another
student" in her mentor's eyes. In short, because Professor Johnson did not
seem especially concerned with Maria's progress, Maria herself felt like their
relationship was in name only, and that her mentor served as a figurehead
more than anything else.
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Incredibly, this wasn't the only time that one of Maria's professors had
graded her prejudicially. In another class, Maria received a B when she was
expecting an A. And once again, after investigating her classmates' grades,
she confronted the teacher, Jim Baldwin: "Why did I get a B in the class? I
did this, this, this, this. That's A work."
Professor Baldwin replied, "Well, the minute you came into my
classroom I knew that you were a B student."
"What is it that gave you that impression?" Maria said. "Was it my
accent? My color? My age? My gender? What?" And when she asked to see
Professor Baldwin's grades, grading criteria, and classroom observations-"everything that a good teacher will have"--he refused. Finally, when she
threatened to report him to the dean, he changed her grade to an A, and
Maria finished her master's program with a 4.0 grade point average that she
literally had to fight for.
Some years later, Maria had another unpleasant experience with the
same advisor who had been assigned to her when she began her graduate
studies, Professor Johnson. Maria took a project proposal to Professor
Johnson in hopes of receiving some critical feedback, but the only comment
she heard was, "Overall your proposal isn't bad. It's just that your English as
a second language shows." She offered no concrete guidance, and confessed
to Maria that "I'm trying to get out of my position, because I don't have time
to advise. You know yourself." Though frustrated by the continued lack of
help from Professor Johnson, Maria also understood the pressure of her
mentor's other obligations: "I think that what is happening is that to be a full
Professor at the university you hllve to put so much emphasis on [research]
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that there is just really no time for anyone to confer with people, to really be a
mentor." Maria didn't offer any specific suggestions for alleviating this
problem, but her concerns suggest that mentoring needs to be valued by
academic institutions--in practice as well as in name--just as research is
valued; that its value needs to be made clear, perhaps in the form of release
time or honoraria; and that mentoring needs to be valuable to mentors and
mentees alike.
A final incident Maria describes literally drove her out of graduate
·school altogether. She had enrolled in an educational administration class
for her own interest, but decided to drop it after two weeks because, in her
words, "it was memorize, memorize, memorize." When Maria spoke to her
professor about why she wanted to drop, he said, "Oh, yeah, you can
memorize. Look at me, I have white hair and I can memorize if I want to."
Maria replied, "Well, that is if you want to, but I don't really want to
memorize a whole book to spit it out for someone on an exam." The
professor looked straight at Maria, and in front of two other people called her
a bitch. "That minute," she says, "I took my things out of there, I dropped the
class, and I never went back to the university. That's why I don't have my
degree." Months later, Maria considered filing a suit against the man, but her
two witnesses were afraid to testify against him. "So," she explains,
I was left with this: either I rattle everything and go back--or get
out of there. And I said, "Well, do I really need the certificate"-which is the diploma--"just to tell me I completed something?"
I don't. So I said, "The heck with it. If people are so, you know,
this way at the university they can have their own things." You
know, I wasn't willing to do it. But then I thought about it, and I
said, "Well, why am I going to let people insist on defeating me?
Really, I need to get back there and do it."
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When Maria left the university she had no plans to return; the hostility and
discrimination she had suffered at the hands of her professors had seemed
too unbearable to endure, and too pervasive to eliminate. Realizing that
dropping out might be just what her detractors had intended for her to do,
however, she eventually resolved to finish her degree.
It wasn't until Maria enrolled in a new university program for Latino

students--Bilingual Learning Disabilities--that she felt she received the kind
of mentoring she needed. The program had been created with a grant written
by Daniel Ronquillo, who, Maria explains, had lived in South America with
his wife and son.; unlike many Anglo professors, then, "he understands the
[Latino] culture, and he understands our thinking." Throughout the first year
of this new program, Maria and her classmates created a bond with Professor
Ronquillo, and although he was not their "official" mentor, "he declared
himself our mentor, our advocate, and that's what got us through [the
program]." As Maria describes it, Professor Ronquillo "really mentored us."
He assisted the students with their academic writing, listened when they
complained of discriminatory treatment, and intervened on their behalf
within the department and the university (e.g., issued formal statements of
grievance). Maria admits that as a grown adult, she was embarrassed to seek
Professor Ronquillo'S help so frequently; sometimes she'd show up to his
office in tears: "'Here, you better take care of your idiots, or your mentally
retarded children.' We'd call us his children because he was the only one that
would advocate for us." In other words, an unfortunate consequence of
Maria's experience with racism was that she sought out a mentoring
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relationship which, though comparatively helpful, further perpetuated her
infantilization.
Maria also reports problems not directly related to her ethnicity. For
example, despite the effective mentoring she received in the Bilingual
Learning Disabilities program, she still encountered what she describes as
sexist treatment.
We had two men in [the program], and one was a complete idiot.
He would copy from us, he would do everything he wanted and
he could get a better grade than we did. He used to tell us, "Oh,
it's because of my good looks. You need to be a Hispanic male
around here so these women think that you are a Latin lover."
And he'd tease about it, and make a joke of the fact that he
would get better grades. And he never studied--he never even
bought the books!
Regardless of whether or not what he said was true, this male student
frustrated Maria for two reasons. First, he ridiculed the intelligence of
women professors in the program, suggesting that they were so charmed by
his looks that they would overlook any deficiencies his classroom
performance. Second, he manipulated an ethnic stereotype that many find
offensive, and in the process perpetuated the notion that Latinos don't have
the intelligence to succeed in the university.
Eventually, Maria realized that many of the problems she confronted
in the academy were .not of her own making. Except for Daniel Ronquillo, all
of her professors were Anglo--many of whom, she claims, "had never had
any contact with people from other ethnic backgrounds. So it was like, 'Here,
you've got someone with an accent, they must be stupid, you know, cannot
make the grade.' Or, 'What are they doing here if they don't speak
correctly?'" Even as Maria describes the many accomplishments of graduates
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of the Bilingual Learning Disabilities program, she expresses frustration and
resentment over the fact that no matter how well minorities do, they are
perceived as "not serious enough, or not smart enough"--as if their minority
status "naturally" limits their ambitions or their abilities to succeed, and as if
their successes present a threat to the "natural" order of gender and race
established within the academy.
Perspective. Maria's success in graduate school has not come easy. "It's
always discouraging," she confesses.
Then they [administrators, educators, researchers] come up and
ask us, "Why are not women getting this? And why are
minorities just not advancing?" But it's because we are
discouraged every step of the way (pounds fist on table). And
many times we are being fought at the university level, either
for our accents, our, I don't know, our way of being, our color-you never know! You never know. Sometimes it's overt
discrimination but most of the time it's covert, so you don't see
it. It's not coming out.
The notion of "real mentors" appears frequently in Maria's discussion--for
example, she attributes the discrimination she has experienced to the fact that
"we don't have real mentors at the university." A "real mentor" apparently
denotes a "good mentor," and for Maria, a good mentor is an advocate.
Because, she points out, Anglo males comprise the majority of PhD-holders
in the public schools, and because Anglos and males inhabit most positions of
power at the university, minority groups--including women--need to have
mentors/advisors who understand their frustrations and the forms of
discrimination they suffer, and who are in positions to help students succeed
in spite of them.
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Roberta: Boundaries

"You can come to here but this is it. This is what I have available for you, and
make free with that but there isn't anything else."
Background. Roberta Palmer is a 32-year-old white, Anglo woman; she
is careful to point out, however, that as a foreigner, she identifies more with a
minority perspective than with the perspective of a dominant group. Born in
London, England, Roberta had lived in the United States off and on since
1960, and continuously since 1990; she is now a permanent resident through
marriage. Roberta has earned a BA in social and political science, an MEd in
educational psychology, and is a certified special education teacher; she is
currently a doctoral student in special education, and supervises student
teachers in this area. Roberta has no children and describes herself as "very
self-centered" when it comes to control over her own time and space; this,
she admits, sometimes affects the way she interacts with the students under
her supervision. Roberta's primary instructional tool as a supervisor is the
dialogue journal, which she sees as the ground for a kind of mentoring
relationship between her and her students: "Some of the students use the
journal very much as a reflective device [regarding their professional
development] and others use it as a message board kind of thing [Le., asking
questions]. It very much feels that you're in conversation with someone, and
other people feel like you're kind of privy to their thinking."
Because Roberta occupies a position in which she is both a mentor and
mentee, she prefers a model of mentoring based on the notion of
sponsorship, which comes from twelve-step recovery programs. Although
she was introduced to this type of relationship in England, Roberta wonders
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"if I would have been able to bring it into an academic setting there--and
certainly whether I would have been able to benefit from it there." Roberta
distinguishes sponsorship from a traditional therapy relationship in this way:
In twelve-step programs [sponsor] is not a credential that's held,
or that is bestowed on a person. I guess that the main thing is
that the therapist is not a patient, or a client, whereas a sponsor
is. They have a sponsor, too. In therapy, often, the therapist is
dealing with something from the outside. This is not a place
they have been in themselves; they are helping this person.
Whereas sponsorship is a person who has been where this
person is, and isn't there anymore, and has moved from there,
and by doing certain things which they are sharing with this
person. It's like, I have been not a professional, and I have now
moved into a situation where at least to some people I am a
professional, and so I can tell you about how I moved from
where you are at right now to where I am now.
Roberta says that sponsorship has helped her to define the boundaries
between her personal and professional lives, both with her sponsees/students
and with her mentors/ advisors: because she has different sponsors and
sponsees for each dimension of her life, she feels that she is better able to keep
those parts of her life separate. Roberta, then, conceptualizes a mentor as an
"academic sponsor"; for her, the terms are virtually interchangeable. And
although she acknowledges that terms like master or expert can be
problematic, she understands them to be synonymous with mentor as well:
"In my mind there has been this conceptualization of a relationship, and
when I've heard [terms like master and apprentice, I think], 'Oh, that's the
name for that.'"
Roberta's need to have boundaries--not only between different parts of
her life, but also between her and her colleagues--informs everything else she
discussed with me in terms of mentoring. She is also interested in
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questioning traditional conceptions of the mentor as an expert, and in
empowering both mentors and mentees by making very clear the
responsibilities of each.
Stories. Roberta is a graduate student with an official academic advisor
and several professors whom she considers mentors; when we spoke,
however, she focused mainly on her own role as a mentor and sponsor.
When Roberta thinks of mentoring, she says she has an image of
someone old, with vast realms of experience and wisdom, and
articulateness about all that. I think of, in fact, an old Chinese
man who's not anyone in particular, but just some sort of guru,
not someone who necessarily has the answer, but who has an
answer that they have found works for them, and who can guide
you towards that particular answer.
Roberta has a slightly revised image of her own mentoring activities. She
perceives her role to be facilitating mentees and sponsees in finding their

own answers to whatever questions they have, as well as their own processes
in reaching those answers--regardJess of whether those answers and processes
match hers.
Roberta sees sponsorship as an effective model for her mentoring
relationships for two reasons: First, "[sponsors] are not experts in any sense,
there isn't any rigl1t way, but there was probably the right way for that
individual and they can talk about that." Second, "the whole philosophy of
the twelve-step program is that it's a day at a time. There's no safety. There's
no point at which a person has arrived and is no longer vulnerable." In spite
of her experience as an academic supervisor (which she sees as a mentoring
relationship) and as a sponsor within twelve-step programs, Roberta claims
that she has deliberately chosen not to see herself as a mentor in the
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traditional sense: "The responsibility that goes with that much power is more
than I feel like taking on, really." When I asked if her decision was an issue
of ethics or of qualifications, she admitted that "it's a bit of both. First it's
qualification; it's the feeling of 'I'm not adequate to do this,' and feeling very
alarmed at the idea that anybody might think of me as an expert."
Thus Roberta clearly calls into question the notion of the mentor as an
expert. For her, sponsorship is a preferable model because it places emphasis
on the constant process of becoming, whereas traditional mentoring, as she
understands it, emphasizes a final state of "arrival"--a concept which,
according to Roberta, is both frightening and deceptive:
I'm trying to know it all and appear to know it all and take
responsibility for that and it's terrifying (laughs). Because I
know I don't know it all. And so I'm hiding and trying to think,
"What would someone else say?" and then say it. And I'm not
able to really be myself with all my not knowing and all my
uncertainty and my evolving thoughts.
Roberta acknowledges that as a mentor, she makes choices about the kind of
relationship she is willing to have with students; students in turn may
choose to participate in that relationship with her (or at least not complain),
negotiate changes in that relationship, or establish a relationship with a
different mentor--an option which Roberta fully respects. In sponsorship, by
contrast, sponsees choose their sponsors, and in doing so begin to take control
over their own processes of recovery. Because she finds this element of
choice so empowering, Roberta seeks to replicate elements of sponsor-sponsee
relationships in her professional life: "It's still helping me to achieve a great
deal of success, and feeling of belonging, and sense of my own power. And I
think that empowered people do powerful things. And we need more of
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them around. I'm not saying that I've proselytized about this, but the more
relationships like this people have the better they're gonna feel, I think."
Although Roberta strongly believes that sponsorship empowers both
parties, she realizes, like Sarah, that her perspective is not always shared by
her sponsees. In some cases, she says, sponsees may not understand, or may
not accept, their own roles and responsibilities in the relationship--in which
case they may intentionally or unintentionally violate boundaries. Students
sometimes do this, too. Roberta recalls one student, Diane, who neither
respected nor renegotiated the boundaries that Roberta chose to establish.
Diane, a new traditional student and mother of several children, lived near
the university during the week and commuted to her home in another city
on weekends. Because Diane's attention was so divided between school and
family, she was faring poorly in Roberta's class--a situation exacerbated by the
fact that, Roberta admits, "I don't hide my disapproval very well and she felt
very intimidated by me, wouldn't approach me about things she didn't
understand and so we would only find out when it was a crisis.

II

Roberta,

meanwhile, had been discussing her relationship with Diane with her own
mentor--"taking stock of my prejudice about the situation"--in order to deal
with the frequent confrontations and manipulations.
As Roberta tells it, her relationship with Diane culminated with a
hostile showdown near the end of the semester they had been working
together. Diane wanted to hand in a late paper and Roberta refused to accept
it. "This has been a problem with this whole semester," she remembers
telling Diane. "Every single assignment's been late, every time it's been late I
said you need to negotiate this. I'm willing to take late assignments but you
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need to be considerate about my time. And I'm not going to look at this
paper." Roberta then went into a meeting, and Diane burst through the door
screaming recriminations. Roberta was shocked, and wondered, "What's this
person I'm in the meeting with thinking of me that I'm the kind of person
this could be happening to (laughs)?" Despite her discomfiture, Roberta
calmly told Diane that her behavior was not appropriate, and that she would
be available in 30 minutes to discuss the situation with her. She said goodbye, apologized to her colleague for the interruption, and continued with the
meeting; afterward, she spoke with Diane and resolved the problem.
"Obviously it was my responsibility academically to accommodate what
[Diane's] needs were," Roberta says. "But there was also a point at which she
needed to accommodate my needs. And we had some fierce negotiation
about that." Because Roberta was confident that she had made her
boundaries clear, and because her own mentor had agreed that they were
reasonable, she says that "I don't have to carry around a whole load of guilt
and worry and feelings. And I can really do without them."
Embedded in this "very demanding" relationship are a number of
issues which relate directly to Roberta's concern over personal and
professional boundaries. One of these issues is availability. Roberta felt that
she was making herself adequately available to Diane within the context of

mentorslzip (e.g., holding regular office hours, accepting late papers, etc.); she
also felt, though, that restricting her availability as a mentor--in effect,
protecting her privacy--was a necessary part of her personal recovery.
Another issue here is negotiation--specifically, the degree to which mentors
are obligated to accommodate the needs of their mentees. Roberta negotiates
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boundaries differently in her twelve-step sponsorship relationships than in
her academic mentoring relationships. As a twelve-step sponsor, she
explains,
It's perfectly clear that [sponsees] can call me at any time and I
will respond as soon as I can, whenever I get home, or if they let
it ring I'll wake up. Because that's a different business, that's an
urgent reaching out, and I feel obligated to be immediately
responsive to that. If somebody is calling me because they're
about to do something very self-destructive they're not gonna
wait until Tuesday. It [maintaining strict boundaries] is not a
realistic way to frame that interaction.
Roberta says repeatedly, though, that she can only have that kind of
relationship with a limited number of people--and that this is where her
personal and professional lives can't come together. "It [has to do with] the
way I live my life, and whether I am willing to be completely available to
people and whether that's actually necessary. And whether it's good for
another adult to think that an adult is completely available to them, at
anytime, anyplace." Thus in mentorship, Roberta reasons, "I can set those
limits and that's a partly deliberate thing about, 'this is the way professional
people interact with each other.'"
Although Roberta realizes that she needs the separation of public and
private, she also finds this "interaction dynamic" very difficult to achieve.
The biggest challenge is deciding what and how much to share with her
various sponsors and sponsees, and mentors and mentees. Typically, she
explains, the sponsor only shares

in relevance, as it relates to what the sponsee is sharing.... I
suppose if I'm working with a sponsee I feel I need privacy about
aspects of my life that don't concern them, in the sense that they
are not related to concerns they have about their own life. And
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also that I'm not laying out my life for them to pick over. I have
a sponsor who's doing that.
Thus in twelve-step relationships, Roberta does not share details of her
professional life, and she doesn't share details of her personal life in
mentoring relationships--unless, of course, those details are directly relevant.
Her sponsees and her students can make their own decisions about what they
choose to tell her, she says, but she need not respond in kind. For example,
"if a student divulges to me that there's something going on for them in a
relationship with a parent, or a child, or at home, then 'I'm sorry that's going
on for you' is as far as it goes. It's not 'How can I help?'"
Perspective. Roberta made it very clear in our conversation that
although certain elements of sponsorship have provided her with a way to
structure her academic and personal relationships, they go beyond that, too.
"Maybe it's just a way of relating to people," she suggests. "If you're
experiencing a difficulty in something that I've experienced a difficulty in, I
can tell you what I did about it." As a means of finding other people who
have encountered a variety of problems in academe, Roberta proposes group
mentoring as an alternative to traditional one-on-one relationships. While
she acknowledges that the logistics of this type of network might be difficult
to manage (e.g., scheduling), she thinks it might alleviate the competitiveness
and lack of trust she has observed among students, and which "maybe makes
it more difficult for them to consult with each other, and respect one
another." In spite of the personal benefits and fulfilling relationships Roberta
has enjoyed as a sponsor and a sponsee, she points out that sponsorship isn't
"about being friends ... that's not the point." Rather, Roberta says, "it's
basically about skills for living."
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Cha pter Four

Mentors Who Give Advice and the Women Who Listen:
The Perils and Possibilities of Academic Advising

The problems that traditional mentoring relationships pose for
women--the sexualization of educational settings, the sexual divisions of
labor that relegate women to housework both at home and at school, the
male body as "natural" site of authority, and so on--seem at once shocking
and obvious within the context of a feminist critique. Indeed, during my
process of research and writing, I have frequently felt outrage at what can
appear to be a conspiracy to misrepresent and oppress women. At this point
in my discussion, however, I want to acknowledge that the mentoring
models I have been describing have for the most part intended to benefit
mentees--for example, by reproducing the values of a professional or civic
community. Nevertheless, it is possible, and useful, and, I argue, even

necessary to provide a detailed critique of the interests that undergird these
good intentions. I borrow again from Foucault here, paraphrased by Lorraine
Code, who locates power not within specific individuals, nor even in specific
practices or acts of oppression. Rather, Foucault believes that power
"manifests itself ... in the 'totalizing' effects of established discourse, which
suppresses other ways of thinking, rendering them invisible. There is neither
a single locus nor an identifiable agent of power, yet power is at once
constitutive of subjectivity and of possibilities of action and critique" (Code
177n). What this means to an analysis of mentoring is that it is futile (not to
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mention unfair, to put this in more human terms) to blame anyone person,
policy, or institutional practice for the inequitable treatment of women in
academe. But by examining the ways in which mentoring discourses work,
we can insist upon accountability for those practices, and make visible
alternatives to the ways that mentoring has traditionally been imagined.
Toward that end, my focus in this chapter is the mentor's role as expert
and advisor, or advice-giver. I admit that I hesitated at first to conflate the
terms advising and advice-giving, but I do so anyway because for my
purposes, an advisor is merely someone, often a mentor, who offers advice in
an official or professional capacity. As Dorothy Smith suggests, "Being a
professional involves knowing how to do it this way, how to produce work
that conforms to these standards, addressing these topics, and following these
methodologies. Further, doing it this way is how we recognize ourselves as
professionals" (60). I propose, then, that mentoring-as-advising represents a
process of professional normalization, and that the mentor/advisor is a
gatekeeper, an agent of that normalization. I begin with the following
assumptions: that advice-giving is a method of prescription ("do it this way,"
"conform to these standards"); that the very notion of prescriptiveness
implies a normal, correct, desirable, or standard way of doing things (Le., what
is "advisable"); and that women's long history of exclusion from intellectual
life and the institutions of authority renders them particularly susceptible to
the kinds of prescriptions their academic mentors might offer them. I will
show that these assumptions introduce the theoretical problem of adapting
the category of "woman" into the traditional norms of academe (as well as the
inverse problem of revising academic norms to include women); and the
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practical problem of fitting real women into a relationship that has been
defined by and for men.
The title I use for this chapter is only partly tongue-in-cheek. On the
one hand, I wanted to echo the sing-song language of self-help books (aptly
described by Susan Bolotin as "the cadence ... of a pitching sailboat about to
keel over" [254]) in order to suggest that professional advice--whether from
mentors or from other "experts"--is often presented to women in a simplistic
and didactic way. But on the other hand, my purpose is not to investigate the
women who take their mentors' advice. Countless writers, ranging from
philosophers to popular psychologists, have already devoted a great deal of
energy to telling women why they need the advice of an ever-growing pool of
experts, and I don't want to contribute to that industry. My concern is the
broader context in which women experience experts' advice, including the
historical relationship between women and (male) authority; the nature of
the advice women receive; and the ways in which advice may be
inappropriate or inadequate for women who occupy academic professions. I
will show how the professional standards and behaviors valued by academe,
and embodied in the figure of the mentor, reflect an intellectual history from
which women have largely been excluded, and in which what is defined as
neutral, universal, and standard is also defined as "male." And finally, I will
analyze examples of advice I have received from mentors or pseudo-mentors
to show how they reflect standards of professional conduct and achievement.
(Again, my choice of "texts" presumes that mentors are responsible for
upholding these standards, or at least are perceived as being responsible for
doing so.) My purpose here is to reveal the genderedness of academic advice,
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and ultimately to argue for a rewriting, or reinscription, of advice, by
questioning academic prescriptions from a feminist standpoint. I want my
discussion to go beyond "mere" equity, however. Like Smith, "I want rather
to draw attention to the significance of the inequalities we find for how
women are located in the processes of setting standards, producing social
knowledge, acting as 'gatekeepers' over what is admitted into the system of
distribution, innovating in thought or knowledge or values, and in other
ways participating as authorities in the ideological work done in the
educational process" (26-27).
Feminist writers have for decades claimed that advice directed toward
women perpetuates a misogynistic image of woman as defective and
pathological--that is, morally, intellectually, and physically inferior to men.
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English provide one of the most thorough
accounts of this process in For Her Own Good: 150 Years of the Experts'

Advice to Women, in which they argue that nothing less than the control of
women's "nature" is at stake in the advice-giving enterprise (see, for
example, Freud's 1933 essay, "Femininity"). While "woman" has for
centuries been considered a question/problem/puzzle, Ehrenreich and
English say, by the mid-1BOOs, shifts in women's roles (reflecting, in part,
shifts from an agrarian economic structure to an industrial one in the
Western world) had made "the Woman Question" a gripping public issue:

what are we to do about women? Since that time, physicians, psychologists,
"domestic scientists," child-rearing specialists, parent educators ... male (and
more rarely, female) experts of all kinds have presented themselves as
authorities on women's health, social roles, relationships, sexuality, and
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psychological makeup in a steady stream of books and articles--and women
themselves have seemed to welcome this advice. According to Ehrenreich
and English,
The relationship between women and the experts was not
unlike conventional relationships between women and men [in
the mid-nineteenth century]. The experts wooed their female
constituency, promising the "right" and scientific way to live,
and women responded--more eagerly in the upper and middle
classes, more slowly among the poor--with dependency and
trust. It was never an equal relationship, for the experts'
authority rested on the denial or destruction of women's
autonomous sources of knowledge: the old networks of skillsharing, the accumulated lore of generations of mothers. (4)
The destruction of women's traditional communities of mutual help was key
to establishing a distinctly male "expertism." It isolated women from other
women from whom they could learn, and in doing so, undermined their
authority within the home and left them dependent on "official," typically
male experts.
Wendy Simonds has identified in self-help books a dynamic similar to
the one that Ehrenreich and English describe: authors promise answers,
insight, and encouragement but often indicate by their tone that they view
their relationship with "client-readers" as one "in which the 'expert' hands
down knowledge to the ignorant patient below" (177). The resemblance of
Simonds' portrayal of the self-help relationship to Paulo Freire's "banking
model" of education--in which teachers "deposit" knowledge into students'
empty brains--is unmistakable here. According to Lorraine Code, the expert's
absolute authority and the unilateral flow of power (from expert to novice)
inherent to these relationships can be located within discourse. She writes:
"asymmetrical, oppressive social and institutional power structures" are
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sustained by the entrenched discourses of "public" knowledge that legitimate
the networks of authority and expertise so oppressive to women (175).
According to Ehrenreich and English, women's relationship with male
experts in the 1800s manifested itself into what they call "sexual
romanticism," or what feminists today would call essentialism--the belief that
there are fundamental, biologically based differences in men's and women's
thought processes, value systems, and skills. As Gesa E. Kirsch explains, the
point of feminist essentialism has been to reassess positively those aspects of
women's lives and contributions that have traditionally been undervalued or
disparaged--care-giving, emotional responsiveness, and an emphasis on
human connectedness, for example. The problem with feminist essentialism,
however, is that in the effort to identify similarities women share as a class, it
can oversimplify or totalize women's experience, and, consequently, "does
not challenge gender as a social construct and fails to question gender
dichotomies" (13).
This "taken-for-granted-ness" of gender differences was, of course,
what made the decidedly androcentric notion of sexual romanticism such a
potent version of essentialism. Nineteenth-century psychologists,
economists, novelists, and scientists idealized women as "angels of the
hearth" whose role was to create a domestic haven for men, safe and separate
from the horrors of industrialism. In doing so, these experts strengthened
boundaries between man's place (the public world of work and intellectual
pursuits) and woman's place (the private world of housework and
mothering) that already existed, albeit less definitively, and that dovetailed
neatly with other assumptions about men's and women's natures--for
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instance, that "Economic man is rational; therefore romantic woman is
intuitive, emotional, and incapable of quantitative reasoning" (Ehrenreich
and English 23). The prescribed presence of women in the home--and their
conspicuous absence outside it--made it infinitely reasonable for the experts to
conclude that women chose voluntarily to be housewives and mothers
because it was their destined and rightful place, and, besides, they didn't know
any better. After all, went the logic, the scarcity of authoritative women in
the public sphere was evidence that women are inherently incapable of being
experts themselves. To suggest otherwise would be to go against nature.
It has been through this kind of logic that prescriptions related to

women's nature "inform and legitimate structures of authority and expertise
in mutually reinforcing processes of confirmation and fulfillment" (Code
190). But what made the "romance" of sexual romanticism so successful and
pervasive for so long? Why were women such suckers for so-called "male
expertise"? The answer is science--or perhaps more accurately, what Code
describes as women's "rhetorically induced willingness to trust in the
authority of scientific expertise" (210). As I suggested in Chapter Three,
science had by the early nineteenth century become paradigmatic of
epistemological authority generally, and by the early twentieth century had
achieved the status of sacred dogma in the mainstream Western imagination.
Where women's behavior was concerned, however, the scientific experts
were not so much concerned with what was true, but with what was

appropriate; that is, working under the assumption that men and women are
fundamentally different, experts could, again, "reasonably" infer that the
suitable, proper, and advisable roles for men and women would also,
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necessarily, be fundamentally different. Here we can see a clear connection
between essentialism/sexual romanticism and prescriptiveness. For, not
surprisingly, the experts advised strenuously against women's intellectual
pursuits of any kind, recommending instead that they confine their efforts to
occupations for which they were "naturally" better equipped: housework and
child care, which were themselves rapidly becoming "professionalized" by
scientific and pseudo-scientific experts. Still, as I mentioned earlier,
nineteenth-century women seemed eager to accept the experts' advice about
domestic work. They were not immune to the claims of science, after all, nor
to their contemporaries' faith in scientific claims--particularly in an era that
simultaneously mystified expertise as man's nature and commodified it
through higher education as a male, middle-class privilege. This posed a
double bind for women: on the one hand, they wanted access to the freedom,
progress, and professional authority that the scientization of domestic work
seemed to promise; but on the other hand, they could gain this access only by
admitting that they were incapable of thinking for themselves, in effect
signing over to the male experts all responsibility for their well-being. It
wasn't until quite recently, say Ehrenreich and English--specifically, the latter
half of the twentieth century--that women discovered "that the experts had,
in fact, betrayed science, and betrayed them" (26).
Even as Ehrenreich and English demonstrate the complex historical
processes that enabled women's dependency on male experts to be so
systematically prescribed, they acknowledge that the whole advice-giving
enterprise can be boiled down to one issue, namely: "in a male-dominated
society, women are inherently less authoritative than men" (61). This issue
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can be traced at least back to Aristotle, who declared in the first book of his

Politics that "the slave has no deliberative faculty at all; the woman has, but it
is without authority, and the child has, but it is immature" (1260a). The
implications of this statement within a discussion of race or class are
disturbing, to be sure. But my focus here is on the representation of women
as unauthoritative--which, as Code observes, has for centuries masqueraded
as descriptive knowledge, effectively prescribing what it means to be a "good
woman" and lending the weight of truth to the following stereotypes:
Subjective and emotional in their judgments, scatter-brained,
politically immature, financially irresponsible, and
constitutionally delicate, women are incapable of sophisticated,
abstract thought. Their minds are forever occupied with trivia;
their conversation is largely gossip, itself construed as trivial.
Women should be allowed neither to engage in serious
professional occupations nor to perform hard physical tasks; they
should participate neither in the "processions of learned men,"
the professions of hardheaded men, nor the sports of athletic
men. (195)
These stereotypes render women fundamentally unequal to and dependent
on men. Because their own intellectual labors carry no credibility (just as
their physical labors have traditionally carried no wage-earning power),
women have had to rely on experts even when they have good reason to
believe that they know as well as or better than male experts--in matters
related to their physical and mental health, for example.
The result of this dependency is a dissonance between what women
know that they know and what the experts tell them is true or appropriate:
that women don't know, are in fact incapable of knowing, and would be
foolish even to try to engage in serious intellectual activity. It is this rationale
that allows men to exert a paternalistic control over women's lives,
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something I discussed in Chapter Three in relation to masters and
apprentices. Code defines paternalism from a specifically feminist
perspective, as men allowing women to benefit from the "natural" authority
of men's deliberative faculties, while denying that women have any
epistemological authority of their own. "Reasons in favor of this
relationship," she adds, "are all the more cogent for men whose deliberative
faculties have been honed in professional, 'scientific' training" (186). Code's
definition is particularly useful to my discussion of academic mentoring, in
which, I suggest, women remain dependent upon and disempowered by male
expertise (even when it is embodied by female mentors). This in turn leaves
women in the position of having "access only at second hand to ideals of
cognitive authority. They frequently have to approach such ideals through a
translation process that must traverse or circumnavigate the dogma according
to which these possibilities are closed to women" (Code 187). Michele Le
Doeuff suggests that "not being able to do without a protector and mediator in
any part of life defined as social" has historically been a common predicament
among women intellectuals, many of whom can "gain access to theoretical
discourse" only through the mediation of a male mentor. The reason for
this, she says, is that historically, it is the man in cross-sex educational
relationships who emerges as '''the one who knows,' the one who is asked for
knowledge ... and of whom one wants to be a favourite disciple, an
intelligent reader, a 'good pupil'" (3).
Echoing Wittgenstein's observation that "knowledge is in the end
based on acknowledgment," Lorraine Code writes:
There is no more effective way to create epistemic dependence
than systematically to withhold acknowledgment; no more
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effective way of maintaining structures of epistemic privilege
and vulnerability than evincing a persistent distrust in
someone's claims to cognitive authority; no surer
demonstration of a refusal to know what a person's experiences
are than observing her "objectively" without taking her firstperson reports seriously. (218)
Seeking acknowledgment, Code continues, is both a political and an
epistemological process for women. It involves freeing themselves from
stereotypes about women's natural incapacity to know--both in the eyes of
other people, "who too often deny her capacity [to know] by refusing to listen
or give credence," and from her own standpoint, "shaped as it also is by
stereotype-informed assumptions that neither her experiences nor her
deliberative capacities are trustworthy sources of knowledge" (215). As I will
show in the concluding section of this chapter, feminist standpoint theory can
enable women to be critical of these stereotypes, and, in the process, to
generate new possibilities for academic mentoring.

What It Means to Say the University is "Male"
To say that the discourses of advice culture have constructed women in
a dependent position in relation to (male) experts is one thing; to leap from
there to an assertion that the university is "male" is quite another. In order
to bridge that leap in logic, I'd like to begin this section by juxtaposing three
statements that suggest the embeddedness of masculinity within Western
academic culture. The first comes from Lorraine Code, who writes, "There is
nothing contentious about the assertion that there are close connections
among knowledge, expertise, and authority. People commonly assume that
knowledge is the basis of expertise and that expertise confers authority on its
possessors" (181). The second, which I also cited in Chapter Three, comes
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from Sandra Harding: "[I]t is in the association of competence with mastery
and power, of mastery and power with masculinity, and of this constellation
with science that the intellectual structures, ethics, and politics of science take
on their distinctive androcentrism" (Science Question 121). And the third
comes from Dorothy Smith, who says that "the closer [academic] positions
come to policy-making or innovation in the ideological forms, the smaller
the proportion of women. Power and authority in the educational process are
the prerogatives of men" (29). A kind of syllogistic progression develops
when we read these statements together: Code connects knowledge with
authority; Harding connects authority with power and power with
mascu.linity (at least in the sciences); and Smith connects power and
masculinity with the processes of educational institutionalization. Authority,
masculinity, education. (I should add that I didn't have to hunt long or hard
for these passages. Not only do they come from three of my primary sources,
but they are also representative of recent feminist critiques of academic
disciplines, and thus suggest a common premise among feminist standpoint
theorists.)
In Chapter Three I argued that because the academic sciences could be
seen as paradigmatic of knowledge in general, then apprenticeship (the most
prominent model of mentoring in the sciences), could be seen as
paradigmatic of academic mentoring in general. It is no accident, I reasoned,
that both the sciences and apprenticeship share a discourse imbued with
masculinity. Here I would like to look more closely at the ways in which
philosophical discourses have constructed maleness in opposition to
femaleness and translated standards of masculinity into academic standards
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of validity, methodology, and professional behavior. To forge this
connection, I will draw upon feminist readings of the history of philosophy
and several administrative documents from the University of Arizona.
It is in the histories of philosophy and science that we can most clearly

see the contradictions between femaleness and authority that have enabled
male advice-giving to occupy such a prominent position in women's lives in
and out of the academy. For centuries, philosophy, in particular, has
considered man's body, specifically his head, the locus of reason: his, it is
said, is the "natural" logic of universal truth, and the "official" language of
the ruling classes. Women, by contrast, were believed to be fundamentally
irrational and lacking in authority. While sexual divisions in education have
persisted since classical times, women's supposed inability to reason did not
receive much scholarly attention until around the eighteenth century--not
coincidentally, about the same time women began to enter higher education
in greater numbers. At this time, Le Doeuff tells us, philosophical discourses
(e.g., Comte, Rousseau) became increasingly violent, describing education in
terms of danger, mutilation, and degradation, while simultaneously
reasserting detachment and objectivity--which, of course, women were
presumably incapable of achieving--as the primary values/virtues of
philosophy and science. In this way, philosophy effectively, if covertly,
established itself as the domain of men. Le Doeuff interprets this
"confirmation" of women's inability to engage in intellectual activity as little
more than self-justification: as long as women can be excluded from
philosophy, then philosophy can be, well, exclusive.
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Genevieve Lloyd provides a more detailed analysis of this process in

The Man of Reason, tracing from Plato through Sartre and de Beauvoir
woman's derivative status in relation to a male paradigm of rational
excellence, and often, her supposed encumbrance to an essentially male
humanity. According to Lloyd, the symbolic associations of male with such
qualities as rationality, activity, and strength date back to the Pythagoreans of
sixth century B.C.E., whose table of principles depicted ten sets of opposites,
including one/many, male/female, and good/bad. Like the other terms on its
side of the table, "male" was construed as superior to its opposite. (This
hierarchization continues today in such dichotomies as order/disorder,
master / slave, nature / culture, whole flacking, public/private,
universal/particular, and speech/silence.) Philosophers from Plato to Bacon
based their constructions of masculinity and femininity on the principles of
this table, which associated woman with matter, sensuality, and the body.
Plato used them to argue that woman was something to be transcended; for
Bacon, she was something to be dominated (see also Keller 21-42). Lloyd tells
us that these philosophers and their contemporaries moved so easily between
"literal and symbolic versions of the theme of female irrationality" that the
two easily became conflated. Thus maleness occurred symbolically in two
ways: within the material world, as rationality in contrast to senseperception; and as the asexual realm of pure knowing. Femaleness, likewise,
occurred twice: within the material world, as sense-perception in contrast to
male rationality; "but also as equated with the material world itself, as against
the transcendent realm of Mind" (26, my emphasis). "Male," then, came to
represent objective, transcendent reason, while "female" became identified
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with subjective, sexual materiality--and these associations have stuck. As
Lloyd points out, however, there is more at stake in all this than exploring
the origins of misogynist attitudes in philosophical thought: "An exclusion
or transcending of the feminine is built into past ideals of Reason as the
sovereign human character trait. And correlatively ... the content of
femininity has been partly formed by such processes of exclusion" (37).
As a particularly vivid illustration of how philosophical constructions
of maleness and femaleness inform the standards of professional behavior
embraced by academic culture, I now turn my attention to Descartes.
Descartes conceived of reason as method: a precisely ordered mode of abstract
thinking, determined by the natural operations of the human mind and
corresponding to the divine order of the world. His method was designed to
systematize the faculty of reason, or "good sense," that he believed to be
innately present in all humans, women as well as men. During the
seventeenth century, this was a bold political statement--enlivened by the fact
that Descartes wrote his Discourse on MetllOd in the vernacular French,
which was accessible "even" to women and members of the lower classes,
rather than in Latin, the language taught in schools.
But despite the apparently egalitarian spirit of Descartes' ideas, their
genderedness becomes clear when we examine them within two contexts: his
own metaphysical doctrine (popularly paraphrased as cog ito ergo sum), which
asserts a radical separateness of mind and body; and associations between
masculinity and reason, and femininity and irrationality, that were already
current in philosophical thought. In order to achieve "valid" knowledge
through his method, Descartes believed that the knower had to detach
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himself (or, theoretically, herself) from all distractions of everyday life (e.g.,
work, family, and home), thus enacting the metaphysical truth of the mind's
separateness from the body. However, a number of social realities made it
impossible for women to do this: they did not enjoy the freedom even
temporarily to separate from their homes and families, at least not for the
frivolous purpose of "thinking"; their unique bodily functions (e.g.,
pregnancy and menstruation) were considered imminent, "untranscendable";
and their access to educational institutions, including the informal study of
science and philosophy, was limited at best. In light of these realities, the fact
that Descartes allowed no theoretical differentiation between male and female
minds becomes almost irrelevant. For as Lloyd puts it, "the sharpness of
[Descartes'] separation of the ultimate requirements of truth-seeking from the
practical affairs of everyday life [to which women were largely confined]
reinforced already existing distinctions between male and female roles,
opening the way to the idea of distinctive male and female consciousness"
(49-50).

The way these theories have been used to oppress women is by now a
familiar story. Since women have traditionally been assigned responsibility
for that realm of the sensuous and everyday that must be transcended in
order to achieve "true knowledge," their task is to preserve that space for
when the Man of Reason needs a haven from the rigors of truth-seeking.
These roles, of course, sound strikingly like those that the sexual romanticists
of the nineteenth century would later embrace, and are based on the same
assumption: that women manifest "not just a lesser presence of Reason, but a
different kind of intellectual character, construed as complementary to 'male'
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Reason" (Lloyd 50). Regardless of his intentions, then, Descartes' method
ultimately contributed to a situation in which women could not even
theoretically have equal access to reason. And so, like the "scientific body"
that I described in Chapter Three, the Cartesian cog ito emerges as a distinctly
masculine knower--a solitary, dispassionate, "objective" thinker who has the
freedom to separate himself from his physical, emotional surroundings.
Women, on the other hand, continue to be defined in opposition to the

cogito--as wholly "ruled" by their emotions, desires, and bodily functions; as
subjective and personally (Le., inappropriately) engaged with objects of
observation; as closer to "nature" and thus excluded from the superior realm
of "culture"; and so on. These definitions have long precluded women's
participation in intellectual activity, and perpetuate the devaluation of
women's credibility as authoritative knowers.
The sexism that permeates these theories has undergone rigorous
critique in the past decade, most notably by feminist scholars like Lloyd and
Code who have shown that the structures of the academy and the standards
of academic professionalism have been organized around a masculine notion
of "epistemological individualism" based on the Cartesian cogito. Within
this philosophical construct, "masculine" qualities are considered
"genderless" or neutral, while "feminine" qualities are considered
"gendered" and therefore illegitimate. And, moreover, all things considered
"female" (including the body, emotions, chaos, subjectivity, and women
themselves) and all things intellectual (including the mind, intellect, order,
and objectivity--all qualities associated with "male") are mutually exclusive
and hence fundamentally incompatible.
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What these assumptions fail to recognize, of course, is that men, too,
have a gender--in other words, that masculinity is not equivalent to
humanity. And as Lloyd acknowledges in her introduction to The Man of

Reason, pointing out this kind of fallacy has been quite unsettling not only to
the fields of philosophy and science, but also to higher education generally:
In the context of such concern with beliefs and truth, to allege
that Reason, despite its pretensions to be gender-free, might after
all be thoroughly "male," may well seem preposterous. To
suggest that the celebrated objectivity and universality of our
canons of rational belief might not in fact transcend even sexual
difference seems to go beyond even the more outrageous
versions of cultural relativism. It seems highly implausible to
claim that what is true or reasonable varies according to what sex
we are. (viii)
Consequently, the cogito (Le., masculine knower) continues to embody our
ideas about what makes good scholarship: to do our best work, it is widely
believed among academics, we must withdraw from real world distractions
and immerse ourselves in solitary study (emotions, periods, family
obligations ... that stuff just gets in the way). This is the rationale behind a
sabbatical, for example.
Given this tradition, it is hardly surprising that scholarly practices that
have been embraced by essentialist and standpoint feminists--collaborative
work and the use of personal experience as evidence, for example--are
frequently interpreted as signs of intellectual weakness or substandard
scholarship. Where the use of personal experience is concerned, critics often
say that because it is not "objective" (Le., the knower is not radically separate
from the object of knowledge), it cannot be considered valid or "universally"
relevant. Opposition to collaboration is just as zealous: critics may conclude
that one or all of the contributors "couldn't handle the work alone," or that
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the research is somehow tainted or less authoritative because it was
negotiated among several people. It is not uncommon for scholars to be
asked to account for their independent contributions to collaborative
projects--by "claiming" specific percentages or page numbers, for instance, or
by producing more work in order to "compensate" for their collaborations.
This attitude encourages scholars to hoard ideas and compete against each
other for the "best" knowledge. By rewarding these solitary, competitive
approaches to scholarship, the academy reinforces "masculine" norms of
behavior--knowledge as attainment, the ideal knower as isolated from real
life concerns--but doesn't necessarily encourage better scholarship.
In order to show how these standards of masculinity have been
translated into norms of professional behavior among academics, I will
examine several documents issued by University of Arizona administrative
units, which articulate policies and expectations for students and faculty. The
first set consists of a proposed revision to the plagiarism policy in the "Code
of Academic Integrity" and its implications both for undergraduate and
graduate writers. The second set includes "A Handbook for Completing the
Steps to Your Degree" and "Manual for Theses and Dissertations," prepared
by the Graduate College, and the "Revised Guidelines for Ph.D. Students,"
prepared by the Department of English. The third covers the "Guidelines for
the Promotion and Tenure Process and Preparation of Dossiers," prepared by
the Office of the Provost, and "Program for the Assessment of Institutional
Priorities (PAIP)," prepared by the Task Forces on Mission, Criteria, and
Process. And the last, of particular relevance to this project, is "Mentoring:
The Faculty-Graduate Student Relationship." My analysis will offer a critique
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of the epistemological and discursive structures that reinforce the solitary
male cogito as the model knower in academe--in contrast, say, to the
collaborative knower, who I will use as a representative counterexample in
my discussion. My purposes are first, to illustrate within a modern context
what I mean when I say that the university and academic work has been
gendered male; and second, to introduce a mentoring story--effectively, an
institutional history--that is quite different from the stories represented by the
case studies that appear throughout this dissertation.
Similar to most universities, the University of Arizona's "Code of
Academic Integrity" outlines academic expectations for students and the
possible consequences to students who don't fulfill them (e.g., failure to
maintain a minimum GPA results in academic probation). In response to a
campus wide survey of faculty and students that suggested a serious cheating
problem at the University, the "Code"'s plagiarism policy was recently
revised to give more responsibility to department chairs in disciplinary
matters, and to make students more aware of the appeals process. Obviously,
plagiarism is a serious offense, but the chair of the Committee on Academic
Integrity, Franklin Flint, defines plagiarism in disturbingly sweeping terms:
"Cheating doesn't have to be just copying on a test ... it can be working
together on certain projects or studying together for a particular class" (qtd. in
Nardone I, ellipses in original). The message of Flint's definition is clear:
collaboration is a suspicious activity and may open a student to plagiarism
charges; it's best not to do it. This threat is especially serious when
department chairs have more power to define plagiarism, because many, if
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not most, have been initiated into academic structures that discourage and
punish collaboration for the reasons I mentioned above.
Things get even stickier when I juxtapose this policy with the English
Department/Composition Program curriculum that was in place until last
year. English 101, a general composition course which all first-year students
are expected to take (or its honors equivalent, English 103), devoted
approximately half the semester (two units) to the research process--including
a collaborative investigation of a topic chosen by each group. While students
were not required to do any collaborative writing, they were expected to meet
regularly to discuss problems and progress, to share resources, and to prepare
an integrated group presentation. According to A Student's Guide to First-

Year Composition, "forming small research groups ... can be an effective way
to conduct research because each member of the group can benefit from the
related work of the other group members" (90). It is not difficult to see how
these requirements could potentially come into conflict with the revised
"Code of Academic Integrity." True, Flint limits his collaboration-asplagiarism dictum to "certain projects" and "particular classes," but he also
places the authority for such decisions in the hands of department chairs,
who mayor may not look favorably on collaborative work. And if this
conflict is evident in the composition curriculum, it probably occurs in other
departments as well.
The academic stakes are equally high for graduate students--and the
prescribed "rules of the game" are equally confusing. As graduate students
progress through their programs of study, they may form collaborative
relationships or study groups, and may even be encouraged by some
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professors to write together. In fact, the University of Arizona English
Department's program in Rhetoric, Composition, and the Teaching of
English (RCTE) urges students to "Begin talking with faculty and other
graduate students about collaborating on research projects" as early as the first
year in their degree program (Roen 2). While this is a promising start, I know
of no situations where individuals are encouraged to collaborate on theses or
dissertations. Even the "principal investigator" model used in the sciences
does not allow single theses and dissertations to be collaboratively written.
The structures within the academy require graduate students to complete
such scholarly discourse individually, and frequently in isolation. My own
dissertation process, for example, has periodically sent me into something
like solitary confinement. I know of other graduate students who have
resigned their positions as teaching assistants--and one who actually rented
an unfurnished apartment to serve as a "study"--all so they could focus solely
on their dissertations. Although eliminating human and material
distractions from the thinking and writing process is an outdated remnant of
the Cartesian epistemological model, it is still remarkably current.
In addition to this dissertation "lore," the written documents that I
have reviewed promote and sometimes even prescribe individual work. In
the "Manual for Theses and Dissertations," graduate students are first told,
"Your thesis will represent you, your department, and The University of
Arizona in the international scholarly community" (5). The emphasis on the
individual as representative of the larger academic community suggests that
graduate students become members of their scholarly communities only
when they can complete a large body of work independently. This message is
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further reinforced in an appendix to the document, which specifies
procedures for including published papers within the thesis or dissertation.
Writers are required to describe
the unique contribution of your work to the field of study....
Where doctoral research efforts are a part of a larger
collaborative project, you must be able to identify one aspect of
the project as your own and demonstrate an original
contribution. Your role in the research and production of the
published paper(s) should be clearly specified. (25)
Not only are graduate students asked to distinguish their work from that of
other scholars in their field, but they must also identify and "own" their
contributions to collaborative scholarship as independently generated and as
substantially different from those of their collaborators in spite of the
collaborative process.
In my examination of the language of the "Handbook for Doctoral
Candidates," I also find words which invoke images of adversarial
relationships: the submitting of forms, the defending of dissertations.
Although this language doesn't explicitly discourage collaborative
relationships, it suggests that the dissertation process serves as an early
initiation into a competitive setting of intellectual warfare. This, I suggest,
represents a particularly "male" kind of advice because it reinforces the cogito
version of academic behavior. As James Sosnoski writes,
To become a literary scholar is to be professionalized, a social
process involving the introjection of an "intellectual
competitiveness." The "masculine" qualities of exemplary male
professors were imitated and became the traits of an idealized
career profile. Exemplary male professors became "role-models"
for success within the structure of the academy, a phenomenon
which shaped the field of literary study as we now know it. We
are the heirs of "roles" that are explicitly designed for the new
gentleman, the businessman. (47)
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Sosnoski raises a number of issues relevant to mentoring in this passage. For
instance, he characterizes literary criticism as idealized masculinity,
professionalization as a reproductive process, and the university as a kind of
modern polis where men mingle exclusively with other men like
themselves. More significantly for my present discussion, however, Sosnoski
explicitly links masculinity with the kind of aggressive professional
competitiveness ("intellectual competitiveness"; also "intellectual
machismo" [51] and "intellectual virility" [52]) suggested by the language in
the "Handbook." He views intellectual competitiveness as "an instance of
power" and "an instance of domination" (51), and thus agrees with Code and
Harding that connections among authority, expertise, mastery, and
masculinity are not coincidental, but systemic. In doing so, Sosnoski

implicitly equates the traditional mentor ("exemplary male professors [who]
became 'role-models' for success within the structure of the academy") with
the Cartesian cogito.
The professional expectations for faculty are even more entrenched
than those for graduate students, as official university guidelines invite and
reward individual effort almost exclusively. For example, in a recent report
on "Long-Term Criteria for Assessing Faculty Scholarship/Creative Activity"
(an Appendix to the PAIP document), collaborative work was not mentioned
as an institutional priority in any of the fifteen criteria for evaluation of
individual faculty. In fact, as I mentioned earlier, faculty who participate in
collaborative scholarship must indicate their "percentage of responsibility"
for co-authored publications. Furthermore, the language in a "Sample Letter
to Outside Referees," included in the "Guidelines for the Promotion and
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Tenure Process and Preparation of Dossiers," reinforces conventional notions
of individual autonomy and competition within academe: "What is your
evaluation of his/her research or creative activity? To what extent does it
make a coherent, independent contribution to the literature, creative corpus,
and methodology of the field? ... How does his/her standing in the field
compare with others in the same rank? Can you be specific?" (Sypherd 10-11,
his emphasis). A brief note within the same document acknowledges the
existence of collaborative scholarship but continues to use "independent
contributions" as the primary criteria for excellence: "If the candidate has
engaged in extensive collaboration, and the ability of the candidate to make
independent contributions may be difficult to ascertain, it may be helpful to
request letters from one or more of his/her collaborators, describing the
extent and nature of the candidate's contribution to the collaboration"
(Sypherd 10). These comments reflect collaboration's ambiguous position in
the academic mindset: on the one hand, this document seems to recognize
that "independent contributions" within collaborative work are difficult to
identify or measure; but on the other hand, it is unwilling to revise the
criteria by which collaborative scholarship is evaluated. The very "ability" of
a scholar to contribute to a field of study at all is called into question when he
or she engages "in extensive collaboration."
Clearly, official documents such as the "Guidelines for the Promotion
and Tenure Process" continue to privilege single-authored publications over
collaborative work. The consequences of this preference can be particularly
threatening for junior faculty: those who collaborate with others leave
themselves professionally vulnerable and must often become more
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productive--producing greater numbers of publications and even more pages
of scholarly writing--in order to survive within existing reward structures.
This perpetuates the idea that professional success is conditional--specifically,
that one's allegiance to the prescribed structures of "the system" is ultimately
more important than the quality of his or her work.
I turn finally to an administrative document that is especially relevant
to my discussion: a position paper entitled "Mentoring: The FacultyGraduate Student Relationship," co-written by Michael Cusanovich and
Martha Gilliland (Dean and Vice Dean, respectively, of the University of
Arizona Graduate College), circulated at the University of Arizona in January
1991, and later incorporated into the "Policies and Procedures Manual" for the
Graduate College. "Mentoring" was prepared in response to evidence of
unethical faculty practices that were keeping graduate students from finishing
their programs in a timely fashion, or from finishing at all. As announced on
the front cover, the paper's purpose is, first, to argue that mentoring is a
necessary component of graduate education, and second, to make graduate
students "aware of the various options available to them so that they can
design their graduate program to achieve maximum quality as well as timely
completion." In addition, the document urges departments to pay special
attention to mentoring "diverse" or traditionally underrepresented members
of their "graduate student pool"--in particular, women and ethnic
minorities--and to do so by considering "compatibility of professional
interests and goals; experience with dissertations and theses; socialization and
experience with research; knowledge and respect of cultural and national
differences and of the unique problems facing minority students; and
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commitment to students" (3). At a glance, these seem like laudable goals; in
fact, in the over four years since the position paper was published, it has been
adopted as a model for mentoring programs at colleges and universities
around the country--including its own English Department and some
departments in its College of Education. But, self-consciously or not, this
document is complicit in the same problems it ostensibly makes efforts to
resolve--and in large part because of its carefully chosen rhetoric.
A number of questions and contradictions introduce themselves as
early as the document's front cover. To begin with, the Graduate Council
straightforwardly acknowledges that this is the university administration's
official view of mentoring--one which will be distributed before becoming
university policy, but not further discussed. Furthermore, while purportedly
directed toward graduate students, two versions of the document were
circulated--one addressed to graduate students, one to graduate faculty. Except
for the cover page, there is no apparent difference in these versions, a fact
which raises the question of who the "real" audience of the document
actually is. Clearly, one audience is more likely than the other to benefit from
the "official" view of mentoring, a fact which the document itself confirms:
"The depth and breadth of the mentoring program in any given department
or program certainly will have an impact on their ability to compete for
resources within the Graduate College and the University" (5). In order to
emphasize the importance of mentoring as "the 'heart' of graduate
education," Cusanovich and Gilliland make it clear that "each degree
granting unit will have in place an active and definable mentoring program .
. . that it will be reviewed on a regular basis by the program to assure its
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effectiveness ... [and] that it will be considered in faculty merit evaluations
and tenure/promotion decisions" (1). With this pressure, it is hardly
surprising that those departments that comply with the Graduate Council's
expectations do so in the form of the definitions, values, and activities
proposed in "Mentoring." But while university funding is an enticing carrot
indeed, the position paper may be promising more than it can deliver. For
one thing, many graduate students lack the power to set the terms of their
mentoring relationships (as the inter chapter case studies reveal), much less
make decisions about the distribution of university and departmental funds.
For another, budget constraints have drastically limited formal reviews
within departments and colleges, which suggests that good mentoring
programs ultimately have little or no impact on the ways university monies
are divided up.
In addition to the curious conflation of student and faculty audiences,
the Graduate Council betrays a significant bias in its choice of metaphors for
mentoring roles, a point I alluded to in Chapter Three:
Mentors are advisors, people with career experience willing to
share their knowledge; supporters, people who give emotional
and moral encouragement; tutors, people who give specific
feedback on one's performance; masters, in the sense of
employers to whom one is apprenticed; sponsors, sources of
information about and aid in obtaining opportunities; models,
of identity, of the kind of person one would be to be an academic.
(I, their emphases)
This officially sanctioned definition has serious implications. Most obvious
is the notion that the mentor is a master, a term which, as I have shown,
contains a history of, at worst, violence, and at best, paternalism.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to extract a firm position on collaboration from
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this document. On the surface (and in spite of its disturbing choice of
synonyms), "Mentoring" makes use of the rhetoric of collaboration: it is coauthored by Cusanovich and Gilliland, and it advocates the "sharing" of
knowledge, "emotional and moral encouragement," and active professional
assistance. But the structure of such "collaboration" is completely
hierarchical and unilateral, much like the lopsided relationship between
women and experts that Ehrenreich and English describe in For Her Own

Good. Presumably, only the mentor has knowledge and professional
experience to share and encouragement to offer; similarly, the mentor has
sole responsibility and prerogative in establishing and maintaining such
relations. Thus while the rhetoric of "Mentoring" seems to favorably
recognize pseudo-collaborative mentoring relationships, it undermines itself
in two specific ways: it encourages hierarchical relationships based on
unequal distributions of power (e.g., master-apprentice), and it does not
encourage mentors and mentees to collaborate on scholarship together. In
short, this document does nothing to question or change traditional
university structures that promote the Cartesian cogito.
The mentoring position paper illustrates a basic contradiction that
suppresses collaboration within academe: faculty (particularly untenured
faculty) and graduate students are encouraged to seek out relationships with
mentors; however, they are rewarded for working and succeeding

independently. The view of mentoring prescribed by "Mentoring: The
Faculty-Graduate Student Relationship" advocates an unequal power
distribution that silences students and opens them up to sexual harassment,
the appropriation of their ideas, and pressure to emulate the behavior and
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values of their "superiors." Consequently, the kind of collaborative
mentoring that is encouraged within the academy is the kind that fits into a
hierarchical, unilateral, master-apprentice model--and that advises us to
aspire to a model of scholarship represented by the solitary, self-sufficient

cogito.
***
My original purpose in this analysis was to show how, through its
administrative discourses, the University of Arizona establishes "male"
standards of professional behavior, including mentoring, on which many
mentors base their advice--not to suggest that the University is "giving
advice" per se in these documents. However, in their report "Academic
Mentoring For Women Students and Faculty," Roberta M. Hall and Bernice
R. Sandler suggest that these documents can in fact serve as what they call

"paper mentors"--that is, "[p]ublications which give nitty-gritty 'howto' /'how not to' information," and which "can be developed by departments,
institutions, associations, or by individuals and geared to a particular
department, institution or discipline" (5). While I sympathize with those
members of the academic community who do not have colleagues with
whom they can discuss professional matters, I hesitate to endorse the idea of
paper mentors as a feminist mentoring alternative for women. If the
documents I reviewed above are at all representative, then paper mentors as
defined by Hall and Sandler would seem more likely simply to prescribe
behaviors than to critique or invite critique of them--primarily because they
are decontextualized from the complexities and contingencies of real
academic (and nonacademic) life. Furthermore, if a paper mentor articulates
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official administrative policy, as the above documents do, then there are
implicit consequences for those who do not conform to the standards they
prescribe. In short, the advice offered by paper mentors may be even more
authoritative, and even more difficult to question, than the advice of
informal mentors or advisors.

The Genderedness of Professional Advice: Some Real Life Examples
The "texts" for this final section come from my own experience. I had
only to think back on seminar discussions, annual reviews with my program
directors, and casual conversations in the hallways of Reed Hall and the
Modern Languages building to generate examples of graduate school advice.
Some come from people I define as mentors, regardless of whether I
considered them my own mentors: people, generally professors, whose
advice usually upholds some received standard of academic behavior, and
who are authorized to give such advice by virtue of their academic
credentials. Other examples of academic advice come from people I call
pseudo-mentors, whose claims to authority seem to rest solely upon
assumptions about women's inherent lack of authority.
My first example is the longest, and marks the day when I began to
think seriously about the kind of advice my advisors were offering me. It
comes from a class discussion of how graduate students become members of
"the professional community," during which a professor and then-mentor of
mine announced the difference, in his eyes, between the successful and the
unsuccessful graduate student. Steven was successful because he'd had
twenty-some interviews at the annual MLA convention, and afterward,
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nearly that many invitations for site visits. Steven, my professor told us with
obvious approval, had once literally crawled over his lap at a restaurant in
order to introduce himself to an important scholar in his field. Roy stood in
sharp contrast. He was an unsuccessful student because he'd had "only" four
interviews at MLA and didn't get a research job; furthermore, he had few
professional contacts and was "an inept networker." The message behind this
advice was clear to me and my classmates: success in the university is defined
by professional marketability and dependent on "good connections." Getting
a job, my professor seemed to be telling us, isn't as important as getting the
right kind of job--namely, a research position at a "peer institution"--and
even better, getting multiple offers for such a position.
I found this advice troubling for many reasons. For one, I had become
increasingly uncomfortable with the adversarial model of success that my
professor seemed to advocate: if you really want to be successful, just crawl
over the little people. I was also disturbed by the definition of success that my
professor offered us, and the paths he considered

suc~essful.

I thought of my

friend Zita, who didn't accept a job offer until a year after she received her
PhD because her husband was looking for a new job, too, and the two of them
wanted a place with trees. I also thought of my friend Karen, who took a job
at a prestigious research university five years ago, and has yet to publish an
article. Much to her relief, Karen will be starting a new position next year at a
small state college, but the pressure to "perform" and the lack of respect for
teaching at her current institution nearly drove her out of academe
altogether. Finally, I thought of myself: if I chose not to accept my mentor's
well-intentioned advice, would I, too, be unsuccessful? Would I, like Roy
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and like the sorcerer's apprentices I described in Chapter Three, be the subject
of cautionary tales designed to scare other graduate students/ apprentices into
taking traditional paths to success?
The fact that my professor offered this advice to everyone in my class,
male and female, might suggest that it is "unisex" advice--applicable to
anyone who wants to pursue an academic career. But as with words like

submit and defend, the behavior of Steven, the "successful" graduate student
who crawled over his mentor's lap in a grotesque act of networking, suggests
the kind of aggressive professional competitiveness embedded both in
notions of authority and in notions of masculinity. (I'd like to reiterate at this
point that I am using "male" not in the essentialist sense that "all men are
like this," but rather in the sense that these behaviors have been historically

constructed by discourses of science and philosophy both as male [Le., distinct
from female behaviors] and as universal/neutral/standard [Le., common
among "all" people, or at least among all who have until quite recently
counted as people within mainstream epistemological theories--i.e., men].)
The following examples are different from the previous one in that
they were directed specifically toward me. None, however, were solicited-which I find significant (in retrospect) because it corroborates my earlier
statement that women are bombarded with expert advice even when they
have reason to believe that they know better than the so-called experts. In
any event, I lump them together here because as I think about them now,
they seem rather like proverbs--short, "pithy," easy-to-digest, quickly
recognized as "reasonable"--and as such, a particularly insidious kind of
advice.
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From a female professor: "Don't laugh so much. People will think
you aren't serious."
From another female professor: "Wear that shade of lipstick more
often; it makes your teeth look whiter."
From a male professor: "You need at least this much [holds his fingers
about three inches apart] under 'Publications' on your vita."
From a male student (in a course evaluation): "In the future, Mrs.
Ervin, do yourself and your students a favor: shave your legs. I
personally found it very difficult to concentrate on what you were
saying when you had hairy legs."
From a male graduate student/colleague (after finding out that a panel
I had invited him to be on had been accepted to a national conference):
"You know, you really should send off more conference proposals. It's
good to have that kind of thing on your vita."
All of these pieces of advice are gendered, but some more "obviously" than
others. The male professor's advice that "this much" would be a good
amount of publications is another example of apparently "unisex" or "equal
opportunity" advice that takes for granted certain assumptions about what is
normal or desirable behavior for an academic professional--behavior which,
as I suggested earlier, is based on traditionally, perhaps stereotypically, "male"
modes of interaction and achievement. Lipstick shades and hairy legs,
however, are generally not issues that affect the professional status of men.
And while issues of personal appearance may sound trivial, they can affect
women profoundly, and for that reason I begin this part of my discussion
with them.
As Naomi Wolff points out in The Beauty Myth, women have for
centuries been employed in "display professions"--modeling, acting, dancing,
and the like--which at one time accorded them little money, status, or respect.
However, as women gain greater access to education, Wolff suggests, those
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areas of the work force in which they make the greatest strides are also being
reclassified as display professions--at least as far as the women in them are
concerned: "'Beauty' is being categorized, in professions and trades further
and further afield from the original display professions, as a version of what
United States sex discrimination law calls a BFOQ (a bona fide occupational
qualification) ... such as femaleness for a wet nurse or maleness for a sperm
donor" (27). Wolff calls this institutionalization of beauty as a condition for
women's hiring and promotion the PBQ, or "professional beauty
qualification," under the burden of which "a woman's beauty became at once
her job and her fault" (38).
According to Wolff, the inconsistent enforcement of Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act (which prohibits sexual harassment and other forms of
workplace discrimination based on gender) has allowed the PBQ to function
as "a risk-free, litigation-free way to discriminate against women" (28). As
evidence, she offers details from a series of sexual harassment cases in which
a woman's personal appearance--which was frequently conflated with her
sexuality--became grounds for firing her from her job. In Barnes v. Costle,
Wolff tells us, the court concluded that "if a woman's unique physical
characteristics--red hair, say, or large breasts--were the reasons given by her
employer for sexual harassment, then her personal appearance was the issue
and not her gender, in which case she could not expect protection under Title
VII. .. " (38). The women of Buren v. City of East Chicago were ordered by the
court to "dress to cover themselves from neck to toe" if they wanted to be
employed, because the men at work "were kind of nasty" (qtd. in Wolff 39).
In Hopkins v. Price-Waterhouse, a woman who brought in more business
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than any other employee "was denied a partnership because she needed to
learn to 'walk more femininely, talk more femininely, dress more
femininely,' and 'wear makeup,'" Wolff reports (39). But stereotypically
"feminine" behavior is no guarantee of employment, she warns, pointing out
that it was looking "too much like a lady" that got police officer Nancy Fahdl
fired (39). The list of gender discrimination cases and their bizarre,
contradictory rulings go on for several pages of The Beauty Myth, leading
Wolff to conclude that the "PBQ has spread to any job in which a woman
does not work in complete isolation" (42).
No doubt most of us would like to believe that academe is the
exception to Wolff's conclusion, that within its walls, intelligence, not image,
determines one's professional authority. But Roberta Hall and Bernice
Sandler (initiators of the problematic "paper mentor" idea above) have
shown otherwise, arguing in two reports--"The Classroom Climate: A Chilly
One for Women?" and "Out of the Classroom: A Chilly Campus Climate for
Woman?"--that the PBQ helps to create a college and university
environment that is indifferent or hostile to women. They identify a variety
of behaviors that contribute to this climate, including "comments that divert
discussion of a woman student's work toward a discussion of her physical
attributes or appearance," the effect of which is to "make women
uncomfortable because essentially private matters related primarily to the sex
of the student are made to take precedence over the exchange of ideas and
information" ("Classroom Climate" 6). Hall and Sandler would consider the
advice I received about "laughing too much" part of the chilly climate as well.
In their view, "inappropriate" smiling--that is, "smiling when making a
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statement or asking a question"--is one of a number of "submissive" or
"overly polite" communication patterns typical of people in low status
positions. (Others include using tag questions and qualifiers, averting one's
eyes, and self-disclosing.) Because communication styles perceived as
"feminine" are often misinterpreted and devalued in educational and
professional settings--"often by women as well as by men," they emphasize-some educators believe "that women students would do best to adopt a
'masculine' [Le., more assertive] style in order to 'be taken seriously' and to
avoid being perceived as 'coming on' to men." According to Hall and
Sandler, however, this leaves women in a double bind, "viewed as frivolous
if they dress, talk or act 'like a woman,' but rejected as 'hostile,' a 'libber' or a

'manhater' if they don't" ("Out of the Classroom" 5).
Hall and Sandler recognize the ambiguity involved when a female
mentor offers advice or makes comments about a female student's personal
appearance, as with the first two examples I listed above. From one
perspective, such advice can be viewed positively, as a vital female support
system, designed to socialize women into the norms of academic behavior
and professional appearance in a way that is not sexually or professionally
threatening. (Certainly, the advice my female professors offered me about
lipstick and smiling would have been much different had it come from male
mentors, from whom such advice might legitimately be interpreted as sexual
harassment.) But from another perspective, when one professor advises

against stereotypically "feminine" behavior in a professional setting and
another recommends it, the mazes of "appropriate professional behavior"
become increasingly difficult for women to navigate. I do not want to argue
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that the advice men receive from their mentors is any less gendered or any
less prescriptive; by the definition of advice that I gave at the beginning of this
chapter, it isn't. (My husband, for example, informs me that before entering
his doctoral program he was told by his thesis advisor to "Know thy place.")
However, because the PBQ has not traditionally been applied to professional
men, male mentees are less likely to receive advice--much less contradictory
advice--regarding their personal appearance.
Although it also deals with personal appearance, the "hairy legs"
advice is different from the "lipstick" and "laughing" advice for several
reasons: for one, I received it in my capacity as a teacher, rather than as a
student; for another, it came from a student, someone who presumably had
less authority than me in the classroom; and finally, the student was male.
Taken collectively, these circumstances suggest that male authority over
women may not rest upon credentials as much as it rests upon maleness.
(Recall Dorothy Smith's words, cited in Chapter Three, that "A man's body
gives credibility to his utterance, whereas a woman's body takes it away from
hers" [30].) Some readers may be so surprised that a teacher would receive
such advice that they write it off as a fluke, attributable to this one cheeky
student but not part of a larger pattern. However, I receive this kind of advice
from male students on a fairly regular basis (about once a year)--as do many of
my women colleagues. And Bernice Sandler, senior associate at the Center
for Women's Policy Studies, founder of the Association of American
Colleges' Project on the Status and Education of Women, and co-author of
the "Chilly Climate" studies cited above, tells us we're not alone. In fact,
Sandler opened a 1992 lecture at the University of Arizona, entitled "How
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Students Treat Men and Women Faculty Differently in the Classroom," with
one of the most common complaints she hears from female faculty: that
"male students seem to want to show you they're your equal, if not your
superior."
Although the student who advised me to shave my legs was neither
my peer nor my "superior," he apparently felt authoritative enough within
the academic setting of our classroom to offer me advice related not just to
my professional performance, but also to my personal appearance and
femininity as related to my professional performance. The fact that his advice
was based on irrelevant criteria for academic professionalism or authority did
not seem to occur to him; somewhere in his educational socialization-perhaps through exposure to the kinds of documents I examined in the
previous section of this chapter--he had learned that within academic culture,
the male body is the "natural" locus for authority, regardless of professional
credentials. (It could be argued that, because course evaluations are
anonymous, and because they do in fact solicit information about
professional performance, my student's advice was both less authoritative
and less "male" than if he had addressed me in person. I agree that this
would have led me to consider his giving me advice about my personal
appearance even more inappropriate. However, as any writing teacher
knows, reading journal entries and essay drafts over the course of a semester
makes one familiar enough with the handwriting of individual students to
know who writes what in course evaluations. Students' "anonymity," in
other words, is really just a way of ensuring that their comments will not
affect their grades, not a way of disguising their identities. [In my department,
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teachers do not have access to their evaluations until after they have
submitted their grade sheets.])
My graduate student colleague's advice about participating more
frequently at professional meetings was similar to my student's advice in that
it came from a taken-for-granted position of male authority. It was also
similar to my male professor's advice about success in that the advisor
presumed to know better than me while ignoring the fact that I had already
demonstrated my professional authority by organizing a panel that had been
accepted at a national conference. Code would call my colleague's behavior
paternalism, male "experts" sharing the benefits of their authority with
women while denying women's capacity to be authoritative in their own
right. As Hall and Sandler suggest, this behavior contributes to a chilly
campus climate as surely as do comments about a woman's personal
appearance: "treating women in an overprotective or patronizing manner
which implies that women are not competent to cope on their own" ("Out of
the Classroom" 4).
As I have suggested elsewhere in this chapter, "woman" and
"authority" have been defined in mutually exclusive terms by
epistemological discourses. Consequently, female faculty--that is, women in
positions of authority--may appear to some students (and, indeed, some of
their male colleagues as well) as walking paradoxes. According to Sandler,
this confusion can manifest itself in a number of frustrating and
inappropriate behaviors on the part of students. Her studies show, for
example, that women faculty are challenged more often and more
aggressively by their students (male and female)--particularly about their
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credentials and the authority of their assertions (e.g., "do you have proof for
that?"). Women faculty are more likely to be addressed by their first names
without being asked; to be called "Miss," "Mrs.," or "Ms." rather that
"Professor" or "Doctor"; and to be the objects of sexual innuendo, flirting, or
terms of endearment. Sandler believes that one reason this happens is that
women have traditionally occupied social/sexual roles rather than
professional ones. Students who are uncomfortable or unfamiliar with
women in professional roles may fall back, inappropriately, on techniques of

social interaction--which they may wrongly believe are techniques of
interaction with women. Sandler points out that comments about clothing
and personal appearance like the one I received show up rarely in student
evaluations of male faculty, but frequently in evaluations of female faculty,
suggesting that women are more likely to be assessed on the basis of their
personal appearance than for their scholarly abilities. Even when students do
comment upon male professors' personal appearance, she adds, the
comments carry much different connotations: while a male professor who
wears disheveled clothes or has poor personal hygiene may be described as
"eccentric," which is an acceptable quality among academics, a female
professor with a similar appearance is more likely to be described as "sloppy"
or "lax," with the implication that her work is similarly careless.
These kinds of inequities have consequences on many levels. For one
thing, they reinforce the double bind I mentioned earlier: those women who
conform to "feminine" stereotypes (e.g., emotional, nurturing, maternal) are
generally perceived as lacking authority; and those who conform to
traditional standards of academic authority (e.g., assertiveness, definitive
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speech, highly structured classroom) may be regarded as unapproachable
"control freaks" (another comment I've received in student evaluations). In
other words, because prevailing definitions of a "good woman" remain in
conflict with definitions of a "good teacher," stereotypically authoritative
behavior may be considered a weakness in women. In terms of women's
professional success, these perceptions have serious repercussions that go
beyond simply "feeling bad" (which can itself be incapacitating). According to
Sandler, women faculty who disrupt the expectations of their students or
colleagues may receive negative performance evaluations, which could
potentially affect promotion, tenure, and salary decisions. Ultimately, then,
the PBQ and other contradictory expectations for women contribute to a
"chilly climate" for women by conveying that unequal and sexist treatment of
women will be tolerated, and by communicating to students, administrators,
and other faculty that women are outsiders to the academic enterprise.
** *

I have provided such detailed analyses of these seemingly
"reasonable," certainly well-intentioned pieces of advice above all to illustrate
the genderedness of even informal academic advice-giving, or what Wendy
Simonds describes as "the diffuse prescriptiveness that pervades women's
cultural experiences" (18). But I also wanted to demonstrate how
institutional discourses can indeed have a "totalizing effect," rendering
invisible other, equally reasonable ways of doing things. If we think of
mentoring as academic advice-giving, then clearly, the discourses that define,
prescribe, and enforce professional standards have a direct impact on the
mentoring practices that enact these discourses. This, in turn, affects the
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status of women, who have only recently been allowed to engage in the
ongoing work of intellectuals within higher education. It is true that

everyone entering the academy confronts an intellectual climate that tells
them in subtle and overt ways that they must do things this way or they
simply will not succeed. However, women's very appearance represents an
immediate challenge to doing things "this way" because they embody
qualities that have been defined in opposition to knowledge and authority.
Men, on the other hand, by virtue of their "genderless gender," appear to
embody institutional power and authority. It is in this way that gender
remains a largely invisible part of academic culture, even to the most alert
observers. Smith, for example, recalls her own entry into academe: "The
intellectual world spread out before me appeared, indeed I experienced it, as
genderless. But its apparent lack of center was indeed centered. It was
structured by its gender subtext. Interests, perspectives, relevances leaked
from communities of male experience into the externalized and objectified
forms of discourse. Within the discourses embedded in the relations of
ruling, women were the Other" (7).

The Subversive Potential of Prescriptions

Precisely because most mentor / advisors have such good intentions,
the problem we are left with now is how to critique advising without
discouraging the professional help, guidance, and support that mentors can
offer. Certainly, many female (and male) mentees welcome and even seek
out advice from their mentors because they know such advice offers them
insight into professional matters and provides them with professional
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opportunities. They may even reproduce these relationships as they become
mentors themselves, believing that in doing so, they are both upholding
professional standards and helping other women to achieve success.
Mentors, in turn, can feel satisfied that by giving female students the very
thing women have been denied for so long--access to positions of knowledge
and authority--they are empowering women and fostering a less "chilly"
environment. But are they? Articulating this dilemma from the perspective
of a male mentor, John W. Kronik asks, "Is it ... fair or legitimate of me to
exercise my male power over the woman [mentee], presumably on her behalf,
so as to professionalize her, to sharpen her ambition and her means to share a
power monopolized by males? My inclination is to say 'Yes, yes!' eagerly.
But on reflection I'm not so sure; I become confused" (56).
Dorothy Smith contends that ordinary relationships and socialization
processes within academe "perform a routine, generalized, and effective
repression" of women, thus preventing their full participation in higher
education (26). The agents of these processes, mentors, are thus endowed
with considerable powers--including the power to repress and exclude, to
grant or withhold authority, and to approve and reproduce self-sustaining
ideologies. As Kronik recognizes, "whenever a man serves as a mentor, the
discourse and institutions of power are in his hands" (56). What we seem to
be left with, then, is a different manifestation of the same "Woman
Question" I mentioned earlier: in academic mentoring relationships, what

are we to do about women?
More than once in this dissertation I have drawn upon dictionary
definitions and etymologies to help me unpack the issues embedded in the
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terms I'm considering here. My belief has been that in addition to restricting
our thinking, definitions can also offer clues to our emancipation. And so for
the purpose of refiguring mentoring-as-advice-giving from a feminist
standpoint, I turn again to the Oxford English Dictionary. (For what could be
a more authoritative source of prescription in a Department of English?)
First, I'd like to look at the OED's definition of prescribe (and its extensions--

prescription, prescriptive, and so on), from the Latin pra?scribere. At the root
of prescribe, of course, is scriZ,ere, to write, a point to which I will return.
Appending the prefix prCf gives us the following definitions: "To write first
or beforehand"; "To write or lay down as a rule or direction to be followed";
"To limit, restrict restrain; to confine within bounds." A prescription,
furthermore, can be "a pretext, pretence"; "Restriction, limitation,
circumscription"; "Ancient or continued custom, esp. when viewed as
authoritative .... Claim founded upon long use." There aren't a lot of
surprises in these definitions, but let's take them a little further. Looking up

pretense and pretext (sometime-synonyms for prescription) in the American
Heritage Dictionartj, we see that pretense is defined as "The act of pretending;
a false appearance or action intended to deceive"; "A mere show without
reality; outward appearance"; "A right asserted with or without foundation;
claim." Pretext, similarly, is "An ostensible or professed purpose," and comes
from prCftexere, "to disguise."
If we think of academic standards as prescriptions of professional

behavior, then we might also think of them as rules that were written before
we (we women, I mean) arrived at the university. Because women have
never controlled the material or social means to construct their own
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traditions, and have only recently been able to act as equals in the ongoing
discourse of intellectuals, their influence over the discourses of power has
been minor, and their traditions are the ones they have inherited. We did
not make these rules, in other words, and occupying positions within the
academy does not obligate us to consent to them. Indeed, as Smith reminds
us, although "[o]ur intellectual work and the ways in which we can make a
society conscious of itself are very much a part of that society and situated in
institutional contexts we did not make," we can work "to be part of their
remaking" (9). But "remaking" involves more than just withdrawing
consent from the old ideological forms and the old rules. For that reason,
perhaps more than anywhere else in this dissertation so far, I'd like to return
to the notion of history as writing that I introduced in my Chapter One:
women can rewrite their academic prescriptions (and rewrite, and rewrite
them) from a different set of assumptions--a different standpoint--than the
ones they inherited from Descartes, the sexual romanticists, and so many
others. As I suggested in Chapter Three, this process would begin with the
acknowledgment of the female body as a knowing body, capable of agency.
But where do we go from there?
Definitions evolve beyond their etymologies, to be sure, but
nevertheless, a first step in this process could be to reclaim the notion of

prescription as disguise, and then to reject as falsehoods, smoke screens, and
frauds all those prescriptions that reaffirmed women's defectiveness and
irrationality in order to try to keep them from thinking. ("Claims viewed
authoritative because of long use," after all, aren't necessarily true, even
though there may be much at stake in regarding them as such.) The OED's
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definition of the word mentor supports such action. It features Mentor
himself, who, in ancient Greek literature, was the trusted friend of Odysseus,
King of Ithaca. When Odysseus left for the Trojan War, he asked Mentor to
act as a companion and advisor to his son, Telemachus, during his absence.
This story is well known, and yet the OED virtually ignores it in favor of the
following entry for mentor: "The name of the Ithacan noble whose disguise
the goddess Athene assumed in order to act as the guide and adviser of the
young Telemachus; allusively, one who fulfils the office which the supposed
Mentor fulfilled towards Telemachus .... Hence, as common noun: An
experienced and trusted counsellor."
As I read this definition, I am struck by a vaguely "absent" quality.
Instead of emphasizing the primary figure (Mentor), on whose reputation the
definition appears to be based, the definition highlights the secondary,
mythological figure (Athena) and her act of disguise. From there, the OED
leaps to the conclusion that a mentor is "an experienced and trusted
counsellor"--even though, within the context of this definition, a mentor
sounds less like a master than like a master of disguise, and even though the
"office" of Mentor (Le., the identity Athena assumes) is not defined at all, but
is merely "supposed." Literature tells us that, like other Greek deities, Athena
was able strategically to assume mortal disguises--human, animal, vegetable-in order to get what she wanted. And although she was goddess of wisdom
and war, but also, to her disadvantage, a woman, she could not have had an
audience with her beloved Telemachus at all unless she assumed the identity
of Mentor. As I have suggested throughout this dissertation, the situation for
women in higher education may not be much different today: a woman's
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success in the academy--her chances of obtaining an audience, for example-often depends on how well she can disguise herself in the familiar forms of
trusted, trustworthy men.
Juxtaposing these two prescriptions of meaning--the definitions of

mentor and of prescribe--introduces new possibilities for redefining
mentoring from a feminist standpoint. To begin with, it suggests that
conforming to prescribed standards of behavior need not imply "selling out"
or "becoming men" (unlike what Julia Kristeva suggested in Chapter Three).
Athena didn't remain in any of her disguises indefinitely, after all, nor did
she "become," say, Mentor. Rather, outward compliance can be a disguise,
with connotations of role-playing, ad-Jibbing, stealth. From this perspective,
defining the mentor's role the way Athena did--as something we can disguise

ourselves as, a persona to strategically, temporarily inhabit--becomes a way for
academic women to acknowledge the power of prescribed institutional
standards while also actively remaking them. Feminist scholars often use the
language of costume and make-believe to articulate theories and strategies of
resistance. Rosi Braidotti, for example, asserts that "All identity is just a game
of masks that conceals and yet at the same time also conveys the
representations of our conscious thoughts and our unconscious thinking"
(54). Lorraine Code frequently describes feminist critiques of epistemology in
terms of "unmasking" and "masquerade." And Denise Riley argues that
"being a woman" is really a matter of being "in character" (38). In these
passages, women's very identity is celebrated as a form of disguise: it veils
and unveils, allowing women both to choose from a variety of positions, and
to move among those positions. Feminist theory, moreover, is seen as a
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strategy for enacting this process. Might we not envision "professional," or
even "professional woman," as a multiple, shifting identity as well?
This is important to my discussion of mentoring for reasons I have
already discussed at length. At the risk of repeating myself: it isn't because
men have a special relation to knowledge, or because they produce a certain

kind of knowledge, that they are the experts. Rather, it is because they have
had access to the "relations of ruling" (to borrow a term from Smith) that they
are the experts, and thus have the authority to prescribe whatever kinds of
truths and standards and behaviors that support their best interests. Many
women in the modern university have succeeded by learning the skills,
methods, and discourses of prevailing (masculine) forms of scholarship, and
one of the more palatable models of mentoring-as-advice-giving has been to
offer them the road maps to do so. But as women occupy more positions of
relative power and self-determination within the academy (and elsewhere),
they can set their own standards and develop their own forms of authority-although not, I hope, so rigidly that they reinscribe the same relationship of
dependency between experts and "others." In terms of mentoring, this would
allow women to explore the possibility that their own best interests are,
perhaps, different from men's, different from the ones they have inherited

from men, and even different from those of their mentors.
What this means in the broader academic scheme, however, is that
feminist mentors might have to use their authority against the very
disciplines in which they were trained--for example, by examining the ways
in which mentoring discourses work and making visible alternatives to the
ways that mentoring has traditionally been constructed. This might mean,
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for example, making strategic use of mastery / expertise--a step which is only a
prerequisite to a more encompassing and subversive challenge to patriarchal
domination in academe. As Elizabeth Gross argues in her conclusion to

Feminist Challenges, "the struggle for autonomy, implying struggles for the
right to different paradigms, theoretical tools, and possibly even a
reconceptualisation of the entire system of knowledges and acceptable
theoretical methods" (196).
In light of my discussion in Chapter Three, strategic mastery may
sound like having one's cake and eating it, too--or worse (echoing Audre
Lorde), a vain attempt to dismantle the master's ivory tower with his own
tools. But according to Gross, all forms of strategy involve the recognition of
what is in order to move toward what should be. A temporary, strategic
posture of mastery can therefore be seen as a short-term goal that is necessary
to the achievement of more sweeping, long-term ideals, and "which
themselves are capable of being modified and transformed during the
processes of struggle."
As a form of strategy, feminist theory needs to use whatever
means are available to it, whether these are "patriarchal" or not.
... As strategy, it is necessarily implicated in the systems it
wishes to challenge. Aspirations to a theoretical purity, a
position "untainted" by patriarchal impingements, that is, forms
of theoretical separatism where patriarchal terms and practices
are rejected, seem naive. They are unable to struggle with, or
thus move beyond the patriarchal terms that return to haunt
them. In order to challenge and move beyond patriarchal
models, feminists must be able to use whatever means are at
hand, including those of the very systems it challenges. (197, my
emphasis)
In other words, if the goal of feminism is to render patriarchal systems,
methods, and presumptions unable to function, then it must first identify
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what allows them to function in the first place. I have tried to enact a
feminist challenge to mentoring-as-advising in this way--by examining how
theoretical discourses about "male" and "female" manifest themselves in real
relationships between women and "experts" (including mentors and pseudomentors). And I have done so in the language of the academy, which
presumably confers upon me some measure of authority to make these
claims.
If we accept disguise as a means of exploring this challenge, then

reducing female identity to a single position--in or out of the academy--seems
not only false, but futile, as does reducing standards of academic success or
epistemological truth to a single standard. Mastery is surely not the only way
to demonstrate knowledge or authority, after all, even though it is the model
currently privileged by the academy. The key to strategic mastery is to resist
the gravity that pulls us towards that center, that norm of power-asdomination that creates a dependent, asymmetrical relationship between
mentors and mentees. By insisting on shifting power structures rather than
uniform systems of control, feminists can engage in the more positive,
constructive project of developing alternative models of mentoring. Joan
Scott explains that within institutional processes and structures, "there is
room for a concept of human agency as the attempt (at least partially rational)
to construct an identity, a life, a set of relationships, a society within certain
limits and with language--conceptuallanguage that at once sets boundaries
and contains the possibility for negation, resistance, reinterpretation, the play
of metaphoric invention and imagination" (42). Rather than embarking on a
singular quest for mastery / expertise, feminist mentors might engage with
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their mentees in the ongoing process of tension and displacement between
expertise and ignorance, experience and novelty, margin and center. Thus
the search for alternatives to traditional mentoring might begin by identifying
boundaries (e.g., between women and authority) and transgressing them, or
by redefining the oppressive conceptual language that surrounds mentoring
(e.g., mastery as disguise). Alternatives may also be discovered by looking for
conceptual gaps in traditional models and inscribing them with women's
presence. Recall, for example, the OED's suggestion that the "office" of the
mentor is only supposed--not historically or theoretically or biologically
proven.
Luce Irigaray's concept of mimesis offer some final words of
inspiration here. In This Sex Which is Not One, Irigaray recommends not a
passive, respectful, or subordinate position for women in relation to male
knowledges and discourses, but a more excessive, outlandish one that
employs parody and mimicry. Paraphrasing Irigaray, Gross writes in
"Philosophy, Subjectivity and the Body":
Mimesis entails a duplicitous process: on the one hand, to be
able to mime something, one must be able to "go through the
motions" which signify it. To mime philosophy entails the
production of philosophy according to the accepted norms and
standards of the discipline; to mime a system is to understand its
principles, be able to reproduce its form, as would a disciple; yet
it also implies going beyond that system, exceeding its limits and
norms, overburdening it with the ambiguity that consists in
both reproducing and not reproducing it. To mime is to both
remain within a system and also to remain outside it. To mime
is not merely a passive reproduction, but an active process of
reinscribing and recontextualizing the mimicked "object." It is
to position oneself both within and outside the system
duplicated to produce something quite other than and
autonomous from it, using recognisable actions for new
purposes. (143)
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To mime, in short, is to cloak oneself in the sanctuary of "the system" while
at the same time refiguring its accepted norms and standards. As a feminist
strategy of revision, miming offers endless opportunities to "tryon" shifting
positions, to resist and reinscribe the traditional forms and practices of the
academy--including mentoring. Like Athena, academic women can mime
the role of Mentor strategically, all the while rewriting the conditions of
mentoring from the perspectives of our own lives and needs.

Rose: Kindness

"] t/link a lot of times we're so repressed and the chains are so heavy and,
when someone comes on to tile unit or wherever they're working and you
don't perceive them as having the same chains of drudgery that we lzave, we
resent that. It's really mean. It's almost like a disease, too."
Background. Rose Wilson is a 34-year-old nurse and quality analyst
working for a home health care agency in Tucson. Although she is not an
academic nurse (Le., does not teach in a university nursing program), she has
an MSN (Master of Science and Nursing) from the University of Arizona, in
addition to an associate's degree in nursing from a community college, and a
BS in nursing from a small liberal arts college in the Midwest. Rose has
worked in a variety of capacities during her nursing career--from nursery
units to emergency rooms. Her current position involves primarily
administrative duties, "'cause in home health a lot of what you do is
documentation, about 40 to 60 percent of your time is, you know, pushing a
pen." Rose is Anglo, married, and has no children.
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Although Rose defines mentoring as a professional advising/rolemodeling relationship, she draws upon a variety of sources to create a picture
of her "ideal mentor." This person would show unconditional affection and
concern, something Rose herself learned as a participant in the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters program. She would feel a sense of responsibility toward
others, especially her peers--as in the movie Bambi, where "some of [Bambi's]
fellow little animals helped him out and gave him words of wisdom and all
that." And she would insist upon mutual and reciprocal relationships, as
suggested by the Biblical saying "Do unto others as you would have them do
unto you." However, Rose realizes that mentoring rarely manifests itself so
positively among nurses--a phenomenon she calls "eating our young."
To illustrate what she means by this phrase, Rose describes a young
nurse, Polly, with whom she works:
She's very enthusiastic, she's excited. You walk up to her and
you say [to yourself], "This is a new nurse." She also is very
inquisitive. She has lots of questions, and if she doesn't know
something or she wonders why you're doing it, she'll ask
questions. She's wonderful. I would want her taking care of my
mother. I mean, you meet her, you talk to her, and you realize
that she's somebody that you can trust and she really cares. And
those are the people you want by the bedside.
Proud that she had successfully recruited Polly to work for her agency, Rose
was also anxious to help her get started. But after Polly went out on her first
home health visit, her staff development supervisor did nothing but
complain about how much Polly talked. "That enthusiasm was not
appreciated," Rose says regretfully, adding that she went through the same
thing herself when she started nursing and is now "definitely squashed." She
predicts that in the future, Polly will be sabotaged professionally: "Number
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one, she won't get work. And when she does go out, [other nurses] won't go
that extra step. She's not part of the girls' club, if you will, and so she will be
perceived as an outsider." Rose considers herself Polly's mentor, and makes
an effort to remember and be sensitive to the pressures young nurses face: "I
wanted to make sure that as Polly goes on into school that she has a fond
memory of a nurse being kind to her."
Rose understands that nursing is a difficult job, and describes the
working conditions as "horrendous." These conditions powerfully influence
nurses' attitudes toward and treatment of each other: "The work is still hard.
A lot of repression is still there. And I guess since we're all chained up
together there's no reason for us that are in chains to bash each other's heads
in. But the shifts and the units--I guess the environment, the culture really
determines a lot of that." Thus Rose is interested in improving the material
conditions of nursing so that nurses will behave more compassionately
toward each other, and so that mentoring can take place. "Nursing is a caring
profession like teaching is. You go in because you want to take care of people
or teach them and nurture them. . .. [But] I think that a lot of times nurses
are just spiteful to another unit, or another person."
Stories. Rose believes that a lot of the mentoring problems that exist
within the nursing profession are a result of two related forces: a lack of
respect for nurses within and outside of the professional medical community,
and a pervasive lack of self-confidence on the part of nurses themselves. She
recalls a study in which first-year college students with undeclared majors
were tested for self-esteem. Initially, all students measured about the same,
with no pronounced patterns. However, when the same students were tested
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right before graduating, after they had selected and been trained in their
disciplines, the results showed that the nursing students were by far the most
insecure. "So," Rose explains, "as they went through their educational
process, something took place in that process that made this group of people
lose some of their self-identity, become more insecure." In her opinion, that
"something" is a profound and sometimes incapacitating fear. Rose explains:
I think that [professors] scared the living tar out of at· least half of
the nursing students. "If you don't do this correctly you could
kill somebody. And if a doctor orders something wrong then
you have to know that it's wrong and you have to fight the
doctor to save a patient's life." And so you think, "Well, I'm not
a doctor. I don't have his background." Half of the students it
affects positively, and they say "okay" and they take
responsibility and they will be assertive. But then the other half
is like me; it just scared me to death. I mean, how inadequate-how can I know and predict these things?
So intense were Rose's feelings of fear and insecurity that she enrolled in
what she calls a "lackey first aid class" as soon as she received her nursing
degree. "I felt, if anything, I need to be able to save somebody's life (laughs) if
I come along into an emergency, and I didn't feel my degree had prepared me
to do that." Rose admits that "it was a very easy class for me," but emphasizes
that, more importantly, it fulfilled a psychological need that nursing school
itself had not provided for her--namely, it made her feel confident and
prepared to do her job.
To combat this widespread problem of low self-esteem, the nursing
profession has devised preceptor programs, which it likens to mentoring
relationships. Ideally in preceptor programs, Rose says, "we would go
through different techniques and we would learn different things and [my
preceptor] would make sure that I could talk to her about my concerns. And
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at the end we would all pass because we'd done enough IV injections and
we'd done enough of this and that." Most preceptor programs are sponsored
by hospitals or health care organizations rather than schools; they generally
last about twelve weeks, after which "our mentor would push us out of the
nest and we'd fly off and be independent." Although she acknowledges that
preceptoring is a good idea, and concedes that "perhaps some of [the
preceptors'] activities are somewhat mentoring in flavor," Rose identifies two
main drawbacks. First, at the end of the program, the preceptor evaluates the
nurse's competence, which bothers Rose because, as she puts it, "How can you
have an unconditional relationship when you're going to be judgmental at
the end?" Second, the programs can be "very confining, very rigorous," to
the degree that personal concerns may never even be addressed. And while
Rose supports high professional standards, she also suggests that the
preceptor/mentor relationship is very superficial: "you do behave well, and
perhaps you would not share some of your inner feelings or questions, 'cause
you wouldn't want to reveal that if it might rebound." Thus the original
intentions of preceptor programs--fostering collegiality and raising the
collective self-esteem of the nursing community--are often neglected in favor
of a depersonalized focus on skills.
The moderate successes of preceptor programs have manifested
themselves in a variety of professional mixed messages, according to Rose.
For example, she tells me that one of the most valuable things her mentors
gave her is "the independence to explore, and to gusto out in something if I
felt I had the need to." However, a variety of problems have developed
between Rose and her mentors when she did try to innovate or become more
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autonomous. In at least one situation, a mentor got credit for a project Rose
completed. In another, Rose felt punished by her mentor as soon as it became
clear that their working styles and value systems didn't match. Rose
attributes these experiences to the "eating our young" approach to mentoring
so common among nurses, and describes in detail two situations in which
she felt particularly exploited by it. In the first, Rose was assigned to create an
accreditation process for her health care agency, an enormous project that can
take several years. During the course of the project's development, Rose says,
"the director was not happy with some things. I discussed it with her in an
open forum, and I guess I was too [contentious], because I was promptly taken
off the committee and not able to attend the other chapter meetings." The
director of the project blamed Rose's removal on a budget shortfall, but Rose
was not allowed to participate even when she offered to work for free as "a
great learning experience." When the state inspectors came to review the
accreditation project, Rose claims that "the only thing that saved us from not
getting burned were some of the things I had developed. . .. So then all of a
sudden, I was the hero. And then I got back on the committee with pay."
Rose doubts that her efforts would ever have been rewarded from within her
own network of colleagues: "The only way I'd be able to [advance
professionally] or do anything different is create it on my own and not tell
anybody and then get recognition from the outside and bring it in. I think
that's why health care's such a mess: the people who are doing the work a lot
of times aren't given the power to make a difference."
Rose's second "eating our young" story is a little different. She recalls
that in nursing school, she could always commiserate with other students,
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but found that "it was easy just to get one side of the story and have people
agree with you"--which ultimately wasn't very helpful. She was glad, then,
when a mentoring relationship developed with another woman at work,
Joan, with whom Rose had been friends and shared common interests. The
trouble began, Rose says, when she realized that Joan was more interested in
"moving up the ladder" than establishing a mutually satisfying relationship.
And that's fine, but there's a glass ceiling and if she's gonna go
up the ladder she's gonna (laughs) hit her head! She's getting
into some of my turf, and it's really pis sing me off. I don't want
to make a big deal out of it, but I really kind of cooled my jets,
and I'm not sharing as much with her because she's taking my
ideas. It's not a big deal, but I'm not gonna be as loose with the
tongue in regards to work-related things. I'm really having to
set limits, because there's this control issue. Here we were
equals, we were mentoring each other, and it was okay, it was a
mutual thing. And now I'm not so interested because I feel
perhaps I'm being taken advantage of.
Whereas Rose had originally enjoyed a mutually satisfying mentoring
relationship with Joan, she later found herself in the awkward position of
trying to redefine their relationship. Unfortunately, Rose has found that
"what's gone down the toilet is the mentoring portion." Their interactions
have deteriorated into superficial small talk and Rose has put her energies
into developing a relationship as Polly's mentor. That leaves Rose, as she
tells me with some remorse, "kind of at a mentoring loss."
Perspective. Although Rose has earned three separate nursing degrees,
her understanding of mentoring relationships within the nursing profession
has developed within a nonacademic context that has a much different set of
priorities. It's true, she says, that there's a lot of pettiness and spitefulness
between hospital shifts and individual nurses; it's true that there's a lack of
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respect from outside the profession and even among nurses themselves; and
it's true that material working conditions can cause low morale and even
diminished performance. But in the end, Rose says, she has to center herself
and ask, "Well, did anyone die because of this? No. Well that's good! Hey,
it's not that big a deal."
Still, Rose wishes that mentoring worked more effectively among
nurses and their colleagues in medicine: "Here we are supposedly so-called
'health team professionals.' We're a team. But when was the last time a
doctor mentored a nurse? When was the last time a nurse mentored a
doctor? We all have our special disciplines, it's very distinct, and yes there's
some overlap. But a lot of times we don't mentor each other as a team. And
we probably should, because I think there could be a lot of growth in those
rela tionshi ps."

Debbie: Trust

"[ worry about a system that rewards something tltat's contrary to [what [
want to do], that rewards competitiveness, that rewards single authorship,
that rewards basically a cut-throat attitude. . .. I find that tension to be real
troubling. "
Background. Debbie Fry, a first-year Assistant Professor of Education, is
an Anglo-American from the Southern United States. Debbie has a BS in
education, an MS in (English) education, and a PhD in teacher education; she
has taught high school English and college writing, she has run a writing
center, and she recently spent a year as an assistant professor at a research
university in another state. Debbie is 35 years old, and has been married to
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Donald Williams for two years--one of which was spent living apart. (Donald
teaches in another department at the University of Arizona.) This experience
has caused Debbie to re-evaluate the values of the university and her identity
within academe:
It's almost as if, my whole life, I've equated my job with me.
And I'm struggling now being a newly married person who's
never lived with her husband before to realize how much more
to life there is than job. But [unlike Roberta] I've never been
able to really separate myself from my work. And so the good
feelings that I have about myself are tied to my work.
Because she feels that she has not yet "arrived" in her career, Debbie is torn
between what she wants to do in her profession, and what the university will

allow her to do. And as she moves into the role of mentor, after having been
mentored for several years as a graduate student, Debbie is looking for ways to
make personal and professional fulfillment more compatible.
Debbie describes her past mentoring experiences as dominated by the
equation "mentor equals advice-giver ... , My mentors have been people
who have given me guidelines to live my life by as a teacher." Like Sarah,
however, Debbie feels that the advice she received from her mentors often
reflected their interests, not hers. For example, when she decided to get her
Doctorate, Debbie was torn between going into English and going into teacher
education. When she sought out the perspectives of her professors, she says,
their common advice was: "You are making a big mistake if you don't stay in
an English Department. You are setting yourself up for an inferior position if
you go into education. You're not gonna have a good life." Debbie liked and
respected her professors, and felt that she had learned a great deal from them,
but realizes now "that I just was standing in awe of them, of the knowledge
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they were delivering to me." And although she admits that it was difficult to
go against their advice, she ultimately "set out to defy [them] ... to show these
people that [education] is not an inferior degree."
Debbie has had a variety of mentoring relationships, and so it is
important to point out that she uses the word mentor in two different ways:
negatively, as an officially assigned, officially recognized "advice-giver"; and
positively, as a colleague who is also a friend. Thus for Debbie mentoring
boils down to issues of trust. She is interested in challenging traditional
notions of the mentor as expert, as well as ideals of success perpetuated
within the academy; she is also concerned about the connections between
gender and power in mentoring relationships. Finally, Debbie is interested in
developing a model of mentoring based more on collaboration than on
hierarchy.
Stories. For most of her educational career, Debbie's mentors have
been men. "I don't know why that is," she tells me. "I guess it just happens
to be that the people in positions of power, the people that I've looked up to,
happened to be male." For example, when Debbie was working on her PhD,
her mentor was Ron Nelson, a prominent figure in teacher education, who,
Debbie admits, was more a figurehead than a mentor. One reason Debbie
chose her doctoral program was so that she could work with Professor
Nelson, and she knows that she has benefited professionally from her
association with him: "I've probably evoked [his] name when I've needed to.
You know, that's been a ticket for me; since someone slapped that name here
[on my dissertation], then I'm okay." Still, Debbie says, she always felt that
Professor Nelson kept a distance as a mentor, and although he directed her
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dissertation, he never gave Debbie any written feedback. "He's a wonderful,
huggable man, and very helpful when you ask him. But I found it odd that
the only time that I got to talk to him was when I forced my way into his
office or made an appointment to make him sit still."
When she finished her PhD and took her first position as an assistant
professor, Debbie consciously chose a woman, Alice Stone, as her faculty
mentor. Alice had just gotten tenure at the same university, and Debbie
expected her to be "strong and sympathetic, [someone] who I could talk with
about getting ahead in the world of the academy." But, Debbie says, she never
trusted Alice--"I felt as if she were eager for my ideas"--and became
increasingly hesitant about participating fully in their relationship. Debbie
recalls an incident in which she went to Alice's home to brainstorm ways to
improve their graduate program. "I just let all my ideas flow," she says.
And a few days later, a memo appeared in our boxes with all of
my ideas (laughs), and some of hers, but the majority of them
were mine. And she had a title and she had her name, then she
put the word "with" (laughs), WITH Debbie Fry. And so it was
like this person, Wit/1 me in parentheses, like I might have
contributed some minor details to this document. But it just
made me furious and so from then on I thought, "This is my
mentor and I have to sort of play this role that she's my advicegiver and nurturing person," but I never trusted her.
As Debbie tells this story, she remembers a similar situation she encountered
while serving as director of a writing center at another university: a female
professor "used my ideas and then sort of stepped on me to get to a higher
position." Because Debbie saw the woman as her "superior," she never
confronted her. Interestingly, though, even as Alice's professional equal,
Debbie felt powerless to express dissatisfaction with their mentoring
relationship; in fact, she felt obligated to pretend that their relationship was a
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successful, fulfilling one--perhaps, she suggests, because she wanted to believe
that working with other women would be "different" somehow, and better.
After discussing these two negative relationship with female mentors,
Debbie grows discouraged, and comments that "maybe it's inevitable" that
female colleagues compete against each other. She later suggests that the
differences might be generational, a factor which only slightly tempers her
frustration:
I admire [older women in academe] for what they've had to
overcome, and I admire them for moving into that role a long
time ago when it must have been very, very difficult. But I get
weary when they treat me like I'm a little child coming into the
system. I know in some ways I am naive, in some ways I can
learn a lot from someone like that. I don't know, today women
who are in that position [to act as mentors]--at least in my
experience--sort of put their arm around you, "Honey, let me
help you along here."
In spite of the infantilization she has endured, Debbie feels more compassion
than bitterness towards her female colleagues--perhaps because she
understands the politics of their position: "I don't think you can generalize
about women in the academy. But I think with [Alice], what I sense now
when I look back on it, is that she felt like she was always having to scratch
and claw her way up, and that she had had very few good ideas that people
had accepted on her own." And in spite of her negative experiences with
women, Debbie does acknowledge some recent positive changes: "Now it's
possible (laughs) to sit on committees where the whole group is female, and
that's really interesting. And I like it so far."
Because men's roles in the academy are more stable and accepted,
Debbie suggests, they have less to prove. And it is for this reason that Debbie
thinks she was able to have a fulfilling, reciprocal, nonthreatening mentoring
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relationship with a man at the same university where she taught last year.
Debbie euphemistically describes this man, Matthew White, as being "in the
twilight of his career, moving toward retirement," and admits that for
months all she could think was, "This old man (laughs) ... what does he
have to offer me?" Matthew and Debbie team-taught a class and supervised
student teachers together, and although Debbie sometimes regarded him as a
patronizing nuisance, she eventually realized that "out of all the people in
that department, I could trust him. And it was a mutual trust. All of the
pretenses could be dropped, and all of the game playing could stop, and you
could just say anything to that person and I felt as if that person could say
anything to me. He became a friend." Furthermore, Debbie says, she began to
respect Matthew not so much for his professional successes, but for the
relationships he had with other people--his family, students--which gave
Debbie valuable insight into balancing her personal and professional
identities. Debbie believes that this kind of trust and respect is rare, but once
achieved, it can create a mentoring relationship as beneficial as the one she
had with Matthew.
In Debbie's experience, mentoring has been "a very mysterious
relationship. I haven't known what to expect and I don't think the person in
the role of mentor has known what his or her responsibility really was."
Sometimes, she says, roles emerge and expectations are clarified naturally in
the course of interaction, as was the case with Matthew. More often in
Debbie's experience, however, the relationship never succeeds because "no
one is quite ready to take a step forward and say, 'This is what I think I'd like
to learn from you,' or 'This is what I think we can learn together.'"
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Consequently, even though Debbie has chosen many of her mentoring
relationships, problems arose because she and her mentors had unreconciled,
unspoken expectations. She thinks, then, that some initial understanding of
roles should be established: "At least for today this is what our relationship is
like and this is what I can expect."
Perspective. Debbie points out that her most successful mentoring
relationships "gave me confidence, and I think that's what a good mentor
should do, sort of help you realize what's within you, rather than imposing
something on you that you don't care to do." Thus like Roberta, Debbie
mistrusts the idea that mentors should be all-knowing experts; referring to
Paulo Freire, she prefers to view herself as a facilitator. "I have some stories
to tell," Debbie says. "I'm not sure that I have advice to give (laughs). It's
easy to slip into that, you know, 'Well, if I were you, this is what I would do.'
I find myself saying that sometimes and it really bothers me because I think
everyone has an individual path that they have to follow."
Uncomfortable with the pressure of being a "master" of her field,
Debbie likes to see herself as a "co-investigator" or "co-conspirator," and thus
is drawn to collaboration as an alternative to traditional mentoring. Right
now, she thinks mentoring and collaboration are two different things, but
says that she would like to see them merge:
If you're in a mentoring relationship, it usually occurs because
one person has something to share with another person. And I
wish it could be more collaborative in nature because I think
that I've got some real good experiences, but everyone I've
worked with so far in this business has also had equally good
experiences, and so I don't see myself as being superior in any
way to a student that I've worked with.... In true collaboration
I don't think that negates someone sharing some expertise, or
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someone sharing some knowledge or some experience that is
worthwhile with another person.
In spite of Debbie's commitment to collaborative relationships, she expresses
some doubt that they will ever be accepted in the academic world: "it's hard
because you have to perform, and you have to ac11ieve, and you have to

publish, and collaboration is not rewarded. I want to get ahead and be on the
cutting edge. And so how can we ... really, collaborate?"
As Debbie looks back on her relationship with Alice Stone, she
wonders if the academy's system of rewards would have even supported their
coming up with ideas together. She explains how in her first-year review she
has to claim a percentage of responsibility or contribution within
collaborative projects (e.g., 50-50, 60-40), a practice which perpetuates the
notion that it is preferable to work alone. Coming to the conclusion that the
academy does not support nontraditional approaches to mentoring, Debbie
says, "I don't think there can be good alternatives [to mentoring] until we
think hard about the system that we're in." If the academy is going to
institutionalize mentoring, she says, then somehow it has to show that it
values that relationship--perhaps by offering release time or honoraria.
"There's so much that demands time as far as committees, and your writing,
teaching, students, and if you have to fit mentoring in there as just another
responsibility, it's gonna be down at the bottom."
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Chapter Five

Eight Stories (or so) In Search of A Conclusion

Is mentoring in the academy an inherently repressive practice? Yes;
but then again, not really. To what extent do current mentoring practices
resemble the historical ones I have described here? A lot, but at the same
time, not much. Can the tradition of mentoring be revised, or is mentoring
such a flawed practice that it should simply be scrapped altogether? Yes to
both--and no. Is feminist mentoring possible? Well, maybe.
Hedging becomes inevitable as I try to compose the mentoring story,
because within and beyond this dissertation, more than one mentoring story
exists. On the one hand, we have the institutional story, which begins with
the assumption that mentoring is a good thing and extends to beliefs that
include the following: hierarchy is the most effective way to structure a
mentoring relationship, "this way" is the best way to be a professional
academic, and existing standards of academic behavior are as accessible and as
appropriate for women as they are for men. Mentoring has, literally, a mythic
past, and for that reason alone it seems unlikely that academe's collective
faith in the power of mentors will wane anytime soon. This is compounded
by a number of factors, some of which I have alluded to in other chapters. For
one, the activities of academic life continue to be structured around the
achievement of mastery, providing a structure of ranks and procedures by
which people are advanced and recognized as experts. For another, the
reproduction of these activities continues to rest in the hands, bodies, and
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discourses of experts--mentors, dissertation committees, promotion and
tenure committees, journal referees, administrators, and so forth--who
control the nature and quality of work within our profession, including the
kinds of people who are admitted to its ranks and to influential positions
within it. And finally, successful scholars continue to credit their mentors
with helping them to define and meet their professional goals, with helping
them to achieve mastery in some field of higher education. Mentoring seems
to perform such an important function; even to consider eliminating it from
the academy altogether would be to deny academic heritage and common
sense. Wouldn't it?
But on the other hand, we have the stories of people like Sarah, whose
relationship with a female mentor drove her into therapy: "Talk about
humiliation. I mean, a lot of our relationship was humiliation--stuff like
yelling at me in my office, in .front of all the grad students, and in front of the
Administration Building, airports .... " And we have Maria, whose story
reveals humiliation of a different sort; her experiences with University
teachers and advisors were so demoralizing that she dropped out of graduate
school for several years. Even now, she still has trouble speaking of the
embarrassment and shame she felt when she sat sobbing in the office of a
professor who has served by default as an advocate for ethnic minorities in
Maria's academic program: "Can you imagine a, a, a, an adult like myself
going in there and [saying], you know, 'You better go in there and tell them
that we're not your mentally retarded children.'" Rose, too, understands this
humiliation and in fact saw it as the dominant model of mentoring in the
nursing profession, where it's commonly called "eating our young." And
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although Molly reported generally positive experiences with mentoring, she
identifies as an "obvious, like glaring difficulty with mentor-mentee
relationships" the fact that women can't have "not even intimate, but
friendly relationships with people who are men without having them be
misconstrued. Even in a professional arena." Mentoring--particularly crosssex mentoring--seems to be a relentlessly cruel, degrading, frustrating
relationship; to endorse it would be in effect to endorse misogyny. Wouldn't
it?

And finally, we have my story, which, so far, is the story of feminist
critique and also, somewhat paradoxically, the story of mastery. Because this
mentoring story has generated a lot of interest among graduate students I
know and staff members I barely know (mostly women in both cases), many
of whom have stopped me in the hall to ask me about it, I have seen
firsthand how it can come into conflict with other stories. The problem with
mentoring, as most of these interested parties seem to define it, is that
academic women don't get enough of it--that they are ignored and not taken
seriously and not given the help they need. "Yes, I suppose that's one way of
looking the problem ... ," I would respond vaguely. But the fact is, I came at
this topic from the opposite direction: my own personal experience suggested
that maybe women in academe were getting too much mentoring, or at least
too much of the wrong kind of mentoring. Since I had grown so skeptical of
mentoring relationships, I'd add, "Before we decide whether women even
need mentors, I think we have to take very seriously the possibility that
traditional mentoring is little more than a form of male reproduction." Or,
"If we expect mentors to help women to be successful in this profession, then
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we need to understand the implications of the fact that being a successful
academic and being a successful woman have been defined by academe in
mutually exclusive terms." In short, I suggested, maybe women are better off
without mentors, or at least better off without the kind of mentors many of
us have had. This suggestion has made a lot of people uncomfortable: many
women seem unwilling to give up the idea that mentoring is a good thing
that just needs to be fine-tuned a little.
This surprises me, because everyone I've talked to about mentoring
has a mentoring story--usually a horror story. There was the mentor who
published Margaret's seminar paper; the female mentor who sexually
harassed John; the mentor who updated Joy's letter of recommendation but
took out all the positive adjectives (why? Joy has no idea); the female mentee
who stopped working with Professor Barrows, also a woman, the moment a
male professor became interested in her ideas. The list goes on and on.
Hearing their stories in light of the ones I was constructing myself, I couldn't
help but wonder why so many of the people I talked to wanted to hold on to
the "wise and trusted counselor" image of mentoring when their experiences
suggested something completely different. So many of them had an intimate
understanding of the issues I have discussed in this project, and yet they
wanted to believe that their negative experiences were the exceptions, or that
they could've improved their mentoring relationships had they somehow
known . .. but known what? Most of the people who approached me didn't

want a critique of mentoring as a relationship; they wanted evidence that
academic women had suffered without the help of mentors and thrived with
such help. They wanted suggestions about how to be better mentors
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themselves. Many of them, moreover, wanted to know how they could find
a mentor. I still don't know how to answer these questions, and I refuse on
principle to give advice. And so I hedge.
By telling both personal and institutional stories in this dissertation-that is, by recording local and global perspectives--I have tried to embody the
love-hate relationship academic women have with mentoring, the
disjunction between having bad mentoring experiences and wanting to
believe that somehow mentoring still works. Early in my research process, I
began to understand just how much was at stake in embracing mentoring
without questioning the assumptions on which that relationship rests-assumptions that support a history of gender, race, and class repression, and a
host of academic behaviors that reinforce that repression. To borrow a
metaphor from Molly, "peering behind the curtain" of academe led me to the
same response that the Scarecrow makes when he realizes that the Wizard of
Oz is just a guy from Omaha: "[Y]ou're a humbug" (176). For some critics,
such a realization might be quite liberating. Not exactly so for me. As I
mentioned in Chapter One, my life has revolved around school since I was a
child; questioning the nature of academic socialization and the production of
institutional histories has amounted to questioning a lifetime of goals and
values and achievements (something I discuss in the next chapter). That's no
easy thing, and I can understand why some people would simply rather not
do it.
In any event, multiple, sometimes contradictory images of mentoring
are constructed within these stories. Is it reasonable to ask whom to believe?
Is it possible that everyone is right in their assessment of mentoring?
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Once again, I can't help but hedge in my answers. After all, my
purpose in this project has been to avoid definitive answers--to allow the
stories that appear here to speak for themselves, by themselves as well as to
and among each other, come what may. As I explained in Chapter One, my
intention has been to create what Susan Jarratt calls "rhetorical histories"-provisional, culturally relevant stories that deal with "any literary artifact as it
operates to shape knowledge and effect social action" (12-13). "Consciously
refusing to tell history as a continuous, complete narrative leading to a preunderstood end," Jarratt says, can enable rhetorical historians "to throw into
new light a range of facts and causes for the purpose of a more general
consideration" (17). In fact, she continues, the whole point of writing
rhetorical histories, "of resisting the impulse to fit historical materials into a
neat, continuous line from beginning to end," is to achieve the kind of critical
distance which allows for re-vision, seeing things in a new way (18). Thus the
rhetorical historian seeks "to regroup and redefine," "to confound categories,"
"to expose an increasing complexity of evidence or data, to resist the
simplification which covers over subtleties, to exploit complexity toward the
goal of greater explanatory power" (19). At the same time, the rhetorical
historian is responsible for "emplotting" this complex evidence by arranging
it into the form of stories--or what her audience might recognize as stories. A

rhetorical history assumes that the object of investigation is constructed, and
is thus a site of contention. This dissertation represents my attempt to write a
rhetorical history of mentoring. I have tried to do it by arranging the stories
that appear here strategically, but nonhierarchically; no story and every story
is "the real story." I have tried to do it by ensuring that the stories constantly
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undid each other and themselves, by exposing partial stories that deferred and
disrupted my conclusions, and by resisting (as much as I could allow myself to
do so) strict chronology and strong objectivity. I have tried to do it by
disputing the idea that mentoring can be reduced to one relationship that's
good or bad; can't it be both, or neither? And I've tried to do it by offering
global and local versions of mentoring, in order to show this relationship as
something at once larger and smaller than is typically imagined.
And yet, I'm expected to draw some conclusions here. Because this is a
dissertation, and because dissertations are supposed to demonstrate a graduate
student's mastery of scholarly conventions, I have to convince my readers
that my approach--specifically, interspersing historical analyses and case
studies with little commentary--has been fruitful, that contradictory stories
can sometimes coexist peacefully and even yield conclusions.

Some Conclusions:
The Institutional Silencing of Women's Mentoring Experiences
As I have shown throughout this dissertation, women have inherited
an enormous body of philosophical and scientific scholarship attesting to
their irrationality, their inability to understand abstract concepts, and the
"fact" that education will harm their reproductive capacities--in short, their
fundamental incompatibility with all things intellectual. Consequently,
women in academe have had to prove their legitimacy ever since they gained
access to higher education, a task whose challenges are compounded for poor
and working-class women and women of color. This struggle has yielded
mixed results. Rosi Braidotti has noted that, on the positive side,
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The presence of real-life women in positions of authority and
knowledge is opening up new possibilities for self-image and
identification in women. . .. The novelty of the pedagogical
relationship in which women play the leading roles deserves
close scrutiny as the experimental grounds for new ways of
thinking about and dealing with philosophy as an intellectual
discipline. (51)
In other words, Braidotti suggests, as women achieve a "critical mass" within
academic professions (she mentions philosophy specifically, but her point
applies to other disciplines as well), they not only become role models for
other women learners, but also challenge and refigure the very categories of
reason and competency that once excluded them.
On the negative side, however, many women choose to adopt "male"
approaches to academic life as the surest path to success--that is, those that
have traditionally been inhabited and perpetuated by men, and those that
have been constructed in opposition to supposedly "female" ways of being
and knowing. Braidotti herself has said that a woman who enters
androcentric structures like the ones found in academe reproduces those
structures "unconsciously in her attempt to be better than she is, better than a
woman--that is to say--a man!" (46). Mentors like Alice Stone, who tried to
teach Debbie that she had to "scratch and claw her way up" in order to
succeed, represent this process. Because universities in this country are also
traditionally Anglo-dominated, women of color may undergo a similar
process of "becoming white" if they lack alternatives to Anglo mentors, or
else suffer the consequences. Maria confirms this: "As you start going up
/Zig/ler is where you start encountering all the Anglo people, or white people,

and it's where the pressure starts."
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And so we must ask what price women have had to pay to enter the
university: assimilation? exclusion? silence? For some women, all of the
above, and more. In this section, however, I will focus on silence-specifically, the silencing of women by their mentors, and the silencing of
women's academic experiences by institutional discourses about mentoring.
As Michelle Fine suggests in Reframing Dropouts, the act of silencing
signifies "a terror of words, a fear of talk"; therefore silence may be defined as
"what's not said." "In the odd study of what's not said in school," Fine
continues, "it is crucial to investigate (1) whom silencing protects; (2) the
practices by which silencing is institutionalized; and (3) how the muting of
students and their communities undermines a project of intellectual
empowerment... " (32). As I said in Chapter One, mentoring is a relationship
by which institutions like academe reproduce their own histories--in part, by
retelling them, but in part by not telling stories that challenge them. To show
how this silencing works, I will analyze the degree to which the institutional
history / story of mentoring--represented here by "Mentoring: The FacultyGraduate Student Relationship" (the position paper written and distributed
by the University of Arizona Graduate Council)--gives voice to the
histories/stories of mentoring emplotted by Molly, Sarah, Maria, Roberta,
Rose, and Debbie (the case study participants).
I'll begin with the definition of mentoring provided by the document
(see also Chapter Three):
Mentors are advisors, people with career experience willing to
share their knowledge; supporters, people who give emotional
and moral encouragement; tutors, people who give specific
feedback on one's performance; masters, in the sense of
employers to whom one is apprenticed; sponsors, sources of
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information about and aid in obtaining opportunities; models,
of identity, of the kind of person one would be to be an academic.
(1, their emphases)
The case study participants frequently used the language of this definition;
however, their comments seemed either to adopt the synonym for mentoring
but not the definition, or the definition but not the synonym. For example,
although both Sarah and Maria defined mentors as advisors, neither of their
advisors was "willing to share their knowledge." Both women complained
that their mentors were unsupportive emotionally, and either unwilling to
give them feedback on their work or unable to do so because of time
constraints; thus terms like supporter and tutor did not ring true for them,
either. Rose's mentors/preceptors acted both as advisors and as tutors, but
were unwilling to act simultaneously as. supporters. Only Sarah used the
term master, and it was in a negative sense, referring to her own perceived
"slave" status in relation to her mentor. Both Roberta and Molly used the
term sponsor, but as a dynamic, therapeutic relationship--that is, in a
completely different context from the one in this definition. Only Debbie and
Molly suggested that they had mentors who were positive models--but of
human beings, not just academics. Molly defined mentor in a way that went
beyond the confines of the definition altogether: as "an actor, or enactor, or
performer." Clearly, the definition of mentor provided by the Graduate
Council bears little resemblance to the definitions of mentor provided by, and
experienced by, the women who participated in this study. Had they
consulted any academic women, the authors of this document might have
been introduced to a discourse that allowed for a genuine re-seeing of "the
faculty-graduate student relationship."
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They might also have eliminated some problematic contradictions.
For example, the position paper says at one point that "mentors are advisors,"
but later states that "Mentoring is distinct from advising because it becomes a
personal relationship. It involves professors acting as close, trusted and
experienced colleagues and guides" (1, my emphasis). By juxtaposing the
"personal relationship" aspect of mentoring with the definition quoted
earlier, the wording of this document seems to invite, condone, or even
prescribe intimacy between mentors and mentees. Female graduate students
could be particularly vulnerable to this type of suggestion--as Sarah's
experience with Paula vividly illustrates. Certainly, Debbie's relationship
with Matthew, Maria's relationship with Professor Ronquillo, and Molly's
relationships with Della and Sharon were positive, mutually enriching
relationships--both personally and professionally. There are two key
differences, however. First, Sarah's relationship with Paula had sexual
overtones, while the others apparently did not. Second, Paula was Sarah's
officially recognized mentor (something "Mentoring: The Faculty-Graduate
Student Relationship" recommends), while Matthew, Professor Ronquillo,
Della, and Sharon were friends, advocates, and "women behind the curtain"-and defined retrospectively as ideal mentors by Debbie and Maria. If we
listened only to "Mentoring," we would have no idea that mentoring
relationships are so complex.
Although we can hardly expect a seven-page document like
"Mentoring" to be comprehensive (even this dissertation can't claim that), it
should at least consider mentoring issues from multiple perspectives.
Because it fails to do so, the silencing that occurs within the document
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reinforces the silencing that occurs within mentoring relationships; this
generally protects the mentor, and whatever institutional structures the
mentor represents. Recall, for example, Sarah's conviction that professors
and students don't even speak the same language when they talk about
mentoring, and that the professor's language is inherently more credible.
Recall Roberta's efforts to find someone else's words in order to disguise her
"not knowing and uncertainty." And recall Maria's frustration with
professors who prejudge second language speakers on the basis of their
accents, and then rationalize their racism as a way of "maintaining
professional standards." Consider, too, Debbie's struggle to resist "academic
propaganda" (included in her interview transcript, but not her case study):
The talks [my mentor and I] would have were political
discussions--what's appropriate for what group, and how you get
into a certain group of scholars, and what kind of language you
need to use. I hate the fact that it's necessary to talk about
appropriate behavior, or acceptable, or conventional, whatever
behavior. In some ways I guess I'm glad to be aware of those
things and I want to be able to make up my own mind about it,
but I just don't think it's a mentor's responsibility to sort of
brainwash you into thinking along one political line.
Debbie clearly resents being bombarded with prescriptions for "appropriate"
behavior--which she sees as obviously political. Like Sarah, Roberta, and
Maria, Debbie experienced doubt, frustration, insecurity, and sometimes anger
over the ways she has been professionally silenced. In some cases, the
professional development of these women was sidetracked or made to
conform. In others, their personal lives suffered unnecessary stress or
aggravation. Even now, Sarah and Debbie conduct parts of their interviews
in whispers, as if they fear that their mentors will overhear. In none of these
cases did the mentees feel protected or empowered by their silences; in none
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did they feel encouraged to speak out. Molly presents the other side of this
experience. As she explains in the complete transcript of her interview, she
trusts her mentors, in part, because they don 't censor her, and they don't
expect Molly to censor herself: "I never think about how to present myself to
them, never. I just go in and say whatever I have to say and I don't worry
about presentation. That right there is valuable--to just have a place where I
don't have to figure out, 'How am I gonna sound when I say this?'"
At the heart of the silencings experienced by many of the women I
spoke with during this project (within and beyond the case studies) is what
Fine calls a "structural fear of naming":
Naming involves those practices that facilitate critical
conversation about social and economic arrangements,
particularly about inequitable distributions of power and
resources by which [the students in her study] and their kin
suffer disproportionately. The practices of administration, the
relationships between school and community, and the forms of
pedagogy and curriculum applied were all scarred by the fear of
naming, provoking the move to silence. . .. Not naming
signifies an administrative craft. (34-35)
The "not naming" that manifests itself in "Mentoring: The Faculty-Graduate
Student Relationship" (as well as other administrative documents; see
Chapter Four) is indeed crafty. On the surface,

~his

position paper seems to

represent the opening of a dialogue, an "un-silencing" of mentoring issues:
after all, it raises a number of problems to which mentoring is prone (e.g.,
poor retention, lack of collegiality), and prescribes solutions to those problems
(e.g., funding, administrative review). Nowhere, however, does it name
mentoring experiences in a way that reflects the stories of Molly, Sarah,
Maria, Roberta, Rose, and Debbie. "Not naming," as I suggested in Chapter
Four (a la Foucault and Code), has the effect of making established,
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institutional discourses look and sound like "all there is," thus suppressing-rendering silent and invisible--other discourses, other perspectives, and other
ways of thinking. It can also shut down dialogue, something Sarah
strenuously warns potential mentors against: "This seems like the hardest
thing, but try to be open to really hearing what [your mentees] are saying,
because it's going to be hard for them to tell you if things are kind of going
bad, because of the power relation. You just have to keep challenging
yourself to be open, to be listening to them, because after all, why work with
them if you're not going to be there for them, if you're not really going to
communicate with them?"
Beneath the surface of "Mentoring," many problems these women
experienced within their mentoring relationships remain unnamed. For
example, the document makes no mention of sexual harassment and other
manifestations of gender politics (see Dzeich and Weiner), racial
discrimination, plagiarism, graduate student "slavery" and lack of credibility,
or professional sabotage--all of which were named by the participants of this
study. Thus controversial issues related to mentoring--issues that are, in
some cases, particularly threatening for women--are silenced by the
publication and circulation of an official document, which institutionalizes
an "official" set of problems (though incomplete and unrepresentative, at
least for some women) and prescribes, an "official" set of solutions (though
unenforceable and unself-critical, and hence ineffective). Fine suggests that
"With important exceptions, school-based silencing precludes official
conversation about controversy, inequity, and critique" (33). The mentoring
document can hardly be seen as such an exception: for even as the Graduate
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Council facilitates discussion about mentoring by distributing the position
paper to faculty and graduate students, it also limits discussion by treating the
position paper as official policy without allowing its audiences to respond.
The experiences described by Molly, Sarah, Maria, Roberta, Rose, and
Debbie do not necessarily represent "the whole story" when it comes to
women and mentoring. As each woman suggests in one way or another,
mentors and men tees, however defined, bring their own perspectives to
mentoring relationships--informed by their own sets of subjectivities,
expectations, concerns, and complaints. Ideally, a project like this would
represent the views of their mentors and mentees, too, and even though I
have not given much attention to those views here, they are important and
valid, and would likely offer important insights into the experiences of the six
women described in this study. After all, as standpoint feminists maintain, it
is important to preserve the presence of female subjects as knowers and
actors, even when--and perhaps because--their perspectives come into
conflict, for the purpose of "engaging in critical dialogue with, or resistance
against, occupants of other positions, in cognizance of their political
implications" (Code 180). Naming, they say, raises consciousness and
promotes activism.
But in spite of their inevitable incompleteness, teachers and students
in academe should definitely be disturbed by my findings, which illustrate
both a lingering malaise among female academics and a lingering
indifference on the parts of their male colleagues and the administrative
discourses that structure their professional experiences. Women, after all,
comprise the majority of graduate students in the humanities (including
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modern language education) and of recent doctorates entering academic
professions across disciplines, even though men currently hold the majority
of faculty and tenure-track positions ("FACT FILE" A33; Huber). This being
the case, it seems clear that we must examine the processes by which
students--both female and male--are initiated into careers in academe, and, if
necessary, actively explore alternatives to these processes. Arguably, one of
the most important elements of the traditional academic initiation process
has been the mentor, and so part of our investigation must be directed at
mentoring practices and the roles mentors fulfill. For my purposes, this has
meant asking academic women what mentoring means to them and how it
works or does not work for them, as well as rewriting the history of
mentoring to reflect the experiences and perspectives of women. The models
of mentoring that remain current in the academy--apprenticeship and
advising, to name just two--have been conceptualized and embodied by men.
It seems sensible to expect that women, as well as other populations who

have begun relatively recently to occupy positions in higher education, may
conceptualize the goals and structures of their mentoring relationships
somewhat differently.
As Molly, Sarah, Maria, Roberta, Rose, and Debbie demonstrate, no
single mentoring relationship (and therefore no single mentoring policy)
works for everyone--not every mentor, not every student, not every man or
every woman. Still, they all agree that things could be different. Molly, for
example, drawing on her experience in group therapy sessions, suggests that

peer mentors might be more useful than faculty mentors because they have
less allegiance to the department or administration and are more likely, in
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her words, "to speak freely." Roberta comes from a similar perspective and
believes that if group mentoring could be effectively coordinated, it might
help to relieve pressure on mentors to know everything. Debbie, likewise,
says that she would like to see approaches to collaborative scholarship merge
with mentoring in order to create a type of relationship based on sharing,
rather than on expertise. And Rose, too, believes that collaborative
mentoring could work--not just within nursing disciplines, but also across
disciplines and even across professions (Le., between nurses and doctors).
Maria insists that women and other minorities must be provided with
mentors who have the time and the power to advocate for them within the
university, instead of advisors who are already so overworked that they can't
offer help. Sarah offers no specific alternatives, but like Roberta, thinks that
mentors and mentees should respect boundaries between themselves and the
other person in the relationship.
In terms of institutional silencing, it is especially important to point
out that not only did the Graduate Council's definition of mentoring not
correspond to the definitions provided by the six women in this study, but
none of the women felt like they had the power to "force" their mentors to
adopt those roles if they approved of them (Le., force them to comply with
university policy), or to propose new roles if they did not approve of them.
Recall, for instance, how Sarah was left at her mentor's mercy--"bowing," like
a slave to a master--because her professors refused to acknowledge the truth,
or even the possibility of the truth, of her complaints. If prescriptive
mentoring policies are ineffective--if they promote fear and silence instead of
positive professional development--then we need to rethink their purpose.
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In order to accommodate diverse backgrounds, needs, expectations, and
personal styles, a mentoring policy might be more successful if it simply
enacted guidelines that would allow mentors and mentees to communicate
honestly about the kind of relationship they need and are willing to
contribute to. Furthermore, such a policy could provide both parties with
institutional recourse if the relationship is abused. Whatever the specific
shape of such guidelines, it seems clear that they must be more sensitive to
women's positions within mentoring relationships and within the academy
generally.

Some Inconclusions:
A (Partial) Dialogue Between the Theoretical and the Personal
It is possible to read the stories that appear in the case studies as

complementary to each other--that is, as coming together like pieces of a
puzzle, bringing together "a range of facts and causes" (Jarratt 17) for the
purpose of creating a larger, more detailed picture of mentoring. Collectively,
their differences from the Graduate Council's mentoring document seem to
represent a sort of counterreality, or at least a set of countertruths. However,
it is also possible that any attempt to synthesize multiple stories into a
singular, coherent set of conclusions is doomed to fail. And so what I want to
do in this section is to undo the definitiveness and authority of the previous
section--indeed, previous chapters--by orchestrating these various mentoring
stories into something more dialogic. As I did in Chapter One, I draw again
from Lloyd Kramer, who says that unlike traditional historical scholarship, a
dialogic approach to history "stresses the importance of contestatory voices.
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The texts or social realities of past societies evolve through constant dialogues
that must be examined and entered from a variety of perspectives and that
cannot be simply reduced to a single, monologic meaning" (114). Because
naming facilitates dialogue in a way that silencing, obviously, cannot,
complicating the subject of mentoring by allowing different voices to "claim"
it (Le., to speak and write about it from their own perspectives) introduces a
dialogic process. I said earlier that the voices in this project are not meant to
express a consistent or comprehensive theory of mentoring. Instead, they
express a variety of experiences and attest to the ways in which mentoring-and, indeed, all of our professional activities--are open to interpretation and
contradiction, multiplicity and conflict.
I'll begin by explaining why I organized my chapters and case studies
the way I did, and suggesting some ways that the case studies and historical
analyses "speak" to each other, reaffirming some arguments and displacing,
revising, and countering others. I started my history with pederasty and the
men's movement for two reasons: for one, the classical period illustrates
how education for boys became conflated with education-in-general,
something modern American culture often accepts uncritically; for another,
both pederasty and the men's movement make use of the problematic
discourse of male reproduction to describe the functions of mentoring. These
two ideas--that academic mentoring has since its earliest manifestations been
inscribed with a specifically masculine presence, and that mentoring can be
seen as a form of masculine filiation--also inform my later analyses of
apprenticeship and advising. Molly's and Sarah's stories appear after this
chapter because both involve mentoring relationships that could in some
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sense be considered "pederastic," or perhaps, borrowing Cixous's term,
"maternally pederastic." Both, after all, involve a young female student
seeking to learn the ways of academe through a relationship with an older
female member of the academic community. Thus at least structurally, they
mirror the archetypal pederastic relationship.
Molly explicitly adopts the discourse of mothering to describe her
relationship with Della, which, she says, fills a "really deep hole" that was left
when Molly's own mother abandoned their family when Molly was young.
Because Della has served as a kind of surrogate mother, Molly admits that she
"treasures" their relationship: "To have an older woman who lights the way
for me. Yes, that's a really valuable thing." Despite these similarities,
however, Molly's mentoring relationships with Della and her painting
teacher, Sharon, differ from pederasty in significant ways. For one thing,
Molly maintains that her mentors have never tried to impose upon her an
abstract set of "community" standards; on the contrary, both Della and Sharon
encourage Molly "to be who I am .... They've given me support to trust my
own instincts." Encouraging Molly to trust her instincts, as well as validating
those instincts, is another way that Della, in particular, differs from pederastic
mentors (recall that Sharon has only a high school diploma, and does not
work in academe). Instead of "indoctrinating" Molly with a specific version
of academe, Della supports Molly's subversion of traditional academic
behaviors; that is, she uses her position of authority to challenge and revise
repressive conventions, not to reproduce them. Together, both Della and
Molly have expanded the definition of "the academic community" to include
people (women) and behaviors (e.g., mothering, emotional engagement with
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subject matter) that have traditionally been excluded. Their mutually
satisfying relationship demonstrates that one can be a successful academic
woman without, as Braidotti and Kristeva argued in Chapter Three,
"becoming a man."
Sarah, too, describes a relationship with an older academic woman, but
in less positive terms than Molly. As I mentioned earlier, Sarah regards her
mentoring relationship with Paula as destructive both personally and
professionally: not only was it damaging to Sarah's mental health and selfesteem, but it undermined her professional reputation within her
department and almost drove her out of academe completely. Ironically,
though, Sarah believes that her mentoring relationship with Paula did
introduce her to the values and behaviors of the academic community, albeit
not in the way she would have liked. In particular, it gave her insight into
how the institutionalized structures of academe put the powerless at the
mercy of the powerful--whether the "powerless" person is a female assistant
professor trying to make it through the sometimes-traumatic tenure process,
or whether that person is a graduate student like Sarah herself.
Sarah's comment that "I know what it's like to be a slave" served as
the perfect transition from my discussion of pederasty to my discussion of
mentoring-as-apprenticeship, within which the master-slave dynamic is
embedded. (It also reminds me of Sharon V. Salinger's comment in Chapter
Three that "My status, first as a graduate student and then junior faculty
member, has given me a personal window into [the] world [of indentured
servants] and has enabled me to understand firsthand the operations of the
institution of indentured labor" [ix].) The master-apprentice relationship
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followed my discussion of pederasty because it, too, exploits the discourse of
parenting--specifically, the notion of paternalism--to create an educational
system modeled after surrogate father-son relationships. However, within
the context of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century capitalism, slavery, and
industrialization in the Western world, apprenticeship was transformed from
. a primarily educational relationship into a primarily economic one;
paternalism, likewise, changed from a "moral economy" to a feature of labor
economy. Within this shift authority, or "mastery," became located in the
affluent male body, and the "relations of ruling" (see Smith) became
increasingly polarized along class and gender lines; some academic
manifestations of apprenticeship have retained these characteristics.
Maria and Roberta provide provocative counterbalances to this
discussion. Maria, who is Mexican, has experienced both race- and genderrelated discrimination within the academy largely because she does not fit the
elite male image of the "master." Maria contends that because white males
comprise the majority of PhD-holders in the public schools (where Maria
works) and occupy most positions of power within the university,
minorities--inc1uding women--need mentors who are both sympathetic to
issues of discrimination and authoritative enough within academe to help
them to overcome their "outsider" status. Maria found just such a
relationship with Professor Ronquillo, whom she describes as a
mentor / advocate. As I suggested earlier in this chapter, Maria admits that
she and the other minority students in her program would call themselves
Professor Ronquillo's "children," "mentally retarded children," or even
"idiots," because they felt so disempowered within the university and
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depended on their mentor for so much help. Once again, though, their
mentoring relationship only structurally resembles the paternalistic
relationships that I discussed in Chapter Three, in which masters regarded
their apprentices and servants as permanent children. Unlike the
relationships I describe, Maria believes that her dependence on Professor
Ronquillo gave her strength and confidence at a time when she felt
completely powerless. Her experience clearly contradicts my argument that
paternalism perpetuates a relationship of dependency between symbolic
fathers and sons, or "children," "who on the one hand needed constant
protection but on the other needed constant direction and correction"
(Kolchin 134)., Most obviously, Maria shows that paternalism need not be
present only in hierarchical relationships devoted to the achievement of
mastery or the perpetuation of dependence, but it can also emerge within
temporary advocacy relationships devoted to the achievement of equity.
While my argument polarized the race and gender of both the master
and the apprentice, Maria's was based on her own experience as a person who
was decidedly not a slave, but who also was so unlike the image of the
stereotypical "master" that she had no direct access to power. From her
position, she needed to depend on an advocate; furthermore, she cllOse her
mentor / advocate because she trusted him to empower her within the
academy--which, in fact, he has done. In other words, Maria's paternalistic
relationship with Professor Ronquillo was only superficially similar to the
ones I describe in Chapter Three, and her story introduces an element of
complexity to my essentialized image of the dominating, paternalistic master.
Roberta debunks my theory in a similar way, stating that "words like master
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and apprentice" don't bother her at all, because they just give her a "name for
that conceptualization of a relationship [in my mind]."
More than a commentary on apprenticeship or paternalism, however,
Roberta offers an introduction to my discussion of advice-giving. Roberta's
understanding of mentoring comes from the notion of sponsorship, which is
used in twelve-step recovery programs--something I criticize, at least
allusively, in Chapter Four. (Molly promotes this model in the full transcript
of her interview as well.) From this perspective, Robert calls into question
my assumption that the mentor is an expert: "In twelve-step programs
[sponsor] is not a credential that's held, or that is bestowed on a person ....
[T]he therapist is not a patient, or a client, whereas a sponsor is. They have a
sponsor, too." Because sponsors are theoretically experts only about their
own experience, they can only claim to have an answer, rather than the
answer on which prescriptive advice-giving is usually based. Thus within
sponsorship, expertise is dynamic; no one occupies the role of expert
permanently. Certainly the sponsor provides an alternative to the traditional
male, all-knowing expert (most twelve-steppers, I've read, are women).
However, Roberta makes other comments to suggest that applying the
nontraditional sponsorship model of mentoring to an academic setting may
not be as easy as she tries to make it sound. Roberta acknowledges, for
example, that when she thinks of a mentor, she pictures a Confucius-type
character (Le., not a peer), that she feels inadequate to be considered an expert
herself, and that she insists upon strict hierarchical boundaries between her
and her academic sponsees. In short, Roberta embodies the role of
sponsor/expert/mentor in two contradictory, but very traditional ways: on
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the one hand, her relationship with students represents an absolute,
asymmetrical power hierarchy between expert and novice; but on the other
hand, she articulates the insecurity, common among academic women, that
she has difficulty imagining herself as an expert. My purpose here is not
simply to "catch" loopholes in Roberta's story (aha!), but rather to reiterate
something I mentioned in Chapter One: few of us lead theoretically
consistent lives, academic or otherwise.
My final historical analysis deals with mentoring-as-advising, or
advice-giving. Even though, as I have shown, this is a well-intentioned
model of mentoring--and therefore likely to be defended by mentoring's "true
believers"--it also presupposes a "right way" of doing things. Naturally, I
don't want to imply that high standards, correctness, or general competency
are bad things; neither, however, are they self-evident. For example, the
"right way" of doing things in academe has been constructed in opposition to
the "female way" (also a problematic construction; see below), and those
mentor / experts considered qualified to give advice have traditionally been
men; however, these facts are seldom dealt with self-critically by academic
mentors or those who seek mentors. This inattention to the implications of
mentoring-as-advising can pose obstacles for women in academe, many of
whom are faced with contradictory prescriptions about how to be a good
woman and how to be an expert, or a good academic. Rose, for example, says
that not only does she feel pressure to do things correctly, but as a nurse, she
also feels inadequate in relation to the "real" experts in the medical field-doctors. Of course, she reminds us, doing things the "right way" in nursing
can be a matter of life or death (as opposed to a matter of tenure or
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termination, the academic equivalent). But at the same time, the fact that
nurses have notoriously low opinions of their professional competency may
have something to do with traditional philosophical contradictions between
expertise and femaleness: nurses, who are predominantly female, can be
responsible, literally, for a patient's life; and yet they aren't exactly experts
because, simply put, they aren't doctors, who are still predominantly male.
To combat this insecurity, the nursing profession instituted preceptor
programs, described by Rose as "perhaps . .. somewhat mentoring in flavor."
However, as Rose sees it, there is a clear conflict of interests between mentors,
whom she believes should show unconditional support and concern, and
nurses, who need to learn specific, prescribed procedures.
For the most part, Rose seems to accept the hierarchy of the medical
profession (e.g., she talks about "moving up the ladder"). But occasionally
she voices criticism of the sharp distinctions that exist between different
disciplines of nursing, as well as between doctor/experts and nurses, and
speculates that "there could be a lot of growth" in relationships where nurses
and doctors acted more as a "health team." Debbie, too, can conceive of
collaborative mentoring relationships that disrupt traditional academic
hierarchies, but acknowledges straightforwardly that "I don't think there can
be good alternatives [to mentoring] until we think hard about the system that
we're in." That is, until we change certain academic structures and
behaviors--as represented by the administrative documents I analyzed in
Chapter Four, for example--alternative behaviors will continue to go
unrewarded and be greeted by a hostile, "chilly" atmosphere.
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Of all the case study participants, Debbie's story corresponds most
closely to my historical analyses--especially of mentoring-as-advidng. Not
only does Debbie explicitly equate "mentor" with "advice-giver" ("people
who have given me guidelines to live my life by as a teacher"), but she also
admits that "the people in positions of power, the people that I've looked up
to, happened to be male." Thus in some ways, Debbie embodies the
stereotype of the academic woman in relation to the male mentor/expert that
I described in Chapter Four. (Compare her, for example, to Molly, who
generally ignores the advice of experts because, she says, "the people who are
successful and respected in our programs are not the ones who did what
you're supposed to. When is someone going to put that together? We didn't
do what you told us to do! So why don't you just shut up?!") But except for
Professor Nelson, the "experts" Debbie has encountered in academe are not
nearly as one-dimensional as I made them out to be: Alice Stone was a
female facuIty mentor whom Debbie never trusted, and Matthew Fry was a
senior male colleague whom she came to regard as a close friend. What
distinguished the latter mentoring relationship, says Debbie, was a mutual
sense of trust and respect; she admired Matthew not so much for his
professional accomplishments, but "for the relationships he had with other
people." In other words, Matthew was an expert person more than an expert
academic.
A number of issues emerge from this dialogue, one of which is of
particular relevance to feminist standpoint--namely, the ease with which I
have essentialized women's experience, women's behavior, and the identity
of "woman," all in spite of my best intentions. Thinking back on the
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questions with which I began this chapter, it's true that at times I have
suggested that academic mentoring is inherently repressive, and that the
tradition of mentoring is so flawed that it should be eliminated from
academic practice. I have occasionally hinted that the experiences of Molly,
Sarah, Maria, Roberta, Rose, Debbie, and me provide irrefutable evidence that
the most insidious elements of pederasty, apprenticeship, and advice-giving
are alive and well in the modern academy. And in my eagerness to associate
masculinity with expertise, expertise with academic professionalism, and
academic professionalism with mentors, I have even implied that women
mentors (better yet, feminist women mentors) would necessarily make better
mentors for academic women--because women's shared experience of
oppression would necessarily make them more sensitive to "women's
issues" (yet another problematic term). I've called this fictional character the
"womentor." Patriarchy, dependence, and hierarchy are bad; feminism,
collaboration, and nurturing are good. But is it really that simple?
Of course not, and that's why I must hedge. I have already shown that
my historical analyses and the case studies do not always tell the same stories
(although sometimes they do), nor are they always reconcilable. As Molly,
Maria, Roberta, and Debbie have pointed out, mentoring can be successful
and fulfilling in spite of its flaws--not just despite patriarchy, hierarchy, and
dependence, but sometimes 11ecause of them. Only Sarah remains skeptical
about the effectiveness of mentoring, and she, too, claims to have found "a
sane mentor." Rose doesn't fully embrace mentoring, but neither does she
rule out mentoring relationships; in fact, she hopes one day to encounter the
"ideal mentor" that presently exists only in her head. And finally, not all
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women ("even" feminist women) are womentors, as Sarah's mentor, Paula,
and Debbie's mentor, Alice, vividly illustrate. Good mentors, as we have
seen, can come in all sorts of configurations: feminist women and men,
nonfeminist women and men, Democrats, Republicans, atheists, Catholics,
Unitarians, friends, colleagues, "superiors," bisexuals, heterosexuals,
homosexuals, and on and on. Although womentoring exists--for example, in
Molly's relationships with Della and Sharon--not all female academics are as
interested as Molly and Debbie in challenging or subverting conventions.
Some, like Maria, are perfectly content to succeed by traditional academic
standards, and simply want mentors who will help them gain access to those
standards. In short, my stories--informed by my own experiences and my
commitment to feminist standpoint as a strategy of analysis, but influenced at
the same time by academic demands for authority and definitiveness and
conclusions--don't represent every academic woman, and perhaps that is the
point. All women do not share a history of oppression that transcends race,
class, education, family background, and a host of other influences--even
though one could argue, theoretically, that they do (and people like Carol
Gilligan have in fact done so). And it is the utmost inequity, furthermore, to
hold women accountable to higher standards of behavior simply because they
are relatively new to this place called the university, and because academic
women want women mentors.
Undoing my own arguments was not particularly difficult, nor
particularly painful. But was it productive? I think so. Too often in
academe, dissertations are considered competent only when they present
theoretical arguments in definitive, "masterful," and conclusive terms. Too
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often, it seems, writers are expected to put on blinders so as not to be
distracted by the exceptions to their arguments that exist in real lives. Too
often, we are encouraged to tear down the ideas of others in order to build an
empire of our own. As I hope I have shown here, however, the quality of
scholarship need not suffer when we allow it to become more dialogic and
messy; in fact, by embracing--but not resolving--the exceptions, anomalies,
contradictions, and questions that inhabit our investigations, our scholarship
may in fact improve. And by socializing each other into these more dialogic
and messy academic ways, so may our mentoring.
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Chapter Six

Exit Interview

When I began working on this project over a year ago, I thought the
fact that I had selected this particular subject matter, and that I had decided to
write about it in this particular way, meant that I was liberating myself from
the story that academe had told me about itself. I thought it meant that I was
creating a new set of standards for my professional self. I thought it meant
that by the end of the dissertation process, I would be my own best mentor,
that I would finally be able to inhabit the university on my own terms. Well,
now that I'm reaching the end of said dissertation process, those goals seem a
little naIve. Once again, I have more questions than answers: Have I written
a new professional self? And will I embody the role of the mentor any
differently as a result? Will I embody that role at all?
All my life, I've made decisions based on what I felt were my
responsibilities to other people, and then I convinced myself that fulfilling
those responsibilities was my responsibility to myself. I learned, in other
words, to "want" to do what I was "supposed" to do--in which case my choices
appeared to be self-evident and needed no justification, not even to myself.
Because of the family I grew up in, "what I was supposed to do" was do well
in school, and so I did. Even in grade school, I would obsessively recopy my
vocabulary pages if someone so much as left a dirty fingerprint on them. The
fall semester of my sophomore year in college, I earned a 4.0 grade point
average; the following spring, I practically had a nervous breakdown trying to
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do it again. 1 ended up getting a B in Modern Social Problems because my
professor had a nervous breakdown instead--went to the mental hospital and
gave us all the grades from our first quiz. (I remember this situation not
because 1 recognized it as something portentous, but because it seemed
horribly unfair at the time--to me, not to my professor). On New Year's Eve,
two days before 1 left for Ft. Worth to start grad school, 1 wondered, fleetingly,
if my choices were really so self-evident. 1 told a friend, "Nobody is even
surprised to know that 1 got this fellowship. I'm just doing what everybody
expected me to do." He said, "There's nothing wrong with making other
people happy." 1 couldn't disagree. Making other people happy by doing well

in school was the way I'd measured my value as a person since 1 was five
years old.
But now, at a most inopportune time (this, my final chapter, is due), I
find myself reflecting on my educational choices. And, to be honest, 1 have
some reservations about what my education has enabled me to accomplish,
and at what price. Right now, specifically, I'm wondering whether a feminist
can legitimately critique the academy by writing a dissertation that represents
the "mastery" of academic forms. I've tried to tell myself the same things I've
implied throughout this dissertation: that academe defines itself in
opposition to the way it defines women, and that the discourses recognized as
authoritative within the academy constrain women to see
themselves/ourselves in this same way. I've made a convincing argument
in theory, I think, and yet I seem unable to convince myself "in real life"-partly because the standards of the educational institution have been my
standards for as long as I can remember, and those standards have inevitably
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found their way into this project. Like it or not, I have reproduced certain
academic forms simply by writing this dissertation--thus implicating myself
in the very structures I want to transform., Such is the plight of those of us
who assume the identity of "academic feminist": for just as academe has
defined itself in opposition to woman, feminism has in many ways defined
itself in opposition to academic institutions; by defining myself as an
academic and a feminist, I have chosen to occupy two theoretically
irreconcilable identities.
These dilemmas bring me back to Foucault's notion of "care of the
self," which I introduced in Chapter One. How, Foucault asks, do we
systematically establish and develop "relationships with the self, for selfreflection, self-knowledge, self-examination, for the decipherment of the self
by oneself, for the transformations that one seeks to accomplish with oneself
as object" (29). How do we disentangle and invent the contradictory impulses
of this relationship with ourselves and, regarding education, with others?
How do we reconcile our disparate identities--or, at least, reconcile ourselves

to them? How do we inhabit the university ethically?
From my perspective as a feminist academic woman, the answer to
these questions is this: we come to understand ourselves by taking
responsibility for the theories we make and the stories we tell. Anjelika
Hammer encourages feminists who work in the academy to "live with as
much integrity as possible, using the tension [between their identities] ... to
sustain the balance we need. After all, the very contradictions that cause us
trouble are also what cause us to make trouble when we act on our political
consciousness" (253, my emphasis). I like this idea a lot--but finding strength
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in the tension between feminist work and the academic forum in which that
work takes place is easier said than done. (Foucault never promised that care
of the self would be a comfortable process.)
Let me explore one example--the question of whether my theoretical
stance in this dissertation has been a mere (academic) exercise, or whether I
can somehow live it. Deciding that my dissertation has been a theoretical
exercise devoid of real-life implications would involve considering the
possibility that maybe I never really needed another version of the mentoring
story in the first place--that I've always been able to succeed within "the"
mentoring story as it is traditionally emplotted (Le., academe's story), and
therefore that this project was essentially built on sand. On the other hand,
deciding that I can "live" my theories would involve rethinking the ways
that I've always been able to define myself (as a good student who succeeds
because she plays by the rules) as well as actively redefining the way that
academe has always defined authoritative scholars. Because I have so
thoroughly internalized academic standards as my standards, neither of these
options is particularly appealing. But I'd much rather try to redefine myself
and academic standards than admit that this project was completely vacuous.
It was too hard to write for me to dismiss it so readily.

Grappling with these ethical issues has already, unexpectedly seeped
into other realms of my academic identity--most notably, my teaching. I
believe that writing this dissertation will make me a better writing teacher.
You see, I've always been a good writer, have always enjoyed writing, and I
thought it was these things that made me a good writing teacher. But from
that perspective, I admit, I couldn't relate very well to those students who, in
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conferences in my office, would cry when they read my comments; who
would say, "I know what I need to do but I just can't do it"; or worse, who
would say, "Just tell me what you want me to do and I'll do it. I'll do
anything just to finish this and make it right." Not only could I not
understand these kinds of responses, but I also didn't have much patience
with them. "But a C is fine," I'd try to convince them, knowing full well that
I'd never received anything lower than a B+ on my own writing; how could I
understand what it felt like to receive a C? Revision strategies that seemed so
elusive or impossible to my students would seem so obvious, so simple to
me: just rearrange this paragraph, just put a transition here and here, just
explain how this example illustrates your point. No, I can't tell you what to
write. I know it's hard, but that shows you're really stretching as a writer. It's
not that big of a deal--just a matter of fine-tuning, clarifying. You can do it.
Really. Next?
But it is a big deal; now I know. David Bartholomae tells us in
"Inventing the University" that beginning college students often don't know
what college writing looks like, having never seen it, so they invent
something that they think college writing looks like (should look like, might
look like) and try to do that. "There is an elaborate but ... a necessary and
enabling fiction at work" in this process, Bartholomae says, one that allows a
writer to "[dramatize her] experience in ... the setting required by the
discourse--where [she] can speak to us as a companion, a fellow researcher"
(274). (I have made the pronouns female because I'm applying this passage to
myself as a writer.) Fiction, as I wrote in Appendix A, is a kind of invention
through language; it's the author leaving a signature that says, "I made this
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up. I wrote this. I'm in here." If we still accept this definition, then
"inventing the university" is a way for writers to demonstrate that they are
inhabiting the academic community as members of that community.
Although I, too, had to "invent the university" when I started graduate
school (recall my "architectonic" writing style), the really tough thing was to
invent this dissertation--something that simultaneously was and wasn't the
university, something that I both did and didn't make up/write/inhabit. As I
think about it, I realize that the reason this was so tough was because I was
ambivalent about identifying myself as a member of the same community I
was critiquing. I wanted to show that I could be authoritative, but I didn't
want to rely on the discourse I knew--and I had only a vague idea of what
another authoritative discourse might look like. (Not an easy task.) So in the
process of trying to create that unknown thing--that discourse I'd never
written before--I sat in my dissertation director's office and cried. I went
home and tried to write and cried some more. I stopped just short of saying,
"Just tell me what you want," and that, too, left me in tears: how pathetic,
how unprofessional, how inappropriate; maybe she doesn't deserve a PhD
after all.
I've said that mentoring is a relationship through which the academy
tells its stories--through which it conveys what it values, what it expects, what
it defines as "true." But we, the inhabitants of the university, have stories as
well, and these stories affect not only the way we relate to the stories of
academe, but also whether and how we decide to tell them. What follows are
some of my stories, mostly stories about my family. I include them here not
only because they complement the issues I have discussed throughout this
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dissertation, but also because they help me to put into perspective my
responsibilities as a feminist mentor in academe.

***
My father, Eldon Eugene Ervin, grew up on a farm in western
Nebraska, the only son in a family of four children. I don't know much about
his early schooling, but I do know that when he reached high school age, he
had four options: drop out of school and go to work; go to school in Curtis
(one of the nearby towns) and live in the dorms; take the bus to McCook
(another town within an hour or so of the farm) and got to school there, but
give up after-school activities; or board with a family in McCook. He--or his
parents--chose the latter, and for four years, Dad lived with Fred Groves, a
former neighbor who had moved to town. He spent most of his weekends
back on the farm, sometimes catching a ride with the mailman. After
graduating, he moved across the state to Lincoln, where he got a BS in
Agriculture with a major in vocational education, and even joined a
fraternity: Farmhouse, of course. In some ways, this part of my dad's life
seems so old-timey, so long-ago. In other ways, though, it represents a real
story behind those "I-had-to-walk-five-miles-to-school-uphill-both-ways" tall
tales that everyone smiles at but no one takes seriously. And I think it's
important to remember that education--even the high school education that
most of us in higher education take for granted--once was, and sometimes
still is, a real hardship for some people. That awareness is my father's legacy
to me.
When I was offered a fellowship to enroll in the doctoral program in
English at Texas Christian University, my dad started calling me "Dr.
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Daughter"--a giant step up from Lizzy, Lizard, Elizabite, and Betsy Boo-Boo,
which he'd called me at various stages of my growing up. He was so proud of
me, and even now, continues to ignore the distinctions between being a
"real" doctor and being "just" a doctor of philosophy that I sometimes
mention when I'm feeling sorry for myself. Dad had been the first in his
family to go to college; for many years, in fact, he was the only collegeeducated person on either side of my family. He earned his Master's in
biology during the post-Sputnik frenzy to educate science teachers (we still
tease him about his nine-page thesis on pill bugs), and continues to take
"continuing education credits"--not for any particular love of learning, but
rather to put him in a higher pay bracket that will yield a significantly higher
annual pension once he retires.
I've never really been able to tell which was more important to my
dad: work or education. He was a teacher, but sometimes I got the feeling
that the real reason he worked was so his kids could get an education--so we
could get jobs and provide our children with the opportunity to get an
education, and so forth. Work and school, an endless cycle. It was hard to tell
w here one left off and the other began. For most of his life--even before he
was married, I think--Dad worked one or two part-time jobs to supplement
his teaching income so that all of his children would be able to go to college.
When my brothers and I were quite young, he worked part-time at Swanson
Nursery, and, during the summers, full-time at the Meadowgold Milk plant,
where perks included flat paper work hats (which my brothers and I wore
when we played "fast food") and the occasional pound of "expired" butter.
Years later, he spent his summers working long, hot days for Nebraska Crop
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Improvement, inspecting corn and soybeans for good-natured farmers who
bribed him with roasting ears. Somewhere in between, he got a real estate
license and worked for commission at Buscher Realty, a high-pressure sales
job for which he was painfully ill-equipped (1 don't think he ever really
believed his clients could afford to buy houses). In addition, Dad planted and
harvested an enormous vegetable garden every year, and, for as long as 1 can
remember, has bought small houses and old apartment buildings to fix up,
rent, and occasionally resell.
Dad was gone during the day and most weekends, always working or
thinking about work, always planning for the future. But he also made it to
every Christmas program, every band concert, every swim meet and parentteacher conference, so his absence never seemed to disappoint us kids or
interfere with the family routine. (My Mom and my brothers may remember
this differently, however.) Hard work and education were important in my
home, my father made sure of that. Thanks to him, my brothers and 1 never
really worried about going to college. We merely watched in ignorance as our
friends filled out financial aid forms and fretted about finding work study
positions. Unless we wanted extra spending money, none of us had to work
and go to school at the same time (1 never did); money for tuition and living
expenses appeared in our checking accounts without comment at the
beginning of every semester. Of course, since the opportunity to go to college
was always a reality, not going to college was never really an option--not for
me, at least. 1 loved school--ask anybody--and had been a good student
practically since 1 entered Kindergarten.
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But for everything my dad did at the financial end of my college
preparation--working, saving, dreaming of his children's successful futures-it was my mother who provided the necessary behind-the-scenes educational
support. She was the one who got us up on time and made sure we ate
breakfast (we were not allowed to leave the house without a meal and a glass
of Tang), and who helped us through the day-to-day demands of schooling
like permission slips, homework, and class "treats" on our birthdays. Mom
was always willing to help us study spelling lists and history dates, always
available to offer thoughtful comments on our English essays; she could be
counted on to praise everything from sketchbooks to lab reports, and even
made a valiant, though ultimately unsuccessful effort to learn "new math."
In spite of all this, though, my mother never considered her contributions to
our educations particularly important, but merely "the least she could do."
Maybe you can tell that Mom was never exactly a paragon of selfesteem. In fact, she tends to define her life according to her initials: before
she married my father, she was Dorothy Marie Penington (DMP); after that,
she became Dorothy Marie Ervin (DME). As she has said from time to time,
"I went from 'dump' to 'dummy'." I suspect that Mom's identity became so
wrapped up in her husband and children that Dorothy Marie Penington
ceased to exist for her as anything more than a distant acquaintance with
whom she'd lost touch long ago. Still, that doesn't make her dumpy or
dumb. Furthermore, she was just as committed to education as my father
was--and not just our educations. When my older brother Ed and I were in
grade school, she would read books to us as we ate breakfast--Henry and

Beezus, Ramona the Pest, and later, Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew mysteries by
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the dozens. (She tried to complete a chapter every morning, but her character
voices and occasional play-acting so slowed things down that Ed and I were
often late for school.) When thousands of Laotian refugees moved to my
hometown in the late 1970s, my mother was one of the first to volunteer as a
literacy tutor at a local community college. She downplayed her efforts as
"working for nothing at the small-c college," but her students were grateful
for her help and thanked her with trinkets and homemade egg rolls. For the
past several years, my mother has volunteered in a fourth-grade classroom at
myoId elementary school, and last fall was promoted to the paid position of
Teacher's Aide. "It's only $5.17 an hour," she says, but it's the first money of
her own that she's earned since she married my dad. She uses it to buy books
for the children in her class whose parents don't read to them at home.
Sometimes she buys biographies of famous women like Florence Nightingale
and Elizabeth Blackwell and leaves them at school after she's read them
herself. "Maybe some little girl will read them and become inspired to do
great things, like my daughter," she told me recently.
As creative and curious and intelligent and good-hearted as I've always
known my mother to be, she never went to college--and this, I suspect, might
be the source of many of her insecurities. It was her lack of higher education,
for example, that, two years ago, made her retreat into corners at my wedding
reception. Many of the guests were graduate students and professors that my
husband Don and I knew from school, and Mom was terrified that someone
would ask her a question that she wouldn't be able to answer--that they
would, as she put it, "find out how dumb your mother is." Because she saw
the situation as a kind of test, she conveniently forgot the fact that, earlier that
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day, she and my father had enjoyed a pleasant ride to the church with my
friend Kate, who was teaching at Harvard that summer, and that she and Bob
Frye, an eighteenth-century literature professor, had talked at length about
gardening. She seemed to equate "uneducated" with "dumb."
Even though I never saw my mother as unintelligent, I did grow up
seeing her as meek and intimidated in the face of higher education. Much of
this came to a head when I received my BA in 1987. It was a mid-December
morning in Nebraska--cold, clear, and still slick from the melting frost. My
parents and I had just attended an honors breakfast, and we were all proud of
the two medals I wore over my gold robe to signify my academic
achievements. We walked over to the sports arena with the flood of other
parents and students to find our places, stepping gingerly to avoid patches of
gravel and ice. As we neared our destination, Mom slipped on the wet
pavement and flew up in the air, landing on her back with her legs sticking
straight up. One of her shoes had flown off and now lay several feet away.
"Oh, shit!" she cried.
My father and I smiled indulgently at the snickering crowd and helped
my mother up. She hung her head and pulled her heavy coat around her. "I
shouldn't have said that," she said sheepishly. Tears began to run down her
flushed cheeks.
"Oh, Mom. It's not that big of a deal," I replied, trying to make her feel
better.
'''Oh, shit! Oh, shit!'" my dad repeated hysterically. "We'd better get
your mother to a seat before anything else happens," he joked.
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We all laughed. It was funny, even then, but it seemed also to be a
painful symbol of just how debilitating the higher education "scene" was for
my mother. She was stiff, uncomfortable--physieally as well as mentally
anguished to be on a college campus, and her discomfort only called more
attention to her as someone who didn't belong there.
So when I made the decision to go to graduate school, my mother
expressed her own set of parental fears--fears more typical of women, I think.
A few days before I was scheduled to leave for Ft. Worth, Mom and I were
folding my freshly laundered clothes, and she started to cry. When I asked
her what was wrong she answered, ''I'm afraid you'll become so educated that
you won't want to talk to me anymore. I'm so dumb. I won't know what to
talk to you about." The whole conversation took me completely off guard,
and left me in tears as well. It seemed strangely premeditated, rehearsed, on
my mother's part, however: it was like she was turning herself in, exposing
herself as a "dummy"--and she did it as if it were an inevitable step in our
relationship, one that she had dreaded, but expected, for a long time, perhaps
since I first started college.
Naturally, I wanted to reassure her that nothing like that would
happen. But I, too, had doubts. As a grade school or even high school girl, I
understood my mother's spelling and reading skills as signs of her
intelligence. When I entered college, though, I began to learn a vocabulary
and a way of doing things that she couldn't "help" me learn. When I came
home for breaks, Mom would ask me what I was studying in school, and I'd
give her the marked-up copy of a favorite book from that semester--

MeTeague or Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance or even a history
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textbook. After she read it herself she would look over the notes I'd taken in
class and we would discuss it--like peers, I thought. Over the years, I'd come
to believe that Mom and I were sharing in this education together, two highminded thinkers, talking over important, serious issues. It was only when I
prepared to move to Ft. Worth that I understood how isolated from that
process my mother had really felt--and now that I've been in grad school for a
few years, I think, "No wonder she felt alienated. I do, too, sometimes."
If my mom had education-related insecurities, she probably inherited

them from her own mother, who led a life of profound disappointment
because she was denied the same educational opportunities that I've always
been able to take for granted. When she was a senior in high school, my
grandmother, Dorothy Ellen Beal, was accepted at Northwestern University.
But because she was a woman, her father wouldn't allow her to attend; her
step-mother didn't encourage her, either, and my grandmother didn't insist.
So she married, raised four children (not counting Charles Ray, Jr., the baby
who died of pneumonia), lived through the Depression and the death of her
husband, and eventually died herself of uterine cancer. None of her children
went to college, oddly enough, but from the time I was a small child,
Grandma treated me like I was a budding writer or artist or actress. She sent
me Big Chief tablets, framed my drawings, and wrote me long, literate letters-most of which I carelessly threw away when I was a teenager in order to make
room for birthday cards and silly notes I passed in school. She gave me a
sewing box and slipped me a dollar every now and then to buy books or
stationery or colorful socks. (As a matter of fact, after she died, my mother
found an unsent letter to me with a dollar bill stuck inside.) She tried to
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teach me how to play the piano. I resisted the piano lessons, but all the rest
has stuck with me--including that dollar bill.
The funny thing is, I never liked Grandma Penington much when she
was alive. Her flesh hung down sloppily from her arms and the wrinkles
around her mouth gave her face a sour expression. Her house was messy--

National Geographies piled high in the window seat, sheet music and
newspaper clippings and photographs scattered everywhere--and it reeked of
an unpleasant combination of lavender soap, chicken and noodles, and the
greasy fur of her dog Tiny. The outfits she sewed for me as Christmas gifts
were never quite finished; I always had to wait for the buttons to be sewn on
or the pins to be removed. And in the months before she died, Grandma
didn't even know my name; she called me Becky or JoEllen (a cousin), and
that made me angry. Grandma was always old, and I was always impatient. It
never occurred to me (until now, too late) that she led a life of the mind, in
Iter mind, anyway.

Mom tells me that Grandma must be "tickled" to see me (from her
perch in heaven, I guess) doing the things I'm doing. That eases my
conscience some, believing that I'm fulfilling her frustrated dreams, but I'm
still ashamed that I knew so little about her. I wonder what Grandma would
have studied had she gone to Northwestern, what she would have written,
where she would have traveled. What did she want to be? I try to
understand how disappointed she must have felt to be a woman, this woman
I knew. And then I realize that her experience was nothing special, and I'm
reminded of the chapter in A Room of One's Own where Virginia Woolf
imagines, "since facts are so hard to come by, what would have happened had
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Shakespeare had a wonderfully gifted sister, called Judith, let us say." While
Shakespeare was off in London seeking his fortune in the theatre, "his
extraordinarily gifted sister, let us suppose, remained at home. She was as
adventurous, as imaginative, as agog to see the world as he was. But she was
not sent to school" (48-49). Instead, Woolf speculates, Judith wrote and read
in secret, and when threatened with a "hateful" marriage, ran away from
home to try her own luck in the London theatre; finding herself pregnant by a
man who had befriended her, she eventually killed herself. I'm reminded,
too, of Eva Antonia Wilbur-Cruce, whose oral history appears in Patricia
Preciado Martin's Songs My Mother Sang to Me. Eva confesses that "I always
loved to write" and that she wanted to be a poet. But her mother scolded her
for her ambitions and warned her to keep quiet about them: "A poet is a very
highly educated man. You have never seen the inside of a school. People
will think you are crazy." So Eva decided to write corridos (cowboy songs)
instead, and one day at breakfast her younger brother told her that her song
"Palomita Pitayera" ("Little White-Winged Dove") had been performed at a
dance in town the night before. "I was so excited! Ecstatic!" Eva recalls. "But
no one spoke. No one approved. I walked away angry and disgusted. 'Ay,
Palomita, ay! If I could only fly!'" (175-78).
Ay, if only. Why, if she was so extraordinary, didn't Judith succeed like
her extraordinary brother William? Why didn't Eva become a famous poet,
if that's what she loved? Probably for the same reason Grandma Penington
didn't go to college. Woolf writes:
[G]enius like Shakespeare's is not born among labouring,
uneducated, servile people. It is not born today among the
working classes. How, then, could it have been born among
women whose work began ... almost before they were out of the
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nursery, who were forced to it by their parents and held to it by
all the power of law and custom? (50)
Like the imaginary Judith Shakespeare, like Eva Antonia Wilbur-Cruce and
so many other real women of her generation (and after), my grandmother
had neither the resources nor, apparently, the will to defy her father and her
society's expectations. But what about my mother? Did she grow up
disappointed for the same reasons as her mother? It's strange, after all, that
Grandma never encouraged her own daughters--three of them--to get an
education the way she encouraged me. (Maybe she didn't want them to live
the same life of disappointment that she did when they found out they
couldn't.) I asked my mother recently if she regrets not getting an education
herself. She's learned to live around it, she said. "I never was much of a
student, anyway. Not like you."
***
As I retell and reread these stories of education, I'm struck by how
easily they flow into one another--how alike they are in spite of the
differences. Perhaps, by the standards the academy typically uses, my parents,
my grandmother, and Eva Antonia Wilbur-Cruce are not extraordinary
people. That is, they are not unlike many other people who worked hard to
"make it" or led disappointing lives, who worked hard and led disappointing
lives; we are not likely to read about them in history books or even local
newspapers. What's extraordinary about them, I think, is how they function
in my story: as anachronisms, almost. They are reminders that only a
generation ago, higher education was not a possibility for women in my
family (much less a "given," or even a luxury), and was rare even for men.
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And isn't the fact that I see these stories as extraordinary a measure of how far
women have come, how far the academy has come?
A person I trust told me recently that he thought the story with which I
opened this dissertation was "whiny." He advised me to "Remember the
good [that] people do and don't define it simply in terms of your needs." I
found that remark rather irritating at first--I felt like I was being scolded--and
was tempted simply to absorb it into my critique of advising: "See? This is
just another example of how male experts try to prescribe women's academic
experiences, how women who aren't 'nice' are perceived as behaving
inappropriately," and so on. In my own defense, I did admit that my response
to that situation was sour grapes, and that the point of the story was not so
much to "expose" a bad mentor as to open a conversation about mentoring
and my place in the academic storytelling process. All the same, I think my
friend is right--and taking his advice is one way I can take responsibility for
the stories I've told here.
And so we return to the mentoring story--no, I haven't forgotten my
subject--including the questions I raised in the first section of this chapter:
How will I embody the role of the mentor as a result of this project? How
will I inhabit the university ethically? I've said elsewhere in this dissertation
that I've frequently been angry and dismayed that so much of what is accepted
as "education" seems so inimical to what I, as a feminist, would like it to be.
There have been times when I've considered leaving this place, and looking
for a place where I could make my own standards. But I can't--not only
because there surely is no such place, but also because it wasn't so long ago
that women couldn't enter this place at all (the realities of some women
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allowed it, I know, but my mother's and grandmother's did not). How can I
leave a place that pays me to critique it? How can I leave a place that offers
me shelter from unemployment even when I have withdrawn my consent
from so much of what it seems to stand for? How can I leave the academy-aswe-know-it when it allows me to work to establish the academy-as-it-mightbe? The answer is, I can't. To do so, under the circumstances which I have
described here, would be not to hold myself responsible for my stories.
Anjelika Bammer assures me that there is no shame in this decision,
for it is by acknowledging my position as an intellectual worker in an
academic institution--a position with inherent class and gender implications,
despite my family background or political affiliations--that I can assess the
ways in which I am paid to serve this institution. "[W]hile we may refuse
this service in theory," Bammer says, "in practice we are vulnerable to its
threats and its seductions. The shame or honor comes from what we choose
to do next" (254). What I want to do next is develop a greater awareness of the
contingencies and tensions that define my presence in the academy, and to
reclaim them as strengths in my teaching and my scholarship. I want to
increase my understanding of social change and my ability to make it. I want
to find a language that is true to "those like myself"--a language with which I
can live, professionally and politically--and then use it to inspire action in
myself and others, by being a mentor, among other things. I want to be an
anachronism in the stories my own daughters and granddaughters write: "It
was only a generation ago that 'academic feminist' was a paradox," they
might marvel in their journals and dissertations. "It was only two
generations ago that feminist mentoring was considered a subversive act. ... "
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Appendix A

What is Revisionary History?

In some ways, the question I raise in my title is premature. It assumes,
for one thing, that histonj is an agreed-upon thing and that revisionary is a
straightforward modifier of that thing. Following that, my question also
assumes that revisionary history is a special thing, something quite different
than the "normal," agreed upon history. But neither of these assumptions is
exactly unproblematic. To begin with, some readers may counter my question
with another question: "Isn't history always in need of revision?" As
someone who fancies herself a revisionary historian, my first impulse is to
answer, enthusiastically, "Oh, yes!" However, this strikes me as both too
prescriptive and too definitive for the project I have in mind here--and
besides, in some ways the question is moot. As Victor Vitanza quips in
"'Notes' Toward the Historiographies of Rhetorics," "Thucydides, no doubt,
thought of himself as a 'revisionary historian'" (85). The point is that
histories always are being revised--maybe because they "should be" (Le.,
because revising histories fulfills some cultural or intellectual need), or
maybe because that's just what history is: revision. I'd like to explore this
idea further, but since revisionary history is typically defined in opposition to
traditional history, I think it is important first to define what I mean by these
terms.
"Traditional history" may sound like a redundant term: what else is
history but traditional? This suggests that the practice of history, the
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discipline of history, has become "naturalized"--in other words, that
mainstream notions of history seem "natural" and that there is no reason to
question them. But three issues, I think, dominate our mainstream
understanding of what makes history traditional: linearity, moralism, and
positivism. The first, linearity, translates into the equation "history = 'the
past.'" "The past," of course, means a body of facts, dates, events, and
personages--something that happened as recently as yesterday or as long ago
as "pre-history" (an interesting and problematic term, to which I will return),
a knowable "then" that is distinct from "the present" ("now") or "the future"
(an unknown version of "then"). As Vitanza observes, this element of
traditional history "has as its major topos 'time' (chrono-Iogic) and, therefore,
emphasizes 'narrative events,' 'periodization,' and clearly demarked
'beginnings, middles, and ends,' whether they be informed by linear, cyclical,
or predominantly causal logics" (85). Simplistic as it may appear, then, a
linear view of history often looks something like this:

Pre-history

"The Past"

= History

Present

Future

• ---------------------------------------------------.............................>
Classical Medieval Renaissance Enlightenment Modem Postmodem

Or at least it could look something like

that-~and

typically, one version is

represented as the only or "real" version. In linear or "chronocentric"
history, everything fits neatly onto a straight line; history begins at one dot
and marches on progressively until just before "the present" begins.
"Periods" begin and end "on time" (roughly corresponding to centuries or
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blocks of centuries) with little or no overlap, and each has a name that we can
recognize and characterize.
This notion of historical progress has captivated historians for
centuries, but especially since the so-called "Enlightenment," when, Ernst
Breisach tells us, the world was declared "rationally ordered and beneficent in
essence, [and] everything destructive in it ... to be 'unnatural' and
remediable. Similarly, human beings were seen as basically good and not
inherently sinful" (205). The "emergence" of human rationality at this time
was believed to facilitate progress against "the forces of darkness, error, and
vice" that had for centuries been considered insuperable (Breisach 207), and

toward greater sense of continuity from past to present to future. As
eighteenth-century philosopher/historian Jacques Turgot explained this new
historical perspective, "the whole human race, through alternate periods of
rest and unrest, of weal and woe, goes on advancing, although at a slow pace,
towards greater perfection" (41). Whereas preserving past traditions had
previously guided human efforts, the life of the present and the evaluation of
the past were now governed by expectations for the future. The role of
historians in this enterprise was to become an instrument of progress by
teaching the "lessons of enlightenment"; and since these lessons were only
useful as long as people read them, historians were also encouraged to strive
for greater perfection in communication as well.
Vitanza calls this view of historical progress "revisionary history as full
disclosure," for it "emphasizes the 'rewriting' of history with the primary
purpose of 'the full disclosure of the facts,' making what was wrong, 'right';
making what was a partial picture a 'complete' one." When it
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"accommodates previously undisclosed facts," revision here means
something like "correction/addition." When it "addresses a 'wrong'
interpretation of the facts," it means "recollection/reconception" (95). Not
surprisingly, traditional historians have tended to view innovations in
historiographical methodology as confirmation of the potential for history to
be illuminated accurately and for all time. Thus while "revisionary history as
full disclosure" seems to embrace the notion of revision, it in fact simply
reinscribes linear, chrono-Iogical history.
When we see how hopes for human perfectibility were pinned on a
belief in historical continuity, then it becomes clear that history carries with it
an implicit moral imperative, which is the second issue informing traditional
notions of history. In The Content of the Form, Hayden White suggests that
the common tendency to seek unified closure in historical narratives can be
attributed to the desire for "moral meaning" (21). In particular, linearity-asprogress has been used to argue for the superiority of Western ways, and to
legitimize racism, sexism, and colonial rule. For example, Voltaire and
Fenelon attributed cultural differences between (and within) Western and
non-Western societies to the uneven development of a uniform human
nature. As long as "irrational forces" (e.g., oppressive religions, laws, and
customs) gripped them, they said, these other societies should submit to
"civilized," rational government. It was for their own good.
A knowledge of history is somehow supposed to be good for us, too.
Indeed, as Lawrence Stone points out in "History and the Social Sciences in
the Twentieth Century," history was once considered an important part of a
"gentlemanly education" precisely because it was believed to be a source of
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moral instruction, "a story which demonstrated how, thanks to the beneficent
providence of God, virtue in the end triumphed over vice" (3). But what
values underlie such a statement? A Judeo-Christian theological orientation,
for one--as well as the presumption that "virtue" and "vice" are natural,
monolithic terms, and a belief that "lessons" from the past transfer
unproblematically to current circumstances.
Primarily in response to accusations of ethnocentrism, historians
have grown increasingly uneasy about doling out moral judgments. Failing
to treat a culture on its own terms disengages human experience from the
context of real lives, and making judgments based on contemporary morality
or some conception of "universal" morality results in historical atomism,
ahistorical histories. As Bernard W. Sheehan tells us in "The Problem of
Moral Judgments in History," historians are "keepers of the social memory,"
and can therefore help to clarify the nature of moral conduct.
And yet [the] very absence of cultural accord in our own time ...
has proved to be a singularly insubstantial basis from which to
deliver moral judgments. Historians have been led to appeal
beyond the common agreements of human beings in society to a
transcendent and universal formula that sanctifies the free
individual. . .. [This atomism] serves the tendency to invoke
values that are a priori, abstract, and without roots in any living
cultural tradition, a practice that risks the rejection of the concept
of culture, the confusion of the past with the present, and the
displacement of prudent moral judgment by a supercilious
righteousness. (50)
Rendering moral assessments is a risky business, Sheehan warns. But it is
also a necessary one: human perception, expression and imagination defy
any pretensions to neutrality.
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Still, many traditional historians shy away from moral judgments in
order to preserve this

fa~ade

of neutrality or objectivity. This introduces the

third issue affecting mainstream definitions of history: positivism, or the
belief that a static, unified "reality" exists, that it can be fully recovered, that it
is meaningful, and that it can be accurately interpreted through "objective"
inquiry. Implicit in this framework, writes Lorraine Code, "is the conviction
that objects of knowledge are separate from knowers and investigators and
that they remain separate and unchanged throughout investigative,
information-gathering, and knowledge-construction processes" (31-32). In
"The Discourse of History," Hayden White shows that historiography's
positivistic orientation grew out of a nineteenth-century "passion for the
real," which had in turn grown out of the profound impact of
industrialization. In particular, this shift
bespoke a deep fear that "reality" and especially social reality had
slipped from the grasp of the instruments of knowledge
designed to discover and control it. As thus envisaged, the
nineteenth century's interest in history ... its desire to
determine the patterns and laws of social processes, its need to
establish the "facts" of history as a means of arbitrating among
contending ideologies (each with its own utopian
recommendations about the most desirable course for future
actions)--all these are now seen as symptoms of a cultural
malaise for which they were supposed to provide the cure. (2)
With its focus on the future, pOSitivism shared some of the same goals as
eighteenth-century theories of progress. Its motivations, however, were
somewhat different. Hoping to distinguish itself from other "verbal
performances"--namely, literature and rhetoric, which remained explicitly
"fictional" and thus undermined historians' claims to simply represent the
world "as it really was"--history sought to realign itself with the so-called
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"natural" sciences. But as White tells us, it was eventually the literary,
rhetorical elements of historiography that established history as an
autonomous discipline: their work was "modestly literary" (10), and "a kind
of science" (13), but not quite in the same ways as literature, philosophy, and
science.
Despite the fact that most other academic disciplines--including literary
criticism and natural sciences--have largely abandoned positivist
assumptions, White and others have suggested that the discipline of history
has not. Much of traditional history's discomfort with being associated with
rhetoric and literature has to do with its interpretive framework--specifically,
its focus on "reading the past" by elucidating and accurately understanding
historical phenomena. An interpretive framework presupposes that, just as
history-as-the-past can be accurately "read" ("fully disclosed"), the discourse of
history is transparent and referential, and facilitates rather than complicates
the process of reading. The result is a history that takes for granted certain
historical categories and sources (e.g., "the Enlightenment," legal documents)
as "natural," and others (e.g., "subjectivity," women's diaries) as "political."
White notes that such practices derive from the "the ideology of literalness"
and the "fallacy of referentiality" ("Discourse" 13). Regardless, they have
spawned considerable hostility towards feminist and poststructuralist
critiques, which challenge, disrupt, and sometimes dismantle altogether
traditional history's assumptions. 1

1Lawrence Stone provides a good example of such hostility in his "The Revival of Narrative,"

when he suggests that, in 1979, the topics of women and sexuality were "in serious danger of
suffering from intellectual overkill" (16).
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Enter revisionary history, which has tended to focus its critiques, and
its innovations, on this questionable interpretive framework. Specifically,
revisionary histories call attention to the ambiguous roles that language and
subjectivity play in our notions of historical reality, fore grounding the
historian's self-conscious identification of the political, historical, and
rhetorical position from which she or he is writing. They recognize that
multiple perspectives exist, that these perspectives often come into conflict,
and that they provide opportunities to expand our understanding of what
"history" is and what it means to write history. As is probably obvious from
my copious use of quotation marks around terms like "objectivity" and
"reality," I share these revisionary perspectives. And because I believe that
traditional history's critical unself-consciousness is its most serious weakness,
I embrace the second model of revisionary history that Vitanza identifies:
"revisionary history as self-conscious critical practices," which "is not at all a
part of the disciplinary protocol of traditional history writing, for it is greatly
more self-conscious in relation to not only ideological distortion but also to
recent critical practices that attempt to account for such distortion" (99). (In
identifying my position in this way, however, I should also mention that I
have purposely filtered out many of the nuances of "traditional history" [it
isn't a monolith, either], and set up a questionable dichotomy between
"traditional" and "revisionary" history.)
My interest in self-conscious critical practices stems from my desire to
bring together in this dissertation the goals and assumptions of ethnography,
feminist standpoint theory, and revisionary history, for they each seek to
accommodate the demands of local, multiple, and contradictory nature of
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subjects like mentoring. Thus it centers on the shift from traditional history
as "reading the past" to revisionary history as writing, or more precisely, that

which a historian writes. This shift is neatly illustrated by the notion of "prehistory" that I mentioned in my discussion of linearity. It is clear that people
lived and constructed cultures, and that events occurred, before historians
started writing histories; indeed, pre-history is defined as the period before
written or recorded history. It follows, then, that history is defined through
language, as something written. But until recently, this commonsensical
argument has seldom been extended to acknowledge the fact that someone
must therefore write history.
Those historians who do recognize the constructed nature of history,
and the author's role in this construction, often refer to their project as "new
textualism" or "cultural history." What links these terms is a belief that
discourse defines all that we know as history. Hayden White explains this
perspective in The Content of the Form: "The historically real, the past real,
is that to which I can be referred only by way of an artifact that is textual in
nature" (209). Not surprisingly, literary and anthropological theories--fields
"in which social explanation is not taken for granted" (Hunt ll)--have
recently surpassed sociological and scientific paradigms in their influence on
historiography. Intellectual historians (e.g., La Capra, White), especially, have
welcomed the opportunity to rethink history as a particular kind of language
use, arguing that by expanding their definitions of what they do, historians
can help to transform their discipline into a more creative, self-conscious,
critical enterprise. Such a process would entail, for one thing, recognizing the
historian's place of the center of historiographical methodologies. Lynn Hunt
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writes in her introduction to The New Cultural History that "as historians
learn to analyze their subjects' representations of their worlds, they inevitably
begin to reflect on the nature of their own efforts to represent history ....
Historians of culture, in particular ... are becoming more aware that their
supposedly matter-of-fact choices of narrative techniques and analytical forms
also have social and political implications" (20-21).
Two key issues have entered our discussion: history as fiction, and the
writer /historian as historical agent. Because cultural history focuses on the
role language plays in our descriptions and conceptions of historical reality, it
necessarily raises questions about disciplinary boundaries that separate, for
example, history and literature. According to White, the concept of literature
as we now understand it was a nineteenth-century invention--known until
then simply as "fiction"--which problematized the idea of referential
language; blurred distinctions between author, narrator, and subject of the
stories it told; and in general disrupted traditional conceptions of narrative
(Le., linear series of events, typically told by an objective or "omniscient"
observer). Traditional historians, he explains, believe that "[l]iterature
undermines the ideal of clarity, the dream of perfect correspondence between
language and the world, which not only science but common sense as well
had entertained as a possibility since Descartes" ("Discourse" 3). And as they
seek to define themselves against literature-as-fiction, traditional historians
uncritically reinscribe positivist assumptions.2 Dominick La Capra argues
that distinctions like those drawn between history and literature, fact and
2Elsewhere White says that "The older distinction between fiction and history, in which
fiction is conceived as the representation of the imaginable and history as the representation of
the actual, must give place to the recognition that we can only know the actual by contrasting it
with or likening it to the imaginable" ("Historical Text" 60).
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fiction, and so forth, naively presuppose "natural" and unproblematic
binarisms that should instead be regarded as sites of contention, places to
begin inquiring into the way language functions (57).
Revisionary historians do just that. Specifically, they embrace the idea
of fiction, or jictio, in its original sense of "something made or fashioned." In
doing so, they redefine history-writing as a self-conscious "novelization" of
the past, with the dual meaning of making new or novel, and of composing a
novel or piece of fiction. Anthropologist James Clifford adopts this definition
of history-as-fiction when he suggests that "it is important to preserve the
meaning not merely of making, but also of making up, of inventing things
not actually real" (6). But as another anthropologist, Clifford Geertz, points
out, "making up"--that is, inventing--neither makes historical accounts
"false, unfactual, or merely 'as if' thought experiments," nor detracts from
their epistemological power (Interpretation 15-16). Instead, it highlights the
ways that texts are "author-saturated" rather than "author-evacuated." As he
further explains in Works and Lives, all ethnographies bear a "signature,"
evidence of "an authorial presence" within the text; understanding this
means asking how the texts were "author-ized" (9). Thus by insisting that any
attempt to describe historical reality must rely on language and imagination,
revisionary historians also affirm the importance of the historian's role as

writer within a self-conscious critical practice. 3
In spite of all this reconceptualizing and self-consciousness raising,
little has been done to initiate the writing of "gendered" histories--except, of

3This assumption is echoed in rhetoric texts like Walter Fisher's Human Communication as
Narration, which acknowledges authors and audiences as co-agents or co-authors in the
creation of histories/narratives.
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course, on the part of feminist scholars. (Extensive and explicit
considerations of gender issues are practically nonexistent in the writings of
White, Geertz, and La Capra, for instance; even Lynn Hunt's more recent
collection cultural history makes only one passing reference to it. 4) And
while I hesitate to append my discussion of feminist revisionary
historiographies at the end of this section--a typically hostile gesture that
Louise Marcil-Lacoste links to the "expletive status" of feminist writings--I
have three reasons for doing so anyway: the first is to acknowledge that
feminist revisionary historiographies and nonfeminist revisionary
historiographies do in fact share many key goals and assumptions (especially
an emphasis of discourse and textuality); the second, however, is to observe
the continued marginal status of feminist theories and methodologies within
the discipline of history; and the third is to comment on the potential of such
theories for further transforming what it means to write history (or, as
Vitanza aptly casts the phrase, "Write History"). Moreover, I'm eager to
return to the specifics of my dissertation by drawing some explicit connections
to

fem~nist

standpoint theory.

In general, feminist revisionary historiography seeks to provide fuller
and more diverse accounts of historical phenomena by making women the
"subjects of stories"--that is, both the focus of inquiry and the agents of
narratives. As with the anthropologists and intellectual historians described
earlier, feminist revisionary historians emphasize the plural nature of
4Rosi Braidotti makes a similar point about critical theory in Patterns of Dissonance, in which
she considers the ways that contemporary French philosophers like Foucault, Derrida, and
Deleuze address questions that are central to feminist thought even though they don't
acknowledge feminist theory as such. Specifically, Braidotti argues that they rely on a notion
of "the feminine" in order to undermine classical thought, and yet this notion is largely
metaphorical and bears no direct relevance to the historical experience of women.
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human experience and hence the need to write histories. What differentiates
their project, though, is that they tend to focus on the ways in which
historians and the discipline of history have participated in the production of
"knowledge" that legitimizes the exclusion or subordination of other people
and their perspectives--in this case women. s Their dual response to this has
been to critique methods of history that legitimize the exclusion or
subordination of perspectives expressed by women, and to construct
alternative forms of historical scholarship.
In some ways, "feminist revisionary history" is a redundant phrase:
engendering history and historicizing the terms of sexual difference
inherently involve a reconsideration of traditional historical assumptions.
But there are traditional elements to feminist historiography, as well,
developed in part by male historians unreceptive to feminist concerns, and in
part by feminist historians working without feminist methodologies. These
traditional approaches include the "add women and stir" approach, focusing
on "exceptional" women; the "fill in historical gaps" approach, which
involved actively seeking out women historical agents; the confiation of
women's studies and "family studies"; a focus on women's contributions to
history, with its apparent assumption that history is a male enterprise to
which women are peripheral; attention to women outside cultural norms
(e.g., witches, prostitutes); consciousness raising efforts in the form of "gender
studies"; and revisionism--identifying and rewriting falsehoods about

5According to Scott, "Knowledge refers not only to ideas but to institutions and structures,
everyday practices as well as specialized rituals, all of which constitute social relationships.
Knowledge is a way of ordering the world; as such it is not prior to social organization, it is
inseparable from social organization" (2).
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women. 6 More recent feminist orientations hold that the study of women
not only adds new subject matter but also, potentially, provides the critical
means to reexamine the premises and standards of existing scholarly work in
history--in particular, by identifying conceptual problems in the ways that the
discipline of history has been constituted.
Joan Wallach Scott has, in my opinion, provided the most compelling
discussion of feminist historiography in Gender and the Politics of History, a
series of essays on French labor history. Scott shows that feminist
historiography must involve looking at gender concretely and in context, and
considering it a historical phenomenon produced, reproduced, transformed,
and interpreted in different situations and over time. This kind of
methodology, she writes:
is at once a familiar posture for a historian and a profoundly
new way of thinking about history. For it calls into question the
reliability of terms that have been taken as self-evident by
historicizing them. The story is no longer about the things that
have happened to women and men and how they have reacted
to them; instead it is about how the subjective and collective
meanings of women and men as categories of identity have been
constructed. (6)
Reflecting in some detail on the problematic tension between essentialism
and relativism, Scott concludes that any theory that assumes a consistent or
unchanging "meaning" for the human body, outside social or cultural
constructions, perpetuates an epiphenomenal, ahistorical history. It follows,
then, that the most urgent task for feminist historians is to reject "the fixed
and permanent quality of the binary opposition [between 'man' and
'woman']" (40-41).
61 will bypass altogether the "her-story" movement, but Scott provides an excellent overview
and critique (18-22).
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One way to do this is to redefine and enlarge traditional notions of
historical significance to encompass the personal and subjective. This is
important, Scott argues, because although women are now increasingly
considered appropriate objects for historical analysis, a male subjectivity still
determines the way such analysis may proceed. For example, the
"particularity" of women's experience is often described--and dismissed--on
the basis of its presumed relation to the "universality" of men's experience.
According to Scott, a feminist historiography "requires a notion of the
particularity and specificity of all human subjects" (25). Specifically, feminist
historians need to develop a concept of human agency that will allow women
to interrogate their traditional positions and absences from history, and to
challenge the idea that positions and subjectivities considered "normal" or
"universal" are products of social consensus rather than conflict. And this
effort "requires attention to the assumptions, practices, and rhetoric of the
discipline, to things either so taken for granted or so outside customary
practice that they are not usually a focus for historians' attention" (2).
Feminist standpoint theory dovetails nicely with these goals-particularly in its critique of positivism and objectivity, also known as "pointof-viewlessness" (Arnault) and "the view from nowhere" (Harding). Many
standpoint theorists have shown that objectivity is really just a form of
subjectivity that values detachment and distancing over emotion, passion,
and self-conscious interestedness, and that it is underlain by various
Cartesian dualisms (e.g., mind/body, reason/emotion, culture/nature) which
are generally thought to be gender-linked, and which have for centuries
served to stigmatize women's epistemic agency. Dorothy Smith points out,
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furthermore, that claims to objectivity (like moralistic claims, discussed
earlier) depend upon a "cleansing of the subject" from particular perspectives
as a way of filtering out contending views and reinscribing the "neutral,"
"universal" perspectives of elite groups (77).
While many feminist standpoint theorists reject altogether the validity
of objectivity, believing that it is too tainted with sexist assumptions to ever
be very useful, Sandra Harding does not. Instead, her version of feminist
standpoint distinguishes between what she calls "objectivism" (also "weak
objectivity") and "strong objectivity" (also "feminist empiricism"). The
former, she explains, "is supposed to direct the identification of all social
values and their elimination from the results of research, yet it has been
operationalized to identify and eliminate only those social values and
interests that differ among the researchers and critics who are regarded by the
scientific community as competent to make such judgments" (143). Strong
objectivity, by contrast, extends the notion of scientific method to
acknowledge personal and cultural agendas, opening them up to scrutiny and
criticism by those inside and outside specific disciplinary communities-especially during those parts of the process in which concepts are defined and
problems are identified as appropriate for scientific investigation. (See also
Addelson.) Harding concludes that a concept of strong objectivity can
enhance feminist standpoint theories: by entering and using widely respected
discourses and conceptual schemes, it can enable feminist research to enter
conventional bodies of knowledge (113).
Crossing over bodies of knowledge is another matter, however.
Because positivist values are founded upon the methodological and
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epistemological criteria of the physical sciences, trouble begins when they are
applied to the social sciences. As Code says, "[O]nce theorists acknowledge the
oddity, and peculiar insularity, of the physics-derived conception, with its
suppression of subjectivity, it becomes increasingly urgent to contest the ideal
in areas of inquiry where subjectivities are the 'objects' of study" (41, her
emphasis).7 Harding agrees, and has proposed that one way to do this is to
reconceptualize the "natural" sciences as social sciences: "feminist theory
about science must be seen as inside the process of science, where it can help
scientists explain the social conditions in both scientific institutions and the
surrounding society that tend to encourage empirically more adequate
beliefs" (74). Meanwhile, the main challenge to traditional historians is to
expand their understanding of historical scholarship by opening up the
positivist historiographical paradigm of reality and representation to the
kinds of critical insights that have transformed literary and rhetorical theory,
art, and the sciences.
Intellectual historians and feminist revisionary historians seem to
agree on this: transforming our methods of historical scholarship necessitates
that we also transform our definitions of historical reality, including our
criteria for historical scholarship. And part of this process requires us to
attend more critically to the "constructedness" of history as a way to challenge
traditional history's tendency to "reduce certain texts to representative,
illustrative, or symptomatic functions" (La Capra 344). As I attempt to do this,

7White makes a similar point in Tropics of Discollrse when he says, "Only a willful, tyrannical
intelligence could believe that the only kind of knowledge we can aspire to is that represented
by the physical sciences" (117).
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I must consider the ways in which revisionary historiographies can lead to
new ways of writing.
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